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Abstract
We construct topological defects in two-dimensional classical lattice models and quantum
chains. The defects satisfy local commutation relations guaranteeing that the partition function
is independent of their path. These relations and their solutions are extended to allow defect
lines to fuse, branch and satisfy all the properties of a fusion category. We show how the
two-dimensional classical lattice models and their topological defects are naturally described
by boundary conditions of a Turaev-Viro-Barrett-Westbury partition function. These defects
allow Kramers-Wannier duality to be generalized to a large class of models, explaining exact
degeneracies between non-symmetry-related ground states as well as in the low-energy spectrum.
They give a precise and general notion of twisted boundary conditions and the universal behavior
under Dehn twists. Gluing a topological defect to a boundary yields linear identities between
partition functions with different boundary conditions, allowing ratios of the universal g-factor
to be computed exactly on the lattice. We develop this construction in detail in a variety of
examples, including the Potts, parafermion and height models.
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2
1 Introduction
The renormalization group provides a method for understanding how a field theory arises as the
continuum limit of a many-body lattice model. It gives both quantitative and qualitative infor-
mation on which microscopic degrees of freedom and couplings remain relevant, and so enter into
the effective long-distance description. In its half-century of existence, it has transformed the way
theorists think about both statistical mechanics and field theory.
It is important to remember, however, that the renormalization group is not the only method
for understanding how continuum arises from lattice. In this paper we go deeper than effective
field theory, as we exploit the remarkable confluence between integrable lattice models, conformal
field theory, and mathematics. In particular, we utilise the profound connection between knot and
link invariants [1] and lattice statistical mechanics [2, 3, 4], a line of development that had started
well before [5, 6, 7]. Since this classic work, substantial progress has been made in developing
the mathematics involved. In particular, much more is known about fusion categories. Among
other things, fusion categories give a precise way of manipulating graphs while preserving their
topological invariants [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Our aim is to show how the topological framework
not only provides an elegant setup for lattice statistical mechanics, but gives a perspective both
qualitatively and quantitatively useful.
We use the inherent topological structure of a wide class of two-dimensional lattice models to
define topological defect lines with remarkable properties. The partition function of a lattice model
defined using a fusion category is independent of deformations of the paths of any topological defects
present. Moreover, the construction results in a host of exact linear identities relating partition
functions with different defect configurations. The reason the topological approach is so powerful
is that many constraints are necessary to enforce consistency. The solutions of these constraints
are simple to express in terms of topological data, whereas a brute-force approach typically is
horrendously complicated.
Universal results can be obtained simply and exactly from lattice computations. One main
result is our demonstration how lattice topological defects implement dualities, extending the work
of Kramers and Wannier [14] well beyond the Ising and Potts models where it is familiar. We hope
to convince that these defects provide the best way of understanding why and how dualities work
for two-dimensional classical lattice models and for quantum spin chains. The key observation is
that distinct models can be defined using the same fusion category. The dualities then arise in a
very natural fashion, as the topological defects built using the category separate regions described
by the different models. When the model is the same on both sides, the self-duality places strong
constraints on it, allowing us to compute universal quantities.
The topological defects we construct inherit properties from the fusion category used to define
them, providing a set of linear identities relating partition functions involving different defect
configurations. In essence, the microscopic definitions of the lattice model and its Boltzmann
weights result in macroscopic constraints on the partition functions. A basic example is
= δRB
√
dPdG
dR
(1.1)
where R,G, P,B label the different types of defects. The numbers da are given by the category,
and are known as quantum dimensions. Roughly speaking, the weight of a single defect line with
label a is da. A more general set of relations are known as F -moves. They describe a change of
3
basis, relating partition functions with distinct defect configurations as
=
∑
Y
[
FRGBP
]
XY
. (1.2)
The coefficients are called F -symbols, and are a glorified version of the 6j symbols familiar from
quantum mechanics. Finding a consistent set of F -symbols satisfying (1.2) results in a huge number
of non-linear relations. The category hands us the solution.
Relations like (1.1) and (1.2) are exact on the lattice. When a lattice model we study has a
continuum limit, such partition function identities become exact relations for the corresponding
field-theory quantities. These relations allow us to compute exact universal quantities in terms of
topological invariants. When the lattice model is critical and ensuing field theory is conformally
invariant, these quantities can be compared to those computed using conformal field theory (CFT)
[15]. One type of universal quantity we derive exactly and rigorously on the lattice is the ratio of
g-factors for conformal boundary conditions [16, 17]. Another is the shift in momentum arising
from twisting the boundary conditions using a topological defect. This quantity is related to the
eigenvalues of a Dehn twist, and hence the conformal spin in the corresponding CFT [18]. The
relations (1.1) and (1.2) themselves correspond nicely to those arising directly in CFT [19, 20, 21].
The connection of our approach to CFT brings the story full circle. Fusion categories were
prefigured in the statistical mechanics of models having CFTs describing their continuum limit
[5, 6, 7]. Canonical examples of such lattice models are the Ising and Potts models [22, 4] and their
“parafermion” generalizations [23, 24], along with the integrable height models of Andrews, Baxter
and Forrester [25]. Characterizing the topological properties of fields in rational CFT provided
a crucial impetus for the introduction of modular tensor categories (fusion categories with more
data, including braiding) [8]. Further connections of CFT to topology and knot invariants came
through the Chern-Simons approach to the Jones polynomial [26]. Our work exploits the subsequent
progress in the understanding of fusion categories to derive new properties of the very same lattice
models. We emphasize, however, that even though integrable models and conformal field theory are
deeply embedded in the story, our method yields many results for non-integrable and non-critical
models as well, duality being one prominent example.
Despite this paper being a sequel, it is self-contained. In [27] (henceforth referred to as Part I),
we defined the Ising model in traditional fashion, and explained how topological defects had some
rather magical properties. Underlying all these results were fusion categories. The magic remains
in the much more general results described here, but now we display our tricks.
We are well aware that many readers may be unfamiliar with the topological approach to lattice
models. We therefore have written three review sections describing the setup. In section 2 we give
a concise introduction to fusion categories, focusing on how to compute topological invariants. In
section 3, we explain how to build lattice height models using these categories. The Boltzmann
weights of Potts, parafermion and ABF height models, among others, then can be related to
topological invariants. In section 4 we explain the mathematics underlying our construction of
lattice topological defects, the Turaev-Viro-Barrett-Westbury state sum.
Sections 5 and 6 contain our core results. The definition of lattice topological defect lines and
the proof they satisfy the defect commutation relations is given in section 5. In section 6, we define
topological junctions of defects, and prove that defect lines themselves satisfy the rules of the fusion
category. In our opinion, the brevity of these two sections demonstrates the substantial value of
the categorical approach.
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We then give applications. In section 7 we implement Kramers-Wannier duality using topo-
logical defects, and generalize it to a much larger class of models. Section 8 explores a particular
consequence of self-duality, enabling the derivation of degeneracies in the ground and low-lying
states of certain non-critical models. We show in section 9 how our setup provides a natural way of
describing boundary conditions in terms of states. In the critical case, it gives a way of computing
universal ratios of g-factors easily on the lattice. In section 10, we define twisted boundary condi-
tions in terms using topological defects and derive identities for the resulting partition functions.
By understanding the behavior under Dehn twists, we explain how to extract exact results for
conformal scaling dimensions as well. The conclusions are given in section 11.
2 Fusion categories and diagrammatics
In this section we describe the foundational tool in our analysis, a fusion category. Many good
reviews cover this subject and much more, including [8, 9, 28, 29, 13]. Fusion categories are well
known to play important roles in representation theory, in conformal field theory, in the properties
of anyons, and in topological quantum field theory. They play an equally important role in the
lattice models studied in this paper, essential both in the construction and in the analysis. We aim
here to provide a practical and computationally useful introduction.
One particularly important aspect of a fusion category is that it allows one to associate a
number with a “fusion diagram”, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1. This association is called
“evaluating” the diagram, and the resulting number is independent of any local deformations of
the diagram. The fusion category plays two roles in this evaluation. It provides identities between
the evaluations of different diagrams that can be applied repeatedly and judiciously to yield a sum
over simple diagrams. Just as importantly, the fusion category also guarantees that the evaluation
of a given diagram is invariant under topology-preserving manipulations (after a few simplifying
assumptions). For this reason it is a central tool in knot theory, where a topological invariant is
associated with a knot or link by evaluating a corresponding sum over fusion diagrams.
= 〈ψανδ|Oαβγδ |ψµγδ〉
Figure 1: A fusion diagram, i.e., a labeled planar graph. For simplicity we leave out vertex labels and edge
orientations. Using the standard notation of quantum mechanics, the diagram here can be viewed as an
inner product between bra labeled µ, γ, δ, a ket labeled α, ν, δ, and an operator with labels α, β, γ, δ.
2.1 Fusion rules
To begin gently, we first discuss the fusion rules associated with the simple objects of a fusion
category. The simple objects a, b, c are the labels on the diagrams to be evaluated. The fusion rules
are specified by non-negative integers N cab which govern how two simple objects labelled by a and
b fuse into c:
a⊗ b =
⊕
c
N cab c. (2.1)
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The tensor product ⊗ is the fusing, and the sum is over all simple objects. We say a and b fuse
to c when N cab > 0, with this integer giving the number of fusion channels. In category language,
N cab = dim mor(a⊗ b→ c). We refer to the N∗∗∗ as the fusion symbols.
A familiar example of fusion rules come from taking tensor products of representations of
algebras or groups, where each irreducible representation a, b, c, . . . ... corresponds to a simple object
of the category. The fusion rules specify how to write the tensor product a⊗ b as sums over irreps
labelled by c. A physical example arises when simple objects correspond to operators in a field
theory, with the fusion describing their behaviour under the operator product expansion: N cab is
the number of times the operator c appears in the operator product expansion of operators a and b.
This example has played a particularly important role in conformal field theory in two [30, 8] and
higher [31] spacetime dimensions. Another physical manifestation arises from the study of anyons
in topologically ordered systems. Each (isomorphism class of) simple object is identified with a
different species of anyon, and the equality in (2.1) means that at long distances the right- and
left-hand sides cannot be distinguished [13].
The simple objects and the corresponding fusion coefficients N cab in a fusion category must
satisfy a variety of conditions, including [32, 29]
1. A fusion category has a finite number of simple objects.
2. Among the objects there must be a unique “identity”, labelled 1 or 0, such that 1 ⊗ a =
a⊗ 1 = a for all a. This implies that N ba1 = N b1a = δab.
3. For every object a there exists a unique ‘dual’ object a¯ such that 1 appears in their fusion
product. For the most part in this paper, we assume that all objects are self-dual, so that in
the anyon picture every particle is its own antiparticle. This implies that a ⊗ a = 1 ⊕ · · · ,
with the fusion multiplicity for the identity channel equal to one. Equivalently N1ab = δab.
4. The fusion rules must be associative:
a⊗ (b⊗ c) = (a⊗ b)⊗ c ⇒
∑
x
N zaxN
x
bc =
∑
y
NyabN
z
yc . (2.2)
5. A pivotal structure of the fusion category implies that if a⊗ b = c⊕· · · , then c⊗ b∗ = a⊕· · · .
In terms of fusion symbols,
N cab = N
a¯
bc¯ = N
b¯
c¯a = N
c¯
b¯a¯ . (2.3)
Combined with the self-dual condition, the fusion symbol N cab are completely symmetric under
permutations of the three objects.
Quantum dimensions are important quantities associated with a fusion category. We first define
a set of matrices Na based on the fusion coefficients, each of which has entries (Na)
c
b = N
c
ab. For
each simple object, we define its quantum dimension to be
da
def
= maximal eigenvalue
[
Na
]
. (2.4)
This also known as the Frobenius-Perron dimension. As the entries of the matrix Na are non-
negative and the sum of each column is positive (
∑
cN
c
ab > 0), da is unique, real and positive. As
a consequence of the associativity condition (2.2), the quantum dimensions satisfy
dadb =
∑
c
N cabdc . (2.5)
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As we will explain, the quantum dimension provides a measure of the Hilbert space dimension
associated to a simple object.
We here give a few examples of fusion rules.
Ising. One of the most important examples is given by the Ising fusion rules, which arise for
example in the operator products of the primary fields in the Ising conformal field theory [15].
There are three elements denoted 1, σ, and ψ. The non-trivial fusion rules are given by:
ψ ⊗ ψ = 1, σ ⊗ σ = 1⊕ ψ, ψ ⊗ σ = σ. (2.6)
The remaining fusion rules can be inferred from the rules above, giving for example N1ψψ = N
1
σσ =
Nψσσ = Nσψσ = N
σ
σψ = 1. The quantum dimensions of these basis elements are given by d1 = dψ = 1
and dσ =
√
2.
Fibonacci. Another common example has only two elements, 1 and τ , with fusion rules
1⊗ τ = τ ⊗ 1 = τ, τ ⊗ τ = 1⊕ τ. (2.7)
The reason for the name Fibonacci is apparent from the non-trivial fusion rule in (2.7); continually
fusing τ elements together gives multiplicities of the Fibonacci numbers. Here we have d1 = 1 and
dτ =
1+
√
5
2 is the golden ratio.
ŝu(2). The most familiar example of fusion rules come from the representations of the group or
Lie algebra ŝu(2). The elements are the irreducible representations, which we label using physics
conventions by their spin, the non-negative integers and half-integers 0, 12 , . . . , with 0 being the
identity object. Combining two spins gives a direct sum of representations, e.g. 12 ⊗ 12 = 0⊕ 1. In
general, fusion symbols for ŝu(2) are
Nabc =
{
1 a+ b ≥ c, b+ c ≥ a, c+ a ≥ b, and a+ b+ c ∈ Z,
0 otherwise.
(2.8)
The quantum dimensions coincides with the irrep dimensions: da = 2a+ 1.
However, there is no ŝu(2) fusion category, as there are infinite number of irreducible represen-
tations. Instead, we consider the
A-series. The fusion category associated to Ak+1, with k a non-negative integer, has k+1 simple
objects labeled 0, 12 , . . . ,
k
2 . These fusion rules are very similar to those of ŝu(2) in (2.8) but require
also the “truncation” a+ b+ c ≤ k, giving
Nabc =
{
1 a+ b ≥ c, b+ c ≥ a, c+ a ≥ b, a+ b+ c ∈ Z, and a+ b+ c ≤ k,
0 otherwise.
(2.9)
The quantum dimensions of these objects are
dh =
sin pi(2h+1)k+2
sin pik+2
=
qh+
1
2 − q−(h+ 12 )
q
1
2 − q− 12
, with q = exp
2pii
k + 2
. (2.10)
These fusion rules forAk+1 are identical to those of another fusion category ŝu(2)k, familiar from the
study of Wess-Zumino-Witten models in CFT [33]. Although closely related, the two categories are
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not identical, as the additional data described in section 2.2 differs. This “A-series” encompasses
the first two examples: The Ising fusion algebra is equivalent to that of A3 with the identification
(1, σ, ψ → 0, 12 , 1), while Fibonacci is the subcategory of A4 restricted to integer elements with
(1, τ → 0, 1). In general, as we explain below, they are associated with the height models introduced
by Andrews, Baxter and Forrester (ABF) [25], and their “fused” generalizations.
2.2 Fusion category data
The following data completely defines a fusion category:
• list of simple objects,
• fusion symbols N∗∗∗, and
• the F -symbols.
The F -symbols, defined in (2.28) below, describe linear relations among diagrams. They provide
the means to evaluate an arbitrary labeled planar diagram. Those involving the identity object
are written in terms of quantum dimensions d∗, and so determine them as well. Of course, these
quantities are not independent. As we detail, a number of self-consistency equations must be
satisfied.
To give vast simplifications to the computations and diagrammatics, we impose several restric-
tions on fusion categories utilized. We emphasize however that the ideas and methods presented
in this paper are applicable to a broader class. The simplifying assumptions are:
• We usually assume that simple objects are self-dual: a ∼= a∗. This condition allows us to omit
arrows in our diagrams.
• There is a non-degenerate trace that can be used to define an inner product; see the discussion
around (2.12) for details. This condition allows us to treat vector spaces as Hilbert spaces,
and ensures that the quantum dimensions are always positive.
• The fusion category is multiplicity-free, i.e., N cab = 0 or 1 for all simple objects a, b, c.
• The Frobenius-Schur indicators are all +1.
• We require that there exist a gauge (i.e., basis of splitting operators) such that all the A- and
B-symbols be +1 whenever N bac 6= 0 (see (2.25)).
A fusion category can be presented in many different ways, and also may be extended to contain
additional structures such as braiding. In this paragraph, we state in a more formal language the
type of categories we will be utilizing. We are interested in the data associated with a C-linear
semi-simple spherical pivotal fusion category. The data are given by a collection of objects built
from a finite list of simple objects {a, b, c, · · · }; a list of morphisms mor(a → b) for each pair of
objects a, b ∈ C; as well as two kinds of multiplications: vertical composition ◦ of morphisms and a
tensor product ⊗ for horizontal composition of morphisms and objects. The pivotal1 and spherical2
structures are additional constraints on the fusion and morphism spaces.
1A pivotal fusion category means that there are isomorphisms V abc
A−→ V ba¯c and V abc B−→ V acb¯. Diagrammatically,
this allows fusion diagrams to be rotated. A consequence is Eq. (2.3).
2A spherical fusion category is one where the left and right traces agree. In terms of the fusion diagrams we discuss
below [e.g. see (2.36)], the trace corresponds to evaluating the closed loop formed by connecting a line labelled by
the simple object a with itself. The left and right traces differ by the two ways one can close this strand into a loop
on the plane. For the categories we are interested in we have Tr a = da.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: (a) Possible vertices permitted by the fusion rules Eq. (2.6) in the Ising fusion category. (b)
Examples of vertices forbidden by the Ising fusion rules. (c) An example of a fusion diagram in the Ising
fusion category, with elements 1, σ, and ψ.
2.3 Fusion diagrams
An exceptionally useful tool in our analysis comes from the relation of a fusion category to the
calculus of fusion diagrams. A fusion diagram is built from a labeled planar graph with no crossings,
only trivalent vertices. Each edge in the planar graph is labelled by an object in the fusion category,
and the vertices by morphisms of the surrounding labeled edges to the vacuum. At any trivalent
vertex, the labels a, b, c of the edges touching the vertex must obey N cab = 1. The number of allowed
labelings for a given graph and fusion category is computable via a “crossing” symmetry [34]. In
our setting, trivalent vertices will be fundamental, and can be used to build any fusion diagram.
Hence morphisms in higher-valence vertices can always be split up into compositions of morphisms
that can be represented as trivalent vertices.
We will explain in the next subsection that when the diagram has no ends (boundaries), it is
associated with a complex number, the “evaluation” of the diagram, and is invariant under smooth
deformations which preserve the topology. When the diagram has ends, we associate it with a
vector or wave function. We are free to add/remove lines with trivial labels (which depending on
context we write as 0 or 1) to a diagram without changing its evaluation or the associated vector
space. The allowed vertex labelings for the Ising fusion rules are illustrated in Fig. 2(a); in 2(b) we
show vertices that are not allowed here. An example of a diagram without ends for the Ising fusion
category is given in Fig. 2(c).
We often work with operators acting on vector spaces, as lattice models in statistical mechanics
are convenient to analyze using transfer matrices and Hamiltonians. A vector space is associated
to a diagram with ends. The simplest are V a1a2···an and Va1a2···an , the vector spaces spanned by
diagrams with open legs a1, . . . , an emanating upward and downwards respectively. For example,
the bottom and top pieces of the fusion diagram in figure 1 live in the vector spaces
∈ V µγδ, ∈ Vανδ . (2.11)
When the labels on the external legs match, we can glue the two together to give a closed diagram
that can be evaluated by the techniques given below. This defines an inner product on the vector
spaces, where V a1a2···an and Va1a2···an are dual to each other. The inner product of two diagrams
with mismatched legs is simply defined to be zero. These vector spaces are canonically isomorphic
via conjugation; we can convert vectors between Va1a2··· and V a1a2··· by simply flipping the figure
vertically. In the context of our example:
=
( )†
. (2.12)
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This definition yields a Hermitian inner product structure that allows us to treat them as Hilbert
spaces. We often utilize the convenient quantum-mechanical notation of bras and kets to represent
the elements of these vector spaces.
Vector spaces with upper and lower indices are defined in the obvious way. The elements of such
spaces can be thought of as linear operators: a diagram with legs a1, a2, . . . above and b1, b2, . . .
below maps the vector space V b1b2··· to V a1a2···. The vector space spanned by these operators
is denoted V a1···b1··· . A diagram can be split into many pieces, and evaluated as a product of its
constituents. The topmost part becomes the bra, the bottommost the ket, and the intervening
slices operators, for example
=
〈 ∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
. (2.13)
For example, the middle part of Eq. (2.13) is an operator
∈ V ανδµγδ (2.14)
which takes a wavefunction with legs ν, γ, δ to one with legs α, ν, δ:  ∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
∣∣∣∣∣
〉
. (2.15)
The building blocks for operators are the splitting and fusion vertices, along with “identity”
operators:
∈ V abc , ∈ V cab ,
∣∣∣∣
a
∈ V aa . (2.16)
One also encounters diagrams such as ∈ V aa0 , but this is simply a special case of the splitting
operator. The dimensionality of these vector spaces are given by
dimV abc = dimV
c
ab = N
c
ab , dimV
a
b = δab . (2.17)
The physical interpretation of these equations is as follows. The former equation says that the
number of linearly independent ways to fuse a ⊗ b → c is precisely given by N cab. The latter
equation ensures that simple objects cannot “mutate” into another.
The lattice models we study are conveniently defined in terms of a fusion tree. For any sequence
υ1, υ2, . . . and a fusion channel η, it is a diagram of the form
∈ V υ1υ2···υLη . (2.18)
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The diagram illustrated is a right-branching fusion tree, in that each υi sprouts from the main
branch with labels η, h1, h2, . . . . The labels must satisfy the fusion rules, i.e., N
hi−1
υihi
= 1 for each i.
Here we let h0 = η and hL−1 = υL to simplify notation. The key statement is as follows.
The set of right-branching fusion trees forms an orthogonal basis for V υ1υ2···υLη . (2.19)
In other words, the basis of states for V υ1···υLη are enumerated by the set of h1, . . . , hL−2 satisfying
the appropriate fusion constraints. (These states have non-trivial normalization factors, which we
define below.) Equivalently, we may define these vector spaces recursively as
V υ1υ2···υLη ∼=
⊕
h1
V υ1h1η ⊗ V υ2υ3···υLh1 . (2.20)
In general, for an arbitrary operator space,
V a1a2···b1b2···
∼=
⊕
x
V a1a2···x ⊗ V xb1b2···. (2.21)
Consider a fusion tree with large L and all υj = υ the same. The asymptotic growth of the
dimension of this vector space depends on the quantum dimension dυ as
dimV
L indices︷ ︸︸ ︷
υυυ···υυυ
η ∼ (dυ)L as L→∞ . (2.22)
This follows from the definition (2.4) via the recurrence relation (2.20). For example, in the Fi-
bonacci category, it is easy to see that these dimensions are related to Fibonacci numbers, which
indeed grow with L as
(
1+
√
5
2
)L
.
2.4 Evaluating fusion diagrams
We now turn to the method of evaluation, the process for associating a number with any fusion
diagram without ends. This is done iteratively by applying successive manipulations to the diagram.
In this section we introduce all the linear relations on diagrams necessary to evaluate any planar
graph. To do so, we will need to introduce additional symbols in our description of a fusion category,
namely κ-, A-, B-, and F -symbols. Many highly constraining self-consistency equations for these
symbols are needed so that topologically equivalent graphs evaluate to the same number.
Isotopy moves. The simplest move corresponds to a process where we start with particle a,
generate an additional pair out of the vacuum, and annihilate one of the newly produced particles
with the original. Since the vector space V aa associated to this process is one-dimensional, the only
possibility is to pick up a phase:
= κa = , (2.23)
where κa is called the Frobenious-Schur indicator of a (note that we have assumed that a is self
dual), and takes on a value ±1. The Frobenius-Schur indicators are invariants of a fusion category,
independent of the fusion symbols.
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As we discuss the rules for planar calculus, we will also illustrate them by evaluating the diagram
in Fig. 1. The first move is to remove the bend in the δ line using (2.23):
= κδ × . (2.24)
Next we look at the “pivotal” structure of the theory, which means there are isomorphisms between
fusing and splitting spaces. With the restriction that all N cab = 0, 1 these isomorphisms involve
only a phase due to bending of the lines, namely
= Aa¯cb , = κbBbc¯a . (2.25)
These define the A- and B-symbols, which in general are also complex phase factors. As opposed
to the Frobenius-Schur indicators, the A- and B-symbols are not gauge invariant, meaning they
depend on the basis chosen. Applying an “A-move” to our example gives
= Aα¯νδ × . (2.26)
Most of the categories we study have all κδ = 1, and all A- and B-symbols +1 whenever N bac 6= 0.
Along with requiring all particles to be self-dual, these two conditions allow us to make arbitrary
deformations to a diagram without incurring any phases.
Lastly, we remark that non-simple objects may also label edges on a fusion diagram. Semisim-
plicity of the category implies that any object can be written as a direct sum of simple objects.
Correspondingly, to evaluate a diagram containing a non-simple object x = a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ · · · decom-
posed in terms of simple objects ai, one replaces the evaluation of a diagram with label x, by a
sum of evaluations of diagrams with edges labeled ai.
F -moves. The F -move is the workhorse of the fusion category. It allows us to make non-trivial
transformations on the diagrams that preserve the evaluation. They arise as basis changes for the
vector spaces defined via fusion diagrams. There are two ways to write a basis for the operators in
V abcd , either as left-branching or right-branching trees.
∈
⊕
x
V abx ⊗ V xcd ∼= V abcd , ∈
⊕
y
V ayd ⊗ V bcy ∼= V abcd , (2.27)
The operators in the left-branching basis are enumerated by x while those of the right-branching
basis by y, the unitary map between the two bases is referred to as an F -move. The coefficients for
the transformation are provided by the F -symbols, which carries six indices: four for the external
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labels and two internal ones that label orthogonal vectors in each space. Diagrammatically it is
defined via
=
∑
y
[
F abcd
]
xy
. (2.28)
The transformation
[
F abcd
]
xy
is unitary in the indices x, y, evident from the fact that it provides
the isomorphism between the left/right side of Eq. (2.27).
An F -move can be applied to any pair of adjacent trivalent vertices in any diagram; adjacent
vertices are connected by one (or more) lines. Applying the F -move then modifies the diagram. In
our ongoing example, this results in
=
∑
ρ
[
Fαβγ
δ¯
]
µρ
× . (2.29)
Considering vector spaces with more indices leads to a variety of consistency conditions that
guarantee different sequences of F -moves produce identical results [30]. The pentagon equation,
given below in (2.45), is an important one. Fusion categories by definition satisfy these conditions,
and many solutions are known and classified. A general classification does not yet exist, although
all modular tensor categories (fusion categories that also have a braiding among other constraints)
with up to five objects are known [35, 36]. The consistency conditions for a given fusion algebra do
not have a unique solution; Ak+1 and ŝu(2)k have the same fusion rules but different F -symbols.
The main differences are that the latter category has non-trivial Froebenius-Schur indicators, while
all quantum dimensions are positive. We utilize Ak+1 here; its F -symbols are written out in
Appendix A.
Loop and bubble removal Once one has solved for the F -symbols then every planar diagram
can then be reduced to one that only has bubbles left in it, with each bubble having at most two
lines attached to it. A bubble with no lines attached evaluates to the quantum dimension of the
label, while one with two lines attached can be reduced to a line with no bubble:
= da , = δac
√
dbdb′
da
. (2.30)
The former is a special case of the latter with a = c = 0. Note also that any bubble with only one
line attached to it (not including identity labels) evaluates to zero. One can use these to find a
special case of the F -symbol:
=
∑
c
√
dc
dadb
⇒ [F a¯abb ]0c =
√
dc
dadb
. (2.31)
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This relation on the left-hand side follows by joining the a and b lines in two places using the
F -move, and then using (2.30) to remove the resulting bubble.
Using these relations we can finish evaluating Fig. 1. Repeatedly applying (2.30) to (2.29) gives
= δνρ
√
dβdγ
dρ
= δνρ
√
dβdγ
dρ
√
dαdρ
dδ
dδ ,
=⇒ = [Fαβγδ ]µν√dαdβdγdδ . (2.32)
We could have evaluated this diagram by using a different initial F -move to derive one of the many
consistency conditions on F -symbols. For example, the evaluation is also [Fαµγν ]βδ
√
dαdγdµdν ,
We now can compute the inner product for the fusion trees in Eq. (2.18). The inner product of
two right-branching trees in V υ1···υLη is
=
√
dη
L∏
j=1
√
dυj
L−2∏
j=1
δhjgj . (2.33)
This diagram has been evaluated by repeated application of Eq. (2.30). Notably, the two right-
branching fusion trees are orthogonal unless the inner indices {h} and {g} agree; this justifies our
earlier claim that the states form an orthogonal basis.
As an example of the power of the F -symbols, we can use them to derive another identity for
the quantum dimensions: ∑
a,b∈C
dadbN
z
ab = dzD
2 , where D2 ≡
∑
c∈C
d2c . (2.34)
The sums are over all simple objects in the category, and D is called the total quantum dimension.
To derive this relation, let cl(a) denote a closed planar loop labeled by a, which of course evaluates
to da. Using (2.30) and (2.31), we have
D2dz =
∑
a∈C
da cl(a)cl(z) =
∑
a∈C
da cl(a⊗ z) =
∑
a,b∈C
daN
b
az cl(b) =
∑
a,b∈C
dadbN
b
az .
By using the symmetries of the N∗∗∗ symbols described in section 2.1, (2.34) follows.
2.5 Tetrahedral symbols
The F -symbols satisfy a number of useful symmetry properties. These are conveniently displayed
by utilising tetrahedral symbols, which are proportional to the F -symbols. We define the tetrahedral
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symbols in terms of the diagram:
[
a b c
α β γ
]
def
=
1√
dadbdcdαdβdγ
. (2.35)
Recall from Eq. (2.28) that the F -symbols give the transformation between two fusion trees in V abcd .
We can thus extract any matrix element of F abcd via
[
F abcd
]
x,y
=
T˜r
( )† 
T˜r
( )†  = . (2.36)
Here T˜r denotes the “quantum trace”, which simply takes two diagrams with identical external legs
joins them together.3 The numerator is identical (up to a relabeling) to the diagram in Eq. (2.35),
and the denominator is the normalization of the tree diagram given in Eq. (2.33). Therefore, the
tetrahedral symbols are related to the F -symbols via[
F abcα
]
x,y
=
√
dxdy
[
a b x
c α y
]
. (2.37)
In context of tetrahedral symbols, the F -move is thus
=
∑
y
√
dxdy
[
a b x
c α y
]
. (2.38)
The definition (2.35) thus gives a nice way of seeing which F -symbols vanish.
if NabcN
α
βcN
β
γaN
γ
αb = 0 ⇒
[
a b c
α β γ
]
= 0 . (2.39)
A special case follows from (2.31):[
a a 0
b b c
]
=
[
a b c
b a 0
]
=
N cab√
dadb
. (2.40)
Using an F -move and then removing the bubble gives another useful identity
=
√
dαdβdγ
[
a b c
α β γ
]
. (2.41)
3 Here we have shown the right trace. The left trace is given by connecting the line labelled by d on the left side
of the picture; the assumption of a spherical category means that both traces agree.
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Properties. The tetrahedral symbols are convenient as they possess all the symmetries of a
tetrahedron. The symbols are invariant under permutation of the columns:[
a b c
α β γ
]
=
[
a c b
α γ β
]
=
[
c b a
γ β α
]
=
[
b a c
β α γ
]
.
exchange exchange exchange
(2.42)
They are also invariant under interchanging the rows of any two columns:[
a b c
α β γ
]
=
[
a β γ
α b c
]
=
[
α b γ
a β c
]
=
[
α β c
a b γ
]
.
swap rows swap rows swap rows
(2.43)
Exchanging the top and bottom row is not a symmetry:
[
a b c
d e f
] 6= [d e f
a b c
]
in general.
Orthogonality and pentagon equations. The tetrahedral symbols inherit all the properties
of the F -symbols. The unitarity of the F -symbols implies∑
y
dy
[
a b x
c d y
] [
a b x′
c d y
]
=
δxx′N
x
abN
x
cd
dx
. (2.44)
The pentagon equation∑
x
dx
[
ρ ν g
β γ x
] [
µ ρ h
γ α x
] [
ν µ j
α β x
]
=
[
g h j
α β γ
] [
g h j
µ ν ρ
]
. (2.45)
is a consequence of evaluating the diagram
. (2.46)
in two different ways. The right-hand side follows from (2.41) and (2.35), while the left-hand side
follows from three applications of (2.38).
3 Statistical mechanics from fusion categories
Here we explain how to define two classes of statistical-mechanical models using the data of a
fusion category described in section 2. The degrees of freedom in these two classes are respectively
geometric objects, and heights. A key advantage of the latter class is that the Boltzmann weights are
local. If the weights are positive as well, any field theory resulting from taking the continuum limit
must necessarily be unitary. Thus many of the height models are well known, the most prominent
being the Ising model analyzed in depth in Part I. While the connection of the fusion categories
to the geometric models is fairly obvious, we explain how many widely studied height models (and
some not-so-widely studied) are also best described in terms of category data. Although virtually
all of the results in this section can be found in various places in the literature (see e.g. Refs. [3, 4]
for reviews), many of the lessons learned have been neglected in the statistical-mechanical world.
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A key feature of the formulation here is that, as opposed to most of these studies, we are
not restricted to the study of integrable models. When the Boltzmann weights are chosen to be
uniform in space, some of the simpler models we study are integrable (and often critical). Examples
include the loop models [7, 37] coming from the Temperley-Lieb algebra [5] and the related ABF
height models [25]. However, beyond Temperley-Lieb, integrability requires even further fine-
tuning. Moreover, when the Boltzmann weights are staggered or disordered, the models are typically
neither critical nor integrable, even when the uniform case is. Thus the tools we develop are among
the few reliable analytical ways of understanding their physics.
The lattice models we study are defined by the following data:
1. A graph G that gives the location of the degrees of freedom. In completely packed geometric
models, they live on faces of G, while in height models the live on the vertices of G.
2. A fusion category C with the appropriate assumptions laid out in Sec. 2.
3. A distinguished object υ from C.
4. A choice of amplitudes A(χ) for each element χ in the fusion product of υ with itself: χ ∈ υ⊗υ.
This structure allows us to define two types of closely related models, where the degrees of freedom
are written in terms of geometrical objects (Sec. 3.1) and heights (Sec. 3.4) respectively. In both
cases we give the most general possible Boltzmann weights for this configuration space that can be
written as the evaluation of diagrams from the fusion category. These are necessarily consistent
with the diagrammatic tools developed. We will finish the section by giving several examples of
well known models recast in this language, as well as some lesser-known ones.
3.1 Loop and geometric models
We first describe how to to define geometric models using a fusion category. In these models the
degrees of freedom are written most naturally in terms of geometric objects such as loops or nets,
the former being the best known. The physical space on which these models live is defined in terms
of a graph G built of quadrilaterals, such as the square lattice. In this paper we focus on planar
quadrilateral graphs, but the methods can be generalized to any cell decomposition of a surface.
The degrees of freedom in the geometric models live on the edges and quadrilaterals of G, whereas
in the height models discussed later in this section they live on the vertices.
The role of the fusion category C in the geometric models is fundamental, giving the framework
to define both the degrees of freedom and the most interesting part of the Boltzmann weights.
The distinguished object υ in C governs the degrees of freedom on the edges of G, while its fusion
channels govern degrees of freedom on each quadrilateral, and each configuration in a geometric
model corresponds to a fusion diagram. The topological part of the Boltzmann weights then are
defined utilising the evaluation of fusion diagrams. When these elements are chosen appropriately,
one recovers many of the well-known examples we discuss below.
Precisely, we associate to each edge of G a strand labeled by υ, the distinguished object in the
category. Each such strand goes between two adjacent quadrilaterals, so that each quadrilateral
has four entering strands and a single fusion channel χ ∈ υ ⊗ υ, pictured as
. (3.1)
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We assemble all the strands and fusion channels into a fusion diagram F , for example
(3.2)
A “boundary” edge of G belongs to only one quadrilateral. For simplicity, here we imposed a
boundary condition by joining the strands through boundary edges to one of their neighbors; we
later discuss a variety of possible boundary conditions. The strands of the fusion diagram labeled
by a box are those associated with each quadrilateral, whereas those without a box all have labels
υ. Here the objects υ and χ are self-dual; for non self-dual objects one must include an arrow.
For simplicity, we first describe in more detail the case where υ is a simple object of C. The
resulting geometric model is called completely packed, because there are effectively no degrees of
freedom on the edges; all are fixed to υ. The non-trivial degrees of freedom thus live inside each
quadrilateral Q of G, and correspond to the possible fusion channels χ ∈ υ⊗υ. In other words, the
allowed χ are the basis vectors of the V υυυυ , and each configuration corresponds to specifying one of
these per box in (3.2). The number of degrees of freedom per quadrilateral is therefore simply the
dimension of this vector space. For example, for the geometric models built on Ak+1 with υ = 12 ,
there are two states per quadrilateral labeled χ = 0, 1.
The Boltzmann weight for each configuration is a product of both locally and non-locally de-
termined pieces. The local weights are most conveniently given by specifying a vector AQ ∈ V υυυυ
for each Q. It is a non-simple object, and so can be expanded in terms of the basis vectors χ as
AQ ≡ =
∑
χ∈υ⊗υ
AQ(χ)
√
dχ
dυ
. (3.3)
This local weight amounts to weighting each appearance of χ on a given face Q with the amplitude
AQ(χ), with the extra quantum dimensions put in to make the amplitude multiply a projection
operator (see (3.38) below). We have included the subscript to emphasize that even when the
amplitudes are spatially dependent, all our results for topological defects still apply.
The non-local part is more interesting. Labelling each box by one of the allowed χ gives a fusion
diagram F . A natural choice of non-local Boltzmann weight is then the evaluation of F using the
category C, which we denote as evalC [F ]. The procedure to compute the evaluation is described in
section 2.4. The result depends only on the topology of the diagram, and is central to the power
of our approach. The amplitude for each F , its full Boltzmann weight, and the partition function
for the completely packed model are therefore
A(F) =
∏
Q
√
dχQ
dυ
AQ(χQ) , W (F) = A(F) evalC [F ] , Zgeo(G) =
∑
F
W (F) . (3.4)
The sum over F in the completely packed case is the sum over all allowed labelings χQ for each Q.
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In the picture (3.2), we have made a particular choice of basis on each quadrilateral in order to
draw the fusion diagram F . There are two possible ways of drawing this line, i.e., in (3.1) the fusion
can be either in the vertical or horizontal directions. The two bases are related by the F -move
=
∑
χ˜
[
υ υ χ
υ υ χ˜
]√
dχdχ˜ (3.5)
described in (2.28). Letting Fχ˜Q be the fusion diagram given by replacing some χQ in F by χ˜Q in
the other direction, the corresponding evaluations are related via
evalC [F ] =
∑
χ˜
[F υυυυ ]χ χ˜ evalC [Fχ˜Q ] . (3.6)
Defining
AQ(χ˜) =
∑
χ
dχ
[
υ υ χ
υ υ χ˜
]
AQ(χ) ; W˜ (Fχ˜Q) = evalC [Fχ˜Q ]
√
dχ˜
dυ
AQ(χ˜Q)
∏
Q′ 6=Q
√
dχ(χQ′)
dυ
AQ′
(3.7)
and noting that the matrix F υυυυ is invertible gives
Zgeo(G) =
∑
F
W (F) =
∑
Fχ˜
Q
W˜ (FQ,χ˜) . (3.8)
Thus the partition function is independent of choices of direction on any quadrilateral Q, as long
as the local part of the Boltzmann weights is related by (3.7).
More general geometric models come from relaxing the complete-packing constraint and allowing
υ to be a non-simple object. Decomposing it into a direct sum of simple objects υ(l) as
υ =
⊕
l
Blυ
(l) , (3.9)
the coefficients Bl give a weight for each choice of υl on a given edge. They can be taken to be 0 or
1, since any other values can be absorbed into a redefinition of the amplitudes. Each configuration
can still be described by a fusion diagram like in (3.2), except now each strand s without a box
carries a label υ(ls) instead of υ. The labels allowed for χQ are then the allowed fusion channels
for the labels on the four strands entering Q, i.e., the basis elements of the vector space V υ
(l3)υ(l4)
υ(l1)υ(l2)
.
The Boltzmann weights and partition function remain of the form (3.4), but here the local weights
now depend on all four of these labels as well as χ. In the special case where υ = 0⊕ υ′, each edge
is either empty or covered by a strand. Such models are called “dilute”.
More complicated geometric models are defined using fusion categories not having the sim-
plifying assumptions outlined in Section 2. Relaxing the requirement that all simple objects be
self-dual yields geometric models where the strands have arrows. Fusion categories with N cab > 1
results in models with extra degrees of freedom. We could also define a model on any triangulation
by splitting each quadrilateral into two triangles and assigning a splitting or fusion operator to
each triangle, or on any cell decomposition by choosing an object for each edge, and an element
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in the fusion space of the edge labels for every face. However, the height models discussed below
are naturally defined on the quadrilaterals; on a triangulation or generic cell decomposition, the
Boltzmann weights cannot be guaranteed to be positive in an obvious way.
In mathematical language,
AQ ∈ mor(1→ ⊗e∈Qυ), (3.10)
where the e ∈ Q runs over all the edges adjacent to the face Q. A basis for mor(1 → ⊗e∈Qυ) can
be decomposed in terms of trivalent fusion spaces. For example if all Bl = 1, and there are r edges
adjacent to face Q then we have AQ ∈ mor(1→ ⊗e∈Qυ) ∼=
⊕
l1,··· ,lr V
l1···lr .
3.2 Examples of geometric models
Completely packed self-avoiding loop models. The best-known class of geometric models
are loop models, where the degrees of freedom are closed loops. Although avoiding branching seems
somewhat antithetical to our approach, we show how F -moves make it quite simple to describe
loop models in terms of fusion categories. One payoff is that even though the Boltzmann weights
are non-local in either approach, the F -moves give local relations between partition functions.
Loop models are built using the Ak+1 fusion category. In a completely packed loop model, each
edge of Q has an υ = 12 line passing through it. This object (corresponding to the “fundamental”
spin-12 representation in the related quantum-group algebra [38]) obeys the fusion rule
1
2⊗ 12 = 0⊕1.
There are two degrees of freedom per quadrilateral corresponding to the two fusion channels χ = 0
or 1. This has a very convenient graphical representation. When χ = 0, we leave that bit of the
fusion diagram as empty, since adding or removing the identity line never changes the evaluation
of the diagram. When χ = 1, we draw this as a zig-zag line. Thus a typical fusion diagram for the
geometrical model coming from the Ak+1 fusion category with υ = 12 can be drawn as
. (3.11)
It is easy to check using the F -moves (3.7) that the evaluation vanishes for any graph that contains
a “tadpole”, a υ = 12 loop with a single zig-zag line attached to it.
F -moves make it easy to see why this geometric model is equivalent to the completely packed
self-avoiding loop model in its traditional definition. Here they relate the two fusion channels 0, 1
on a given quadrilateral Q to those 0˜, 1˜ in the other orientation. Written as a matrix where the
rows and columns are labeled by 0, 1, the needed F -matrix elements are[
F
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
]
=
1
d 1
2
(
1
√
d1√
d1 −1
)
. (3.12)
The quantum dimensions are given by (2.10). As (3.8) indicates, the evaluation and the partition
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function are invariant if on any Q we replace
=
1
d 1
2
+
√
d1
d 1
2
. (3.13)
=
√
d1
d 1
2
− 1
d 1
2
. (3.14)
Any two of the four possible fusion channels 0, 1, 0˜, 1˜ are linearly independent, and so form a basis.
Thus each of the zig-zag lines in the fusion diagrams like (3.11) can be replaced with a linear
combination of lines that avoid each other, namely
=
d 1
2√
d1
− 1√
d1
. (3.15)
All the configurations in this geometric model can be built in terms of diagrams using only “avoided
crossings” labeled 0 and 0˜ on each quadrilateral Q on each quadrilateral. If we chose a boundary
condition where no υ lines end, all the fusion diagrams can be rewritten as linear combinations of
fusion diagrams F of completely packed self-avoiding loops.
The evaluation of a diagram consisting of self-avoiding loops is easy. Since each loop is labelled
by the object υ = 12 here, it contributes a factor d 12
= 2 cos pik+2 to the evaluation. Thus when F
has Nloops closed loops, the partition function for completely packed loops is simply
ZCPL =
∑
F
(
d 1
2
)Nloops−Nquadr ∏
Q
AQ(χQ) (3.16)
where χQ = 0 or 0˜ depending on how the two loops avoid on face Q. The local weights AQ(0) and
AQ(0˜) can be related to those AQ(0), and AQ(1) by using (3.7).
This partition function of completely packed loops has long been studied, for example in the
Fortuin-Kasteleyn expansion for the Q-state Potts model [6], where Q=
(
d 1
2
)2
. While expressing
the states in terms of loops is quite elegant and useful, it obscures the fact that there are local
manipulations such as F -moves that leave (3.16) invariant. The number of loops is inherently a non-
local quantity; one needs to follow the entire path of the loop to know which segments comprise it.
Being able to do local manipulations on the configurations without changing the partition function
is essential to our analysis. Thus even when there are seemingly simpler rewritings, we usually
write the partition function as the sum over evaluations of fusion diagrams, rather than expressions
like (3.16). Using such a basis also has distinct advantages when studying quantum loop and net
models, for example providing a natural inner product for the quantum model [39].
Dilute loop models. A well-known example without the complete packing is the “dilute” loop
model, where υ = 0 ⊕ 12 in the Ak+1 category, corresponding to unoccupied or occupied edges
respectively [37]. Sometimes this model known as the O(n) model, because of its relation to models
of magnets when the loop weight is an integer [40]. Since all possible fusion rules preserve the
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number of strands mod 2, there must be an even number of strands entering each quadrilateral.
This results in nine allowed configurations on each quadrilateral, which can be chosen to be
, , , , , , , , . (3.17)
As with the completely packed model, one can use (3.15) to get rid of the zig-zag line and replace
it with self-avoiding loops. A particular choice of local Boltzmann weights AQ for these nine
configurations results in an interesting integrable model [37], to which we return in section 9.3.2.
Higher-spin models. The completely packed loop models defined above are closely related to
the Kac-Moody algebra SU(2)k and the corresponding quantum-group deformation of the SU(2)
algebra, with the simple object υ = 12 corresponding to the spin-
1
2 representation of the algebras.
An obvious generalization is to take υ to be a higher-spin value. For υ > 12 there is no way to
rewrite the configurations in terms of loop configurations in the plane, so utilising fusion diagrams
is the only sensible way of defining such geometric models.
For example, when υ = 1, its fusion algebra is 1⊗ 1 = 0⊕ 1⊕ 2, so that three numbers AQ(0),
AQ(1), and AQ(2) are required to specify the partition function. Graphs can be manipulated by
using the F -matrix
[
F 1111
]
=
1
d1
 1
√
d1
√
d2√
d1
d1(d1−2)
d1−1 −
√
d1d2
d1−1√
d2 −
√
d1d2
d1−1
1
d1−1
 (3.18)
with the rows and columns are labeled by the 0, 1, 2 channels. One can generalize (3.13, 3.14) to
write three linear relations relating the six possible graphs on each Q. We see that indeed one
cannot reduce configurations to a combination of self-avoiding loops.
For any υ there exist integrable Boltzmann weights [41], but as in the dilute case, they require
fine-tuning. One example for υ = 1 comes from rewriting the “19-vertex model” solution of the
Yang-Baxter equation [42] in terms in terms of topological invariants [3], giving
AQ(0) =
sin(γ + u)
sin(γ − u) , AQ(1) = 1 , AQ(2) =
sin(2γ − u)
sin(2γ + u)
. (3.19)
where γ = pik+2 , while u can vary. A more unusual solution for υ = 1 comes from the Izergin-Korepin
or A
(2)
2 solution of the Yang-Baxter equation [43, 44], where the amplitudes obey
AQ(0) =
cos(3γ + u)
cos(3γ − u) , AQ(1) =
sin(2γ + u)
sin(2γ − u) , AQ(2) = 1 . (3.20)
We emphasize again that our results for topological defects do not require tuning the weights to
these special integrable cases.
BMW models. Not surprisingly, there are fusion categories associated with the quantum-group
deformations of Lie algebras more general than SU(2). An algebra generalizing the Temperley-Lieb
algebra is known as the Birman-Murakami-Wenzl (BMW) algebra [45, 46]. It allows the definition
of categories labeled by Lie algebras and an integer parameter k. The corresponding geometric
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models amount to having υ be the vector representation V of the (quantum-group deformed [47])
algebra. In the SO(n) and Sp(n) cases for k ≥ 2, it obeys the fusion algebra
V ⊗ V = 1⊕A⊕ S , (3.21)
giving the trivial, antisymmetric and symmetric representations respectively. In the SO(3) ∼ SU(2)
case, both the vector and antisymmetric representations are spin 1, because of the existence of the
completely antisymmetric invariant tensor abc.
By choosing υ = V , a completely packed geometric model can be found for these BMW algebras.
As follows from (3.21), each χQ can be in any of three channels. An associated solution of the Yang-
Baxter equation can be extracted from [48], and can be generalized to the dilute case υ = 0 ⊕ V
[49]. More general integrable models exist where multiple strands are allowed on each edge, and so
effectively there are different layers [50]. In such a case, υ then takes values in some direct product
of categories Clayer 1 × Clayer 2.
3.3 Heights and shadows
The role of fusion categories in statistical mechanics goes well beyond geometric models. Much less
obviously, they play a central role in understanding an important class of lattice models with local
Boltzmann weights. Examples of this connection long predate the invention of fusion categories.
For example, the Fortuin-Kasteleyn cluster expansion relates the Q-state Potts model, a model with
nearest-neighbor Boltzmann weights, to a cluster/loop expansion, as reviewed e.g. in Ref. [22]. We
explain in this subsection how in general, fusion diagrams can be evaluated in terms of local data
by using a technique known in the mathematical literature as the shadow world [51, 52, 53, 54, 55].
Physical explanations of the correspondence in terms of braiding and knot invariants can be found
in the review articles [3, 4], and in terms of Chern-Simons theory in [26].
The shadow-world construction gives the evaluation of a fusion diagram embedded in a sphere
by associating to it a sum over degrees of freedom living on its faces [51, 56, 57]. These degrees
of freedom are called heights, and can be used to define a statistical-mechanical model with many
elegant properties. Terms in the sum are weighted by quantum dimensions and tetrahedral sym-
bols of these degrees of freedom, and from these weights the corresponding height model can be
constructed. This general class of models is often known as RSOS (restricted solid-on-solid) or IRF
(interaction round a face) models, but we simply call them height models. Thus even though the
Boltzmann weights are local in the height models, their partition functions can still be expressed
in terms of fusion diagrams as in (3.4). Although that seems to be making matters more compli-
cated, the fusion-diagram form makes it much easier to find topological defects. We introduced
this picture for the Ising model in Part I, and found many useful applications.
Before describing the construction of topological defects though, we state the shadow-world
formula and use it to define the Boltzmann weights of the height models. In the next section 4 we
explain the origin of this formula, and how it can be generalized to define topological defects.
As we have explained, a fusion diagram F is a labelled trivalent graph G with a collection of
vertices V , edges E, and faces F . Each edge e ∈ E is labelled by an object in the fusion category
C. Since G is trivalent, the faces of the dual graph Ĝ are triangles centered on the vertices of G.
The first step in evaluating the fusion diagram F using the shadow world is to assign a “height”
hf ∈ C to each face f ∈ F (or equivalently each vertex of Ĝ or the original graph G). The allowed
heights are thus in one-to-one correspondence with the simple objects. Thus for the Ak+1 category,
the heights take on values 0, 12 , 1, . . .
k
2 .
The next step is to assign a weight w({hf};F) to each configuration of heights and edge labels.
The evaluation of the fusion diagram using the shadow world is then simply given by summing the
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weight (3.24) over all the heights:
evalC [F ] =
∑
{hf}
w({hf};F) , (3.22)
The weight is associated with the vertices, edges, and faces of G. The vertex weights are the non-
Figure 3: Notation for each vertex v and adjacent edges and faces.
trivial part. Consider a single vertex v of F with adjacent edges e1, e2, e3, and faces f1, f2, f3
as shown in Fig. 3. The associated weight is in terms of the tetrahedral symbol depending on the
labels on the adjacent edges i(ei) and those on the neighboring faces hi(fi):
Tet(v) =
[
1 2 3
h1 h2 h3
]
, (3.23)
This tetrahedral symbol enforces the adjacency rule 1 ⊗ 2 = 3 + . . . , as necessary for a fusion
diagram to have a non-zero evaluation. Additional requirements from the tetrahedral symbol such
as Nh2h13 > 0 means that the heights on two adjacent faces must differ by the fusion of the object
on the edge they share. The locally defined weights are then [51]
w
({hf};F) = 1∑
a∈C d2a
∏
f∈F
dhf ×
∏
e∈E
√
de ×
∏
v∈V
Tet(v) . (3.24)
The constant prefactor arises because we include the exterior of the graph as a face, and comes
from the useful identity (2.34). Thus as opposed to evaluating fusion diagrams by e.g. resolving
intersections and counting loops as one does in the Jones polynomial, evaluating using (3.22, 3.24)
gives entirely a product of local weights.4
3.4 Height models
The shadow-world evaluation (3.22, 3.24) makes it obvious how to define a model with the same
partition function as a geometric model. The degrees of freedom are the heights, which are sim-
ple objects in the category. While the height description partially hides the elegant topological
properties, a key advantage is the Boltzmann weights of the height model are local.
As with the geometric models, the height models are defined using the three criteria listed at
the beginning of section 3: a fusion category C, a distinguished object υ from C, and a choice of
amplitudes AQ for each quadrilateral. In the shadow world the heights live on the faces of the fusion
diagram F . They therefore live on the vertices v of G, the graph whose faces are all quadrilaterals.
4The formula (3.24) requires that each face must be simply connected on S2, and that each edge terminates at
a pair of (possibly the same) vertices. If not, 1 lines can be inserted to break up closed loops and noncontractible
faces; i.e., turn the diagram into a non-empty-connected-graph for which the formula (3.24) is applicable.
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The allowed heights are the elements of C, so that each configuration corresponds to labelling each
vertex of G by some element of C subject to an adjacency rule. Namely, two heights h and h′ are
only allowed to be on vertices connected by an edge of G if h appears in the fusion of h′ and υ,
i.e., Nh
′
hυ 6= 0. The pivotal property (2.3) we are assuming means that Nhh′υ must be non-vanishing
as well. If υ is not self-dual, then one needs to include arrows on the edge connecting the adjacent
heights.
The Boltzmann weights in the height model are given by a product of weights involving four-site
interactions around each quadrilateral [22]. We use the notation where a labelled picture denotes
a number depending on the heights on its vertices), so that each is a Boltzmann weight which
includes the interactions between all four spins a, b, c and b′ around a quadrilateral. The partition
function thus is of the form
Z =
∑
height
configurations
(∏
v∈G
dhv
) ∏
Q
a
b
b′
c . (3.25)
where the factors dhv are extracted for later convenience. The adjacency rule requires that the
Boltzmann weights on each quadrilateral obeys
a
b
b′
c ∝ Nυab′Nυb′cNυcbNυba . (3.26)
The shadow-world construction relates the evaluation of a single fusion diagram to a sum over
heights, where each term in the sum is a product over local weights. However, the partition function
of a geometric model is a sum over different fusion diagrams, given by expanding in fusion channels
for each quadrilateral, as displayed in (3.3). This expansion is over χ ∈ V υυυυ , i.e., χ with Nχυυ > 0.
We draw the analogous expansion in terms of height-model weights as
a
b
b′
c =
∑
χ
AQ(χ) a
b
χ
b′
c . (3.27)
The coefficients AQ(χ) in (3.27) are arbitrary, but their precise expression depends on the basis for
the space V υυυυ of fusion channels, i.e. which pairs of the υ we fuse together to get χ. The two most
natural bases have fusion diagrams with the χ line running horizontally or vertically, and (3.5) shows
how the corresponding evaluations are related. As in the geometric model, the partition function
is invariant if the corresponding AQ(χ) are related by (3.7). This relation between weights is
sometimes referred to in the statistical-mechanical literature as the “crossing” property, by analogy
with the properties of Feynman diagrams in field theory. Inserting (3.27) into the height-model
partition function (3.25) then gives it as a sum over both fusion diagrams and heights:
Z =
∑
heights
∑
F
∏
Q
AQ(χQ) a
b
χQ
b′
c ×
∏
v
dhv
 . (3.28)
The product over vertices remains over those in G, where the heights are defined.
We now use the shadow world weight (3.24) to find Boltzmann weights of the height model that
yield the same partition function as the corresponding geometric model. To this end, we change
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the order of sums in (3.28) and consider a particular fusion diagram. If we choose
a
b
χ
b′
c
def
= dχ
[
υ υ χ
a c b
] [
υ υ χ
a c b′
]
=
√
dχ
d2υ
1√
dadbdb′dc
, (3.29)
then summing over all allowed heights for this particular diagram gives the correct evaluation.
Namely, using (3.29) in (3.28) and comparing with (3.22, 3.24) gives
Z =
∑
F
A(F) evalC [F ] =
∑
F
evalC [F ]
∏
Q
√
dχ
dυ
AQ(χ) . (3.30)
By definition (3.4), the partition function of the completely packed geometric model is then the
same, provided the boundary conditions are chosen appropriately. Namely, for the fusion diagram
in the geometric model to evaluate to a number, none of the strands can end on the boundary; they
must close as e.g. in (3.11). In the shadow world, each height lives on a face of the fusion diagram.
Therefore, for the evaluation in (3.30) to give the same answer as (3.4), all heights outside the
fusion diagram (i.e., on the face at “infinity”) must take on the same value. With this choice
Z = Zgeo . (3.31)
Weights found from the shadow-world construction are not automatically positive, but are in the
many examples we describe below.
The relation between height and geometric models applies to more general cases such as the
dilute models, where υ is not necessarily a simple object. As explained after (3.9), one expands
out υ in terms of the simple objects, and then generalizes (3.28,3.29) to include labels on different
strands. One then finds dilute height models, for example the integrable ones discussed in [58].
Lastly we briefly remark on how to define the partition function on a graph with boundary, with
a more detailed discussion given in section 9. In geometric models, one can simply sew together
adjacent strands, as in (3.2), or do more complicated sewing by for example embedding G and F
on a cylinder or torus. In the height models, a fixed boundary condition is given by specifying one
height per vertex along the boundary of G. Of course, adjacent heights h and h′ must contain υ in
their fusion product, otherwise the Boltzmann weight which shares those heights will evaluate to
zero. One can design “free” boundary conditions by taking various linear combinations of the fixed
boundary condition. In the next subsection we investigate the transfer matrix, which is given by a
special boundary condition on the cylinder.
3.5 The transfer matrix for height models
When the graph G of quadrilaterals is regular, the transfer matrix gives a convenient way to
parametrize the partition function. The transfer matrix builds up the partition function one row
at a time; roughly speaking, it implements Euclidean “time” evolution. One can then write the
partition function in terms of an operator acting on a vector space V whose basis elements are the
different height configurations. Since the nearest-neighbour heights are restricted to be related by
fusion with υ, one can represent the heights as labels in a fusion tree, as displayed in Figure 4.
With υ simple, the fusion tree has the main trunk with labels hj for the heights, and branches all
labeled υ to enforce Nυhjhj+1 = 1. For example, for the ABF models each fusion tree is labelled by
requiring each hj = 0,
1
2 , 1, . . . k/2 with |hj − hj+1| = 12 for all i.
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Figure 4: Defining the vector space of the height models in the transfer matrix/1+1D quantum picture. The
heights on the 2D lattice are now written as labels on the trunk of the fusion tree.
Fixed boundary conditions correspond to fixing edge heights h0 and hL at the ends of the fusion
tree, giving the basis elements as
|h0 · · ·hj−1hjhj+1 · · ·hL〉 = . . . . . . ∈
⊕
η
V ···υυυυ···h0hL ≡ Vh0hL . (3.32)
We are allowed to draw the fusion tree horizontally, since the diagrams are trivially pivotal, and all
objects have trivial Frobenius-Schur indicators. For periodic boundary conditions, we set hj+L ≡ hj .
A complete basis for the states in the corresponding vector space V is then given by the fusion trees
V =
⊕
hL
VhLhL . (3.33)
For either fixed or periodic boundary conditions, the dimension of V grows asymptotically as (dυ)L
in (2.22). The dimension of the ABF Hilbert space therefore grows as
(
2 cos pik+2
)L
.
The transfer matrix T is a linear operator taking V to V. Since the Boltzmann weights are local
in the height model, it can be built in terms of local operators Wj . The operator Wj is non-diagonal
only on site j, i.e.,
Wj : |h1 . . . hj−1hjhj+1 . . . hL〉 → |h1 . . . hj−1h′jhj+1 . . . hL〉 . (3.34)
The matrix elements of Wj are labelled in terms of the heights around the quadrilateral, as in
(3.25), and so depend non-trivially only on the heights on sites j − 1, j and j + 1:
(Wj){hj},{h′j} = hj−1
hj
h′j
hj+1
def
= hj−1
hj
h′j
hj+1
√
dbdb′ (3.35)
where the explicit expression is given in (3.29). The half-dots correspond to multiplying by
√
dhv ,
in order to absorb the vertex factors dhv in (3.25) into the Wj . For the square lattice, T is built
from the Boltzmann weights for a zig-zag block of faces, and is of the form
T =
 ∏
j odd
Wj
 ∏
j even
Wj
 . (3.36)
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It can be illustrated by
T = . (3.37)
The partition function on a torus for periodic boundary conditions is then Z = TrTR for R rows
of the form (3.36).
A convenient basis for the Boltzmann weights allows has generators that are orthonormal under
stacking. Each operator Wj is identified with a vector in the fusion space V
υυ
υυ , which according to
Eq. (2.21) decomposes into
⊕
χ V
υυ
χ ⊗ V χυυ. A complete basis for the vector space V υυυυ is given in
pictorial language by
P (χ) =
√
dχ
dυ
∈ V υυυυ . (3.38)
We have picked the normalization so that
P (χ)P (χ
′) = δχχ′ P
(χ) , (3.39)
as can be verified by using (2.30). Since each operator is a projector, it can be thought of as
projecting onto a fixed “charge” or “channel” χ ∈ υ ⊗ υ. Using (3.29) gives a convenient basis
P (χ)
∣∣v(χ)ac 〉 = Nacχ∣∣v(χ)ac 〉 , where ∣∣v(χ)ac 〉 = ∑
b
√
dbdχ
[
υ υ χ
a c b
]
|a〉 ⊗ |b〉 ⊗ |c〉 . (3.40)
The matrix elements of the projectors (3.38) acting on the full fusion tree can be related to the
Boltzmann weights by using (2.41), (2.38) and (3.29), giving
P
(χ)
j
∣∣· · ·hj−1hjhj+1 · · ·〉 = ∑
h′j
hj−1
hj
χ
h′j
hj+1
∣∣· · ·hj−1h′jhj+1 · · ·〉 . (3.41)
As one expects, the projectors for each j sum to the identity operator:
1 =
∑
χ
P
(χ)
j ⇐⇒ δbb′ =
∑
χ
a
b
χ
b′
c , (3.42)
using (3.38) and the resolution of the identity operator (2.31). Alternatively, it can derived directly
using (3.41) and the orthogonality relation (2.44).
The Boltzmann weights for the height models (3.27) therefore are specified by an arbitrary
linear combination of the projectors for each Q
Wj =
∑
χ
AQ(χ)P
(χ)
j ⇐⇒ a
b
b′
c =
∑
χ
AQ(χ) a
b
χ
b′
c . (3.43)
An important point is that these Boltzmann weights are not the most general for a height model with
such adjacency restrictions. We are imposing much stronger conditions, in that they determined by
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evaluating some graph in a fusion category, and depend non-trivially on at most three successive
heights. These are the most general weights with these constraints. Moreover, the conditions are
in general less restrictive than needed for integrability. For example, in the “spin-1” height model
found from the Ak+1 category with υ = 1, integrability requires tuning the AQ(χ) to be those in
(3.19) or (3.20). In addition, integrability typically requires the AQ(χ) be uniform in space (i.e.
independent of j), while the defect lines we study will not require imposing any such restriction.
One can define an associated quantum chain by taking an appropriate limit of the Boltzmann
weights. As there is a one-to-one correspondence between fusion trees and heights along a row of
the lattice, the Hilbert space for the open quantum chain remains Vh0hL . Choosing each Aj(χj) =
1− Aj and expanding the transfer matrix in powers of  gives for the leading nontrivival piece
H =
∑
j
∑
χj
Aj(χj)P (χj)j , (3.44)
This H is a sum over local operators acting on the Hilbert space displayed in (3.32), and so defines a
Hamiltonian with nice properties. In particular, this Hamiltonian will commute with the topological
defect creation operators defined below. Such Hamiltonians were renamed as “anyon spin chains”,
due to their relation with the restricted Hilbert space enjoyed by a linear array of anyons formed
as the gapped excitations in a two-dimensional topological phase [59].
A feature of treating these transfer matrices and Hamiltonians in a topological fashion is that
it makes apparent how their spectrum splits into distinct sectors. In the models we consider, the
F -matrix is unitary. Thus fusing the υ together in (3.32) by an F -move is a unitary transformation
on Vh0hL . Repeating, we can make h0 and hL closer and closer together, eventually leaving them
with only a single object C in between. This unitary transformation thus divides the spectrum
into symmetry sectors labeled by C ∈ h0 ⊗ hL, giving intuition into why all sectors of the minimal
conformal field theories were found in the lattice models by specifying three heights [60]. These
sectors are reminiscent of those found by diagonalizing the action of a symmetry on Vh0hL , but
as we will explain, they are not associated with any conventional symmetry. Rather, they can be
understood as arising by the action of topological defect creation operators (a method much more
practical than implementing this unitary transformation). Such defects are the main topic of this
paper, and we define them in section 5.
3.6 Examples of height models
Andrews-Baxter-Forrester (ABF) models. The quintessential series of height models was
introduced by Andrews, Baxter and Forrester (ABF) [25]. The models we describe here are the
trigonometric case of those defined in Ref. [25]. The more general models involve Boltzmann weights
defined in terms of elliptic functions, and cannot be written in terms of fusion category data (at
least not in any known fashion). We do however allow for general graphs G and for non-uniform
couplings uQ, as opposed to square-lattice and uniform (and integrable) case considered in Ref. [25].
The ABF models are built from the Ak+1 category, as defined in (2.9), by taking υ = 12 . The
k+1 basic objects give k+1 possible heights labeled {0, 12 , 1, · · · , k2} to highlight the similarity with
the spins of SU(2) and the quantum-group algebra Uq(sl2). (In the statistical-mechanics literature
they are typically numbered 1, . . . , k + 1.) Since fusing h with υ = 12 gives either h +
1
2 or h − 12
(for k2 > h > 0), adjacent heights can differ only by ±12 . These rules are conveniently encoded in
an adjacency graph, where the vertices are the allowed heights, with any allowed pair of nearest-
neighbour heights are connected by an edge. The adjacency graph for the ABF models is therefore
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the Dynkin diagram of the Ak+1 Lie algebra
. (3.45)
The Boltzmann weights follow from (3.29), and are related to projectors by using (3.41). For
the projector onto χ= 0, the diagram is easily evaluated using bubble removal, and the projector
onto χ= 1 immediately follows because the two must sum to the identity operator. Thus
a
b
0
b′
c = δac
1
d 1
2
√
dbdb′
dadc
, a
b
1
b′
c = δbb′ − a
b
0
b′
c . (3.46)
It is easy to verify these are projectors using the quantum dimensions (2.10), which obey d 1
2
dh =
dh+ 1
2
+dh− 1
2
(for h ≥ 12). Since there are two channels, ignoring an overall constant the Boltzmann
weight for each quadrilateral can be written in terms of a single parameter. A convenient rewriting
of the amplitudes is in terms of the “spectral” parameter uQ defined by
a
b
b′
c = sin(λ− uQ)δbb′ 1√
dbdb′
+ sinuQ δac
1√
dadc
, (3.47)
where λ = pi/(k + 2), so that d 1
2
= 2 cosλ. This expression (3.47) applies for the heights on any
graph G as defined above. In computing the partition function one must remember to also include
the extra weight dhv for each vertex v. The relation of the trigonometric ABF models to the
geometric picture from section (3.2) has long been known [61]. The two (non-orthogonal) channels
on each quadrilateral from (3.47) (called 0 and 0˜ near (3.15)) correspond to
a
b
b′
c =
∑
χ
a
b
χ
b′
c =
δbb′
db
, a
b
b′
c = d 1
2
× a
b
0
b′
c =
δac
da
. (3.48)
Both (3.48) and (3.47) make apparent that the weights obey a “crossing” symmetry: sending
uQ → λ− uQ is equivalent to rotating the square by 90 degrees.
These projection operators have some famous properties. Defining ej by
ej = d 1
2
P (0) , (3.49)
these generators obey the Temperley-Lieb algebra [5].
e2j = d 1
2
ej , ejej±1ej = ej , ejej′ = ej′ej for |j − j′| > 1. (3.50)
By construction, these are all consistent with the rules in section 2.4, as using (3.48) gives
= dυ , = (3.51)
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The first relation is loop removal (2.30), while the second reflects isotopy invariance.
An integrable trigonometric ABF model is given by making G the square lattice and the spectral
parameter uniform in space: uQ = u for all Q. Integrability means that appropriately defined
transfer matrices commute for different u. Here, the model is critical, with its long-distance behavior
depending on the sign of u. In the ferromagnetic case 0 < u < λ, the continuum limits are described
by the A-series of CFT minimal models with central charge c = 1− 6(k+1)(k+2) [15, 62, 63]; see section
9.3.2 below for a few more details. The CFTs describing the antiferromagnetic case 0 > u > −λ are
the Zk parafermion conformal field theories with c = 2k−1k+2 [64]. For k = 2 the CFTs are the same,
as the square-lattice Ising ferromagnets and antiferromagnets are equivalent. As we discuss in more
depth below, the Ak+1 category used to define the lattice model is not the category describing the
topological properties of the primary fields in CFT, but rather is a subcategory.
One can define a critical quantum Hamiltonian H commuting with the transfer matrix by taking
the u→ 0 limit of (3.36)
Hcrit = |u|−1(1− T ) = ±
∑
j
ej . (3.52)
This Hamiltonian is of the form (3.44), with next-nearest-neighbor interactions. In section 8 we
consider staggering the terms in (3.52), leading to a very interesting gapped theory.
Ising model. We showed at great length in Part I how expressing the Ising model in terms of a
fusion category yields a great deal of insight into the construction of topological defects and their
consequences. The Ising category is equivalent to the A3 category, where the standard labels 1, σ
and ψ for the objects in the former are 0, 12 , 1 in the latter. Fusion with σ using (2.6) indeed yields
the adjacency graph (3.45) with k = 2.
The Ising model is thus the ABF model with k = 2 [25], but the equivalence is not immediately
obvious. The conventional definition of the Ising model has only two different degrees of freedom on
each site, whereas there are three allowed heights in the A3 description obeying the adjacency rules.
Moreover, by construction the heights live on a bipartite graph, c.f. (3.2). Given these constraints,
the only allowed height on half of the sites is σ, while on the other half the heights are either 1
or ψ. The height model on the latter subgraph corresponds to the Ising model, with the 1 and ψ
corresponding to Ising “spin” degrees of freedom hn = 0 and 1 respectively.
The interactions in this Ising model are the standard nearest-neighbor ones, since there only
two vertices on each quadrilateral occupied by hn = 0, 1. To see this from the height construction,
first note that the tetrahedral symbols for the theory are[
σ σ a
σ σ b
]
=
(−1)ab√
2
,
[
a b c
σ σ σ
]
= N cab , (3.53)
where a, b, c = 0 or 1. The basis for the Boltzmann weights is therefore
σ
a
χ
b
σ =
1
2
(−1)χ(a−b) , a
σ
χ
σ
b = Naχb = δχ,|a−b| . (3.54)
where χ, a, b are 0 or 1. The relation to the standard Ising Boltzmann weights is given in Part I
and in (7.8, 7.9) below.
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Higher spin Ak+1 models The “higher-spin” or “fused” models generalize the ABF models by
using the same Ak+1 fusion category, but with υ > 12 . They have different adjacency rules, and
a height can be adjacent to itself when υ is an integer. Whenever υ is an integer, the adjacency
graph splits into two pieces. For example, for υ = 1,
integer heights half-integer heights
k odd
k even
(3.55)
There are effectively two height models in such cases, one comprised of integer heights, and the
other half-integer. This splitting into two theories occurs in a more general setting, where two
subcategories M,M ′ ⊂ C and an υ ∈ C such that υ ⊗M ⊂ M and υ ⊗M ′ ⊂ M ′. We show in
section 7.5 how such models are dual to each other by displaying an appropriate topological defect.
Namely, if there exists an object b ∈ C such that b⊗M ⊂M ′ and b⊗M ′ ⊂M , the defect labeled
by b maps between models with labels in M and labels in M ′.
The Boltzmann weights for higher-spin Ak+1 models are specified as always by fixing the coeffi-
cients AQ(χ) in each of the 2υ + 1 channels. The projectors are computed using (3.29) and (3.41),
with the appropriate associated tetrahedral symbols needed to define these are given explicitly in
Appendix A. Integrable cases exist for any υ [41, 65]. For example, in the spin-1 case they have
amplitudes (3.19) or (3.20) with u uniform in space and with the projectors written in terms of
the heights. The former case with −γ < u < 0 has continuum limit described by the minimal
supersymmetric conformal field theories with c = 32 − 12k(k+2) [65].
N-state clock and Potts models. Here we show how to cast the N -state clock and Potts models
in terms of the Tambara-Yamagami fusion category based on ZN [66]. Not only are these models
of fundamental importance in statistical mechanics, but recently they and their parafermionic
operators also have been studied intensively in the search for platforms for topological quantum
computation [67]. Moreover, they provide a nice example that generalizes the models above to
include non-self-dual objects, labeled by arrows to distinguish an element from its conjugate.
The ZN Tambara-Yamagami fusion category has N + 1 simple objects, and N of them obey
Abelian fusion rules. Labeling the Abelian objects by an integer a, b modulo N , they obey
a⊗ b = (a+ b) . (3.56)
with the right-hand side interpreted mod N . The remaining non-Abelian object we denote X, and
its fusion rules are
a⊗X = X ⊗ a = X, X ⊗X =
N−1⊕
a=0
a . (3.57)
As apparent from these rules, the quantum dimensions of these objects are da = 1 and dX =
√
N .
The abelian objects have conjugates given by a¯ = (N −a), while X is self-conjugate. When writing
fusion diagrams, we therefore must keep track of arrows. The non-trivial F -symbols are[
F aXbX
]
XX
=
[
FXaXb
]
XX
= ωab,
[
FXXXX
]
ab
=
1
dX
ω−ab , (3.58)
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where ω = e2pii/N . More details on this category are given in Appendix C.
Since the objects here are not self-conjugate, the formalism of sections 2 and 3 requires gen-
eralization. We give some detail in appendix B on how this works. The formula (3.29) for the
Boltzmann weights in each fusion channel generalizes to
a
b
χ
b′
c
def
=
√
dχ
d2υ
√
dadbdb′dc
= dχ
[
υ υ χ
a c b
] [
υ υ χ
a c b′
]∗
. (3.59)
The rotated version generalizing (3.5) is found from an F -move, giving
a
b
χ˜
b′
c = dχ˜
[
υ υ χ˜
d b a
] [
υ υ χ˜
d b c
]
= dχ˜
∑
χ
[
υ υ χ˜
υ υ χ¯
]
a
b
χ
b′
c . (3.60)
The lattice models built from the ZN Tambara-Yamagami with υ = X are known as clock
models. The adjacency graph generalizes that of the N = 2 Ising case to
. (3.61)
The Boltzmann weights are built from the projectors P (χ), where χ = 0 . . . , n − 1, as NXXX = 0.
Using (3.59) we find
X
a
χ
b
X =
ωχ(a−b)
d2X
, a
X
χ
X
b = Naχb = δχ,(a−b) mod n , (3.62)
The amplitudes and weights defined by (3.43) have a manifest ZN symmetry under a cyclic shift of
the N states. Since the graph G is bipartite, all heights on one sublattice will be X, while all the
degrees of freedom a = 0 . . . N − 1 live on the other sublattice. The clock models thus provide a
natural generalization of the Ising model to a N -state system where the interactions are effectively
nearest-neighbor.
A famous special case of the clock model is known as the Potts model. Here the ZN symmetry
is enhanced to the permutation group SN , which requires that the couplings obey
Potts: AQ(χ) = AQ(χ
′) for all χ, χ′ 6= 0 . (3.63)
The Boltzmann weights then can be parametrized as in the Ak case (3.47), where here dX =
2 cosλ =
√
N . Thus for N > 4, λ is imaginary and we must take u imaginary to keep the
Boltzmann weights real. The Potts model is integrable only when the couplings are uniform in
space (i.e., AQ is independent of Q well) and G is one of certain lattices, including the square [22].
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The Potts models also can be written in terms of generators satisfying the Temperley-Lieb algebra
(3.50). The generators are defined as ej = dXP
(1)
j , so that their matrix elements are
(ej){h},{h′} =
{√
Nδhj−1hj+1
∏
l δhl h′l for hj = X ,
1√
N
∏
l 6=j δhl h′l for hj−1 = hj+1 = X.
(3.64)
This form enabled the original derivation that Potts models are critical on the square lattice only
for u uniform and N ≤ 4 [5]. Another interesting case is the “parafermion” lattice model [24],
which is integrable on the square lattice when uQ = u is uniform in space and the AQ obey
integrable parafermions:
AQ(χ)
AQ(χ− 1) =
1− eiuωχ+ 12
eiu − ωχ+ 12
. (3.65)
These integrable clock models are critical for all N , and their critical limit is described by the
ZN -invariant parafermion conformal field theory [64]. These are the same c = 2(N−1)N+2 CFTs that
describe the critical antiferromagnetic ABF models, but the lattice models are very different for
N > 2. Here the ZN symmetry is an internal one, shifting the spins on each site. For N = 2, 3, the
integrable parafermion and Potts models are the same, but for N = 4 they are distinct (although
both critical). As with the ABF case, the Tambara-Yamagami category used to define the lattice
models differs from that governing the fusion of the primary fields in corresponding CFT. Here
it is not even a subcategory: the field corresponding to the object X does not appear in the
modular tensor category. Rather, both categories have an abelian subcategory involving the objects
a = 0 . . . n− 1.
Birman-Murakami-Wenzl (BMW) models. The Boltzmann weights for the integrable
BMW height models are given in Ref. [48], and explicit expressions for the projectors can be
reverse-engineered from these. The projectors also can be found in Ref. [68]. The tetrahedral
symbols of the fusion categories associated with the BMW algebra can be inferred from the Racah
coefficients derived in Ref. [69].
Fusion multiplicites. For theories which have multiple fusion channels, i.e., integers N cab > 1,
there are additional degrees of freedom on each link to signify how the adjacent heights fuse together.
Our results generalize in an obvious way.
4 Lattice models as defects in the Turaev-Viro-Barrett-Westbury
state sum
The equivalence of the geometric and height lattice models relied on the shadow-world construction.
In this section we explain the origin of this construction. Moreover, we show how the same setup
can be used to define lattice topological defects with a host of elegant properties. We make use of
the Turaev-Viro-Barrett-Westbury state sum (TVBW state sum) [56, 57] to arrive at these results,
and to derive further topological properties of the two-dimensional height and geometric models.
The key formula (3.24) relating the geometric models to the height models arises directly from
evaluating the TVBW state sum on a certain 3-manifold with a particular boundary condition.
Even more strikingly, we show how lattice topological defects naturally arise as a consequence of
a more complicated boundary condition for the TVBW state sum. In sections 5 and 6 we analyze
these defects and prove their topological invariance using a more direct approach. As such the
reader should feel free to skip this section on a first reading.
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4.1 Turaev-Viro-Barrett-Westbury state sum
We breifly review the Turaev-Viro-Barrett-Westbury state sum [56, 57]. The TVBW state sum
describes a 2+1D topological quantum field theory (TQFT). It takes a fusion category C as an
input, and assigns a number to every closed 3-manifold and a vector space to every 3-manifold with
boundary. Picking a particular boundary condition, as we do below, again results in a number.
The TVBW state sum can be viewed as a statistical partition function built on a cell decom-
position of a 3-manifold M. For now we take M to be closed. For convenience we require the cell
decomposition to be dual to a triangulation; each 1-cell should belong to the boundary of three
2-cells, and each 0-cell should belong to the boundary of six 2-cells and four 1-cells. The states in
the TVBW state sum are given by assigning a simple object xf ∈ C to each 2-cell f . The TVBW
state sum is given by
ZTVBW(M) = D−2N3-cells
∑
{xf}
∏
2-cells f
dxf
∏
0-cells v
Tet(v) (4.1)
where N3-cells is the number of 3-cells, D
2 =
∑
x∈C d
2
x, and Tet(v) is a 6j-symbol whose labels are
determined by the six 2-cells which meet at v. The 6j-symbol assigned to a vertex v depends on
the adjacent 2-cell labeling as
Tet(v) =
[
a b c
x y z
]
, . (4.2)
The face labelled with height y is behind all the other visible faces.
A few comments are in order. If any triple of two cell labels meeting at a 1-cell cannot fuse
to vacuum the Boltzmann weight for that labeling vanishes (see (2.39)). This partition function
evaluates to D−2 on the three-sphere. The partition function is independent of choice of cell
decomposition, and as such is describing a topological quantum field theory (TQFT). The TQFT
is known as the Drinfeld center of the fusion category C, and is denoted Z(C). The Drinfeld center
is a modular tensor category, a fusion category possessing more structure, namely braiding and a
non-degenerate modular S-matrix (detS 6= 0). Many topological properties of the lattice models
we describe in this paper can be understood by viewing them as special boundary conditions to
the TVBW state sum as we describe in the next subsection.
We now describe how to incorporate boundaries into the TVBW state sum [70, 71]. The
boundary of an open 3-manifold is a closed 2-manifold. The fusion category C associates a vector
space to every closed 2-manifold: X 7→ V (X, C).5 As such, the TVBW topological quantum field
theory assigns a vector to M living on V (∂M, C). Furthermore, gluing two manifolds which share
a common boundary together to form a closed manifold is equivalent to taking an inner product of
their respective vectors, and results in the state sum given by (4.1).
Fusion diagrams on 2-manifolds are dual vectors in V ∗(∂M, C), that is, they provide a linear
map V (∂M, C)→ C. Consequently, the TVBW state sum assigns a number to any fusion diagram
F on the boundary of a manifold M. To evaluate this number we again pick a cell decomposition
ofM dual to a triangulation that is compatible with F : the 1-cells (edges) of F lie at the boundary
of 2-cells of M, and the 0-cells (vertices) of F are in the boundary of 1-cells of M. Again, to each
5The dimension of V (X, C) is equal to the number of ground states of Z(C) on the manifold X. For example,
dimV (S2, C) = 1 and dimV (T 2, C) is the number of simple objects of Z(C).
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2-cell of f ∈ M we assign a simple object xf . For the 2-cells f intersecting the boundary, xf is
that (f ∩ ∂M) ∈ F determined by the boundary diagram F . From the cell decomposition,
ZTVBW(M;F) = D−2Nbulk3-cells
∏
boundary
1-cells e∈F
√
dxe
∑
{xf}
∏
bulk
2-cells f
dxf
∏
0-cells v
Tet(v) . (4.3)
We sum over the xf assigned to the bulk 2-cells (those which do not have support on ∂M).
We remark that there is some arbitrariness in defining ZTVBW(M;F). The bulk weights are
fixed by (4.1). The weights associated with boundary 0- and 1-cells are chosen so that the state
sum is invariant under F -moves of the fusion diagram F . We pick the overall normalization so that
that the “identity diagram” (F with only 1 lines) evaluates to one on S2.
4.2 Lattice models as defects in the Turaev-Viro-Barrett-Westbury state sum
The partition functions of the geometric and height models with and without topological defects
are naturally described using TVBW state sums, with the lattice configurations entering into the
boundary conditions on the 3d space. We first pick a closed 2-manifold Y , and embed in it the
graph G used to build the lattice models. We let M = Y × I, and choose boundary conditions on
Y ×{1} and Y ×{0}. Each boundary condition is a fusion diagram, which we label as 〈F| and |D〉
for Y × {1} and Y × {0} respectively. Doing the TVBW state sum over M with these boundary
conditions produces a number, which we write as 〈F|D〉. In a picture,
〈F|D〉 = ZTVBW(Y × I;F ∪D) = (4.4)
where for clarity we have suppressed the diagram labels, and drawn only a patch of the 3-manifold
Y × I. Even though we adopt the same physics bra-ket notation, this TQFT inner product is
distinct from that defined in (2.33), as here the vector space is spanned by two-dimensional net
configurations.
The degrees of freedom in the geometric lattice models are defined in terms of fusion diagrams
F living on a graph G embedded in Y × {1}, as described in section 3.1. We define the state 〈Ψ|
as a linear combination of all such diagrams with
〈Ψ| =
∑
F
A
(F)〈F∣∣ (4.5)
where A
(F) is the local part of the Boltzmann weights (3.4), the product of amplitudes AQ. The
partition function of the geometric model in the absence of defect lines is defined by
Zgeo =
〈
Ψ
∣∣0〉 = ∑
F
A
(F)〈F|0〉 (4.6)
where |0〉 is diagram with no lines. This expression may be used to define more general lattice
models having different amplitudes at each vertex of F , a G not made of quadrilaterals, and/or υ
not uniform in space.
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Figure 5: The three types of 0-cells appearing in the TVBW state sum for 〈F|D〉. The three 0-cells are
indicated with v. The grey regions are 2-cells which sit inside the surface Y × { 12}. The red (green) 2-cells
are found by extending the nets living on Y × {1} (Y × {0}) into the bulk until they meet Y × { 12}.
The state-sum setup makes it easy to to define a partition function in the presence of defects.
A defect configuration |D〉 ∈ V ∗(Y, C) is also given by a C-linear combination of fusion diagrams,
but now on Y × {0}. The inner product 〈Ψ|D〉 = ZTVBW(Y × I; Ψ∪D) is given by evaluating the
TVBW state sum on Y ×I, subject to the boundary condition 〈Ψ| on Y ×{1}, and |D〉 on Y ×{0}.
The presence of the defects does not affect the amplitudes of the Boltzmann on each quadriateral
Q of G, so the partition function in the presence of defects is〈
Ψ
∣∣D〉 = ∑
F
A
(F)〈F|D〉 . (4.7)
To compute 〈F|D〉 using the state sum (4.1), we choose a cell decomposition where the 1-cells
appearing in the fusion diagrams for F and D are boundaries of 2-cells of Y × I, and where those
2-cells terminate on the surface Y ×{12}. The 2-cells meeting the surface Y ×{12} can do so in the
three ways shown in Figure 5. An easy way to keep track of these data is by projecting the inner
product (4.4) into the plane:
〈F|D〉 = . (4.8)
The green strands represent 2-cells extending from Y ×{0} to Y ×{12} labeled with |D〉, while the
red strands represent 2-cells extending from Y × {1} to Y × {12} labeled by |Ψ〉. The gray shaded
region makes up the remaining 2-cells, the faces of Y × {12}. Each of the latter 2-cells f is labeled
by a simple object of C, denoted hf . The explicit formula for the inner product in (4.3) is then
〈F|D〉 =
∏
red line
e
√
de
∏
green line
e
√
de
∑
{hf}
∏
gray face
f
dhf
∏
vertex
v
Tet(v) , (4.9)
where the sum is over all possible labelings of the gray 2-cells, and the products are over all 2-cells
f , and vertices labeled v. As in Eq. (3.24), all 2-cells must be contractible. We comment that
the sum in (4.9) for the “identity graph” (on both sides) evaluates to
∑
a d
2χ
a where χ is the Euler
characteristic of Y . Explicitly writing out the tetrahedral symbols that appear from each type of
2-cell termination appearing in Fig. 5 and in the projection (4.8) gives
= Tet(v) =
[
α β γ
h1 h2 h3
]
, (4.10a)
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= Tet(v) =
[
X h1 h2
α h3 h4
]
, (4.10b)
= Tet(v) =
[
X Y Z
h1 h2 h3
]
. (4.10c)
The key advantage of defining the lattice models in terms of the TVBW state sum is that the
TQFT inner product is invariant under local deformations of the defect configuration |D〉. Different
configurations are related by the re-triangulation invariance of the TVBW state sum. The local
weights in 〈Ψ|mean however that 〈Ψ|D〉 is not topologically invariant but instead a more interesting
partition function.6 The shadow-world formula (3.24) follows from (4.10a) (up to an unimportant
overall factor of D−2) by setting |D〉 = |0〉, the configuration with no defects. The heights are
simply the labels hf on the faces. Defects with very nice topological properties come from defining
the defect weights using (4.10b), giving (5.5) below. By construction, such defects are topological,
as they can be moved around at will without changing 〈Ψ|D〉. In equation (5.3) we show how
to express this topological invariance in terms of local relations we name the defect commutation
relations, and prove directly that these weights satisfy them. Topological trivalent junctions of
defects arise by defining the triangle weight (6.4) using (4.10c). We again verify directly that they
satisfy the appropriate commutation relations, namely (6.3).
We explore some further consequences of the Drinfeld center in Sec. 10 by relating the behaviour
of the lattice models under Dehn twists to idempotents in the tube category, which correspond
to objects in Z(C). In addition, we note that vertex operators in the lattice models are naturally
labeled by objects in Z(C), and can be viewed as terminations of bulk Wilson lines on the boundary.
5 Topological defect lines
We now focus on central topic of our paper, the construction of topological defect lines in lattice
statistical-mechanical models and quantum spin chains. In the presence of a topological defect, the
partition function is independent of any continuous deformation of the path of this defect.
The requirement that a defect be topological results in a huge number of constraints, pro-
hibitively difficult to solve by brute force. We show here that the way to make progress is to
rewrite lattice models in terms of fusion categories, as described in Sections 2, 3 and 4. The rewrit-
ing gives a simple construction of topological defects in an enormous set of models. Our method is
to use (4.10b) to define the defect weights, and give a direct proof that such defects are topologi-
cal. Our work thus substantially generalizes and systematizes a construction applicable to certain
integrable and critical lattice models [72, 73, 74]. Not only does our method allow extensions to
many more critical and off-critical models, but it also gives a construction of topological defects
that branch and fuse. This additional structure is instrumental in allowing the exact computation
of universal quantities.
5.1 The definition
The defects we describe are defined by choosing a one-dimensional path along the edges of the
quadrilaterals comprising G and insert a set of defect Boltzmann weights, as depicted in Figure 6.
Each vertex along the path is split into two, thus creating a string of defect quadrilaterals. We use
6We note that there are choices of |Ψ〉 which do lead to topologically invariant partition functions. These are
parametrized by Frobenius algebra objects in C and referred to as topological boundary conditions.
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Figure 6: To insert a defect line we choose a path along the edges of the lattice, shown by the zig-zag line
in the leftmost diagram. We then split open the lattice along this path, as in the middle diagram. Finally
we “glue” the lattice back together with a line of defect weights inserted along the path to find the diagram
on the right. The resulting partition function is written in (5.2).
the same notation for the defect weights as the Boltzmann weights, namely each defect weight is a
number depending on the labels of the four surrounding vertices:
a
α
b
β
, (5.1)
The heights a,b live on one side of the defect’s path and the heights α, β the other.
The partition function in the presence of non-intersecting defect lines is now easy to define.
Diagrammatically it is given by far right of Figure 6, with the convention that we sum over all
heights. To be more precise, let P be a path along the edges in the lattice, and l ∈ P denote the
edges in this path. To each edge of P we assign one defect weight (5.1). The partition function is
ZD,P =
∑
heights
∏
faces
a
b
b′
c ×
∏
l∈P
a
α
b
β
×
∏
vertices
dv
 . (5.2)
5.2 Defect commutation relations
For a defect weight to be topological, the partition function defined in (5.2) must obey ZD,P = ZD,P ′
for any two paths P and P ′ that can be continuously deformed into one another. A necessary
condition for a topological defect is that its weight (5.1) and the Boltzmann weights obey the defect
commutation relations defined in Part I [27]:
∑
d
=
∑
β
,
∑
b,c
= . (5.3)
This set of equations holds for any choice of fixed heights around the outside, while the summations
are over all allowed internal heights. The equations coming from rotating the pictures must hold
as well. The first of (5.3) resembles the Yang-Baxter equation, but is a less demanding constraint.
For example, it places no requirement that the Boltzmann weights be uniform in space, since it
involves only one non-defect weight. Indeed, we will find topological defects for non-uniform and
hence non-integrable models. If the statistical-mechanical model were instead defined on a generic
cell decomposition one would need to solve the analogous relations for every 2-cell.
Solving these equations by brute force is quite difficult, even for the Ising model analysed
in Part I. However, when the Boltzmann weights are written as evaluations of diagrams in an
underlying fusion category as described in Section 3, solving the defect commutation relations is
straightforward. In Section 4 we showed how to define topological defect weights from the data
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associated with the Drinfeld center of the fusion category used to define the model. Here we
prove directly that these weights obey the defect commutation relations, without appealing to the
TVBW state sum. We find one solution for each simple object ϕ of the fusion category C. A direct
consequence of such a solution is that the partition function can only depend on the topology of
the defect lines, for example which cycle(s) of a torus they wrap around.
The topological defect weight is nonzero only if the heights labeling its vertices satisfy fusion
constraints similar to (3.26), but here involving ϕ as well as υ. Namely, a height a on one side of
the defect path is related to the adjacent height α on the other side of the defect path by fusion
with ϕ, i.e., Nαaϕ 6= 0. Adjacent heights on the same side of the defect still must have υ appearing
in their fusion product as before. Thus in analogy with (3.26) we have
a
α
b
β
∝ NυabNυαβNϕaαNϕbβ , (5.4)
for a topological defect specified by simple object ϕ. The topological defect weights themselves
turn out to have a remarkably simple form. They are proportional to an F -symbol, but are more
naturally written using the tetrahedral symbols
a
α
b
β
=
[
ϕ a α
υ β b
]
. (5.5)
From (2.39) this symbol vanishes automatically unless NϕaαNυabN
β
ϕbN
b
aυ 6= 0, so we do not need to
impose the adjacency conditions in (5.4) separately. When the defect type is trivial (ϕ = 1), the
symbol reduces to [
1 a α
υ β b
]
=
Nυabδaαδbβ√
dadb
(5.6)
so that the heights across this “identity defect” are equal. As described above in (3.35) and
represented by the dot on each vertex, the partition function includes a factor of dh for each vertex
with height h on it. These cancel the factors of
√
dadb coming from (5.6), so including an identity
defect line indeed changes absolutely nothing.
The corresponding defect weights for Ising are given in Part I. Another simple example comes
from the Fibonacci fusion category. It is given by the subcategory of A4 consisting of two objects
{0, 1}, written as {0, τ} in the language common to the study of anyons [59]. The corresponding
model is the k = 3 ABF model where we label heights {0, 32} by 0 and the heights {12 , 1} by τ ;
because G is bipartite we can restore the original heights if desired. (In the language introduced
in section 7 below, we consider one of the models M+, M−.) We take ϕ = υ = τ , so that the only
non-obvious fusion rule is τ ⊗ τ = 0⊕ τ . The non-zero defect weights are given by
τ
τ
τ
τ
= − 1
d2τ
,
0
τ
τ
0
=
τ
0
0
τ
=
0
τ
τ
τ
=
τ
τ
0
τ
=
τ
0
τ
τ
=
τ
τ
τ
0
=
1
dτ
, (5.7)
where dτ = 2 cos(pi/5) = φ = (1 +
√
5)/2. It is quite tedious to check by brute force that they
satisfy the defect commutation relations. Luckily, there is a better way.
The diagrammatic techniques developed in Section 2 provide an efficient means to proving
that (5.5) indeed provides a solution to the defect commutation relations for all fusion categories.
The key simplifying feature is that since all the weights are defined using quantities coming from
evaluations in the fusion category, we can use F -moves to relate various combinations of them. For
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example, the series of steps to show that (5.5) solves
∑
h
=
∑
β
(5.8)
can be summarized by the following diagram:

//oo

(5.9)
The bottom two pictures each evaluate to a Boltzmann weight (recall (3.29)) with a single closed
defect line present, with the two related by dragging the line through. The arrows correspond to
doing F -moves and other manipulations to relate various evaluations to each other.
To write out these manipulations explicitly, we start at the middle-top diagram of (5.9) and
follow the path left and downward. (The arrows in (5.9) are drawn to show the following steps,
but all steps are reversible, as F -matrices are invertible.) Putting in the explicit F -symbols yields
=
∑
h,h′
[
ϕ a α
υ δ h
] [
ϕ c γ
υ δ h′
]√
dαhγh′
=
∑
h
[
ϕ a α
υ δ h
] [
ϕ c γ
υ δ h
]√
dαhγh
√
dδ
dϕh
=
∑
h
[
ϕ a α
υ δ h
] [
ϕ c γ
υ δ h
]√
dαγhδ
dϕ
× dϕ × d
2
υ√
dχ
√
dabhc a
b
χ
h
c
=
d2υ√
dχ
√
dabcαγδϕ
∑
h
dh
[
ϕ a α
υ δ h
] [
ϕ c γ
υ δ h
]
a
b
χ
h
c
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=
d2υ√
dχ
√
dabcαγδϕ
∑
h
. (5.10)
We have used a compact notation for the product of quantum dimensions dabc···
def
= dadbdc · · · .
Starting from the middle-top of (5.9) and traversing the diagram right and downward results in
=
d2υ√
dχ
√
dabcαγδϕ
∑
β
dβ
[
ϕ α a
υ b β
] [
ϕ γ c
υ b β
]
α
β
χ
δ
γ
=
d2υ√
dχ
√
dabcαγδϕ
∑
β
. (5.11)
Together these imply the first set of the defect commutation relations shown in (5.3). The rotated
version of these commutation relations can be found in an identical way. In fact, since a complete
basis of fusion channels also occurs for χ going horizontally instead of vertically, one can literally
rotate the diagrams and use the same proof.
The second set of commutation relations in (5.3) follows from
oo // // . (5.12)
For clarity, we left out all the height and υ labels, keeping only the defect label ϕ and the channel
label χ. The proof of (5.12) comes from evaluating the fusion diagram shown second from the
left in two ways. Following the arrow directed to the left yields one tetrahedral symbol multiplied
by the Boltzmann weight. Following the arrows directed to the right yields three tetrahedral
symbols multiplied by the Boltzmann weight, along with appropriate summations. The remaining
equations in (5.3) are then proved by translating the pictures back into quadrilaterals and including
the explicit expressions as in (5.10) and (5.11).
One nice feature of giving proofs in this fashion is that it makes it straightforward to extend
the results of this paper to models on more general lattices and graphs. In fact, these methods
give solutions to the defect commutation relations for a partition function defined on any cell
decomposition in a similar way, as long as all Boltzmann weights are written as evaluations of
diagrams in a fusion category.
5.3 The defect-line creation operator
Many applications of topological defects are easiest to see in the transfer-matrix formalism. In this
set-up, a ϕ-defect in the horizontal direction is created by acting with an operator Dϕ on the same
vector space V on which the transfer matrix acts. Since the path of any topological defect can be
deformed by using the defect commutation relations, we show here how Dϕ must commute with the
transfer matrix. The ensuing symmetries and dualities are described in Section 7.
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For simplicity we here consider a square lattice with transfer matrix given by (3.37) and work in
terms of height models, although are results are easily extended to geometric models and to other
graphs. The defect-creation operators are easiest to define with periodic boundary conditions, so
they act on the V described in (3.32, 3.33). This space is spanned by all configurations of heights
that satisfy the fusion rules. Labeling by Zϕ the toroidal partition function in the presence of a ϕ
defect line wrapped around this cycle, the defect-creation operator Dϕ is then defined so that
Zϕ = trDϕ (TL)M . (5.13)
where TL is the transfer matrix acting on L sites with periodic boundary conditions. Since Zϕ
remains invariant under deformations of the path of the defect, this definition does not determine
Dϕ uniquely. We fix the ambiguity by requiring Dϕ to create a straight horizontal defect. Its matrix
elements for taking a state |h′0h′1 · · ·h′L−1〉 to |h0h1 · · ·hL−1〉 are then
(Dϕ){h},{h′} = · · · · · ·
=
L−1∏
n=0
[
ϕ hn h
′
n
υ h′n+1 hn+1
]√
dhndh′n . (5.14)
Repeatedly applying the defect commutation relations (5.3) makes it easy to show that any
topological defect can be commuted through the transfer matrix, and that a stronger statement
holds:
P
(χ)
j Dϕ = DϕP (χ)j , (5.15)
where j denotes the spatial location of the projector P (χ) defined in (3.41). To prove (5.15), we
note that the defect commutation relations give for any choice of external labels
T ({AQ})Dϕ =
= (5.16)
= = DϕT ({AQ}) .
We here and henceforth adopt the convention that in such pictures, the internal heights are summed
over, while external are fixed. The commutation (5.16) holds for any choice of the amplitudes AQ
of the projectors in each Boltzmann weight, even when they are not uniform in space and when
they are not integrable ones. Because we can choose all the AQ to give the identity away from j,
(5.15) holds as well.
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The commutation relation (5.16) makes the defect-creation operator Dϕ look like a symmetry
generator: It is a non-trivial operator that commutes with the transfer matrix. When the quantum
dimension dϕ = 1, the eigenvalues of Dϕ are of unit norm and it is unitary. It can indeed generate
a symmetry, as we describe in section 7.2. In general, however, Dϕ is not unitary and instead
generates a duality, as described in section 7. It is worth noting that one always can split V into
sectors labelled by distinct eigenvalues of Dϕ. Using the nomenclature coming from systems with
topological order, these eigenvalues label a global “flux” [59].
A nice feature of the topological defect-creation operators is that they satisfy the same fusion
rules as the objects that label them, namely
DADB =
∑
C
NCABDC (5.17)
This identity can be proved by brute force, by manipulating diagrams as in (5.9), or by showing
that the defect lines themselves satisfy (2.30) and (2.31). Here we present the brute-force proof.
By definition,
(DADB){h},{h′} =
∑
{x}
L−1∏
n=0
dxn
[
A hn xn
υ xn+1 hn+1
] [
B xn h
′
n
υ h′n+1 xn+1
]√
dhndh′n , (5.18)
where the sum is over all all heights xn. We expand each pair of tetrahedral symbols into three by
using the pentagon equation (2.45), giving
(DADB){h},{h′} = ∑
{C},{x}
L−1∏
n=0
dCn
[
Cn hn h
′
n
υ h′n+1 hn+1
]
dxn
[
A B Cn
h′n hn xn
] [
A B Cn−1
h′n hn xn
]√
dhndh′n .
Conveniently, the sum over all xn now can be performed using the orthogonality relation (2.44).
All Cn then must be equal while the factors of dCn cancel, leaving us with (5.17):
(DADB){h},{h′} =
∑
C
NCAB
L−1∏
n=0
[
C hn h
′
n
υ h′n+1 hn+1
]√
dhndh′n =
∑
C
NCAB(DC){h},{h′} . (5.19)
A more elegant and general proof uses the trivalent junctions we describe in section 6. We prove
that all defect loops fuse as do their labels, no matter what their path.
An illuminating way of viewing the defect-creation operators is in terms of the diagrammatic
techniques used to prove the defect commutation relations. This picture was utilized in the study
of spin chains with Hamiltonian (3.44), where the fact that [Dϕ, H] = 0 was derived and termed
“topological symmetry” [59]. In this picture, acting with Dϕ corresponds to fusing a closed loop ϕ
wrapped around a cycle into the “spine” of the fusion tree (3.32) with periodic boundary conditions
(3.33), starting with
Dϕ
 
= . (5.20)
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We then fuse the defect line into the fusion tree using (2.31), i.e.
=
∑
h′i
N
h′i
ϕhi
√
dh′i
dϕdhi
. (5.21)
Doing this fusion on every horizontal edge of the tree gives for each υ vertex a picture
=
√
dϕdυ
[
ϕ hi hi+1
υ h′i+1 h
′
i
]
=
√
dϕdυ
[
ϕ hi hi+1
υ h′i+1 h
′
i
]√
dhidhi+1
dυ
. (5.22)
Utilizing (5.21) and (5.22) for every edge and vertex shows that the definitions (5.20) and (5.14)
are equivalent. In this picture the fusion of defects (5.17) is obvious, and it also makes apparent
how the eigenvalues of Dϕ can be thought of as a flux through the cylinder or torus.
6 Microscopic to Macroscopic
Our approach has enabled the explicit construction of topological defects in a large class of lattice
models. We here show that these defects possess some remarkable properties. We saw already in
(5.17) that defect lines wrapped around a cycle obey the same fusion algebra as the corresponding
objects do. In this section we go much further and show that the topological defects themselves
obey the rules of a fusion category described in Section 2, the same rules used in the construction of
the lattice model. The microscopic definitions thus lead to macroscopic constraints on the partition
functions.
To this end, we define junctions of defects in terms of a triangle weight by using (4.10c),
guaranteeing their topological invariance by deriving commutation relations generalizing (5.3). We
then establish how defects describe a diagrammatic calculus with fusion rules, F -symbols and so
on. We see that the defects belong to the same fusion category used in constructing the model,
and so all the quantum dimensions and F -symbols are the same.
6.1 Closed defect loops
The simplest rule in a fusion category is that evaluating a closed loop labeled by ϕ gives dϕ.
The analogous statement for topological defect relates the partition functions in the presence and
absence of a single defect loop. The derivation of the defect commutation relations is also useful
here. Following (5.9) from the bottom-left-most diagram to the bottom-right-most diagram gives
∑
x,y,z,w
= dϕ . (6.1)
The green defect weights carry label ϕ and so removing the loop results in multiplying the partition
function by the quantum dimension dϕ. The defect commutation relations ensure local deformations
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of the defect path leave the partition function invariant, so the loop around the quadrilateral in
(6.1) can be deformed to have any topologically trivial path. The corresponding partition function
Zϕ is therefore simply related to the partition function Z in the absence of the loop:
Zϕ = dϕ Z . (6.2)
If a defect loop wraps around a cycle, it cannot be removed so easily, but we show below how the
defect F -moves derived in this section still yield non-trivial identities between partition functions.
6.2 Topological trivalent junctions
The basic defining feature of the fusion category is the trivalent vertex, which illustrates the fusion
rules. Three defect lines meeting at a point is illustrated on the left in Figure 7, with the lattice
cracked open on the right. As apparent, a triangular face occurs at the junction. This triangle
//
Figure 7: On the left, a schematic view of a trivalent junction occurring at the termination of three topological
defects. On the right, the cracked-open lattice with a triangular face at the junction.
defect is labeled by six objects, three coming from the topological defects that it fuses and three
from the height labels at the surrounding vertices.
The next step in showing that the defects obey the rules of the fusion category is to find triangle
weights that make the trivalent junction topological, so that the partition function is independent
of its location. Namely, we need to impose that Figure 8 is commutative. Along the bottom path
of the diagram, a triangle defect weight is moved across two defect Boltzmann weights. Thus in
//

// //
OO
Figure 8: Moving a trivalent junction on the lattice is schematically illustrated in the top row. The precise
definition requires two steps, shown in the bottom row. The first step uses the defect commutation relations
to move the red defect line around a face. The second step uses the triangle defect commutation relation
(6.3) inside the boxed region. The dots are omitted for clarity.
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addition to the defect commutation relations, we also need the consistency conditions
∑
β
= , (6.3)
where the internal height is summed over and external ones fixed.
As with the defect commutation relations, the triangle commutation relation results in a huge
number of constraints. Solving them by brute force is rather difficult, even for the Ising model
treated in Part I [27]. Luckily, the shadow-world analysis hands us the solution in (4.10c), suggesting
we define the triangle weight as
= (dRdGdB)
1
4
[
R G B
ρ γ β
]
, (6.4)
where ρ, β, γ are heights at the corners of the triangle. We chose the overall constant so that the
defects satisfy versions of (2.30) and (2.31), as we show below. There are as many different kinds
of trivalent junctions as there are non-zero fusion rules NBRG.
Proving directly that triangle defects from (6.4) are topological follows from evaluating the
center diagram in
//oo (6.5)
in two different ways, identical to the derivation of the pentagon equation (2.45) from the diagram
(2.46). To get to the left-hand side of (6.5), we use three F -moves, and then evaluate it using the
bubble removal (2.30). The ensuing expression is proportional to the left-hand side of (6.3):
=
√
dxBz
∑
β
d
3
2
β
[
R y x
υ α β
] [
B R G
β γ α
] [
G y z
υ γ β
]
=
√
dxyzRBGαγυ
∑
β
dβ
[
R y x
υ α β
] [
B R G
β γ α
] [
G y z
υ γ β
]
=
√
dxyzRBGαγυ
∑
β
. (6.6)
To get to the right-hand side of (6.5), we do a single F -move and then use (2.30), giving
=
√
dRGy
[
B x z
y G R
]
=
√
dxyzRBGαγυ
[
B x z
y G R
] [
B x z
υ γ α
]
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=
√
dxyzRBGαγυ (6.7)
Equating the two shows that (6.4) indeed solves the trivalent defect commutation relation (6.3).
The topological defects thus obey the same fusion algebra as the objects in the category. For
a self-dual category, the NBRG do not change under permutation of indices, so it does not matter
which two we fuse to get the third, as is obvious from the pictures. To generalize to a non-self-dual
category such as Tambara-Yamagami, one needs to keep track of the arrows.
6.3 Topological defects as a fusion category
Using the topological trivalent junction defined by (6.4), we can define the partition function with
an arbitrary trivalent network of defects, independent of deformations of the defects and their
junctions. Here we show the defects have even deeper properties: they satisfy all the properties of
a fusion category outlined in Section 2. In particular, we show that the defect lines obey (2.30)
and (2.28), giving linear identities among partition functions with different defect configurations.
We first show that identity defect lines can be removed freely. For ϕ = 1, (5.6) and (6.4) give
a
α
b
β
=
[
1 a α
υ β b
]
=
1√
dadb
δaαδbβ , = δbcN
υ
abN
υ
ac
1√
db
. (6.8)
= . (6.9)
The symmetry of the tetrahedral symbols means this relation holds for any rotated version of this
diagram, so we can always remove identity strands.
Next we generalize the defect-loop removal (6.1) relation to bubbles, deriving (1.1). The only
data needed involve the defect lines themselves, so we can write this diagram more abstractly as
= δRB
√
dPdG
dR
, (6.10)
where R,P,G, and B label the lines. This relation is exactly the same as (2.30), hence generalizing
the microscopic definitions to the macroscopic defect lines. In terms of the defect weights (6.4) and
(5.5), (6.10) is
∑
β,y
= δRB
√
dPdG
dR
, (6.11)
The elegant method of proving (6.11) is to evaluate a single diagram in two different ways, as with
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the proof of the triangle commutation relation. The diagram here is
//oo . (6.12)
Following the arrow to the left results in the left-hand side of (6.11), while following the arrow to
the right results in the right-hand side of (6.11).
We finish off our demonstration that the defects obey the rules of the fusion category by deriving
their F -moves. Just as in (2.28), the F -symbol tells us how to relate the different ways of fusing
four defect lines together. Four defect lines meet at two trivalent junctions. Using (6.3) and (5.3),
the junctions can always be moved together to give
or . (6.13)
Either side of (6.13) provides a complete basis for the junctions of four defect lines. The two bases
are related by noting that (2.38) gives
=
∑
X
[
FBRPG
]
ZX
(6.14)
and that the evaluations of these two diagrams result in the same weights appearing in the two
expressions (6.13), up to an identical overall constant. We thus obtain
=
∑
X
[
FBRPG
]
ZX
. (6.15)
The tetrahedral symbol in (6.15) enforces the fusion rules in each of the four triangles. The two
triangle defects can then be moved back away from each other, giving (1.2). We thus have derived
the remarkable fact that the defect lines themselves obey the same F -moves as the fusion diagrams
used to defined the Boltzmann weights for the microscopic degrees of freedom.
The trivalent vertex for the defects and the ensuing bubble removal and F -moves are the main
results of this section. Together they show that diagrammatic calculus explained in Section 2
applies to the topological line defects themselves. We have thus defined topological defects and
their junctions in a host of lattice models, and established they satisfy a variety of remarkable
properties. Some of these properties are summarized in the Table 1. In the rest of the paper (and
in a sequel or two) we exploit these properties.
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– N∗∗∗ are the fusion symbols, defined in (2.1).
– d∗ are the quantum dimensions defined in (2.4), and dx1···xn = dx1 · · · dxn .
– The F -symbols relate diagrams via (2.28) and (6.15).
– The tetrahedral symbols (2.35) relate to the F -symbols via
[
F abcd
]
xy
=
√
dxy
[
a b x
c d y
]
.
Partition function: Z =
∑
heights
( ∏
vertices
dv ×
∏
elements
W
)
Plaquette weight: =
∑
χ
A(χ) a
b
χ
b′
c
=
∑
χ
A(χ) dχ
[
υ υ χ
a c b
] [
υ υ χ
a c b′
]
(3.29)
Vertex dot: (full dot)
h
= dh (half dot)
h
=
√
dh (3.35)
Defect line weight:
a
α
b
β
ϕ =
[
ϕ a α
υ β b
]
(5.5)
Trivalent junction: = (dRdGdB)
1
4
[
R G B
ρ γ β
]
(6.4)
Transfer matrix: T = (3.37)
Defect-line creation: Dϕ = (5.14)
Table 1: Summary of how fusion categories appear in height models.
7 Duality
In the preceding sections we proved that the defect lines defined by (5.5) are topological, in that
the partition function in their presence is invariant under locally deforming them. The properties
of the fusion category, in particular the invariance of evaluations under F -moves, made it simple
to solve the potentially huge number of equations arising from the defect commutation relations
appearing in Sections 5 and 6.
Here we start developing applications of these results. In this section we show how any defect
made from an object ϕ with quantum dimension dϕ > 1 yields a duality. The key observation is in
equation (5.16), showing that the operator creating a defect line commutes with the transfer matrix.
When this operator is unitary, acting with it implements a symmetry transformation. However,
typically Dϕ is not unitary, as is obvious from the fusion rules (5.17): whenever Dϕ fuses to more
than one operator, its eigenvalues cannot be of unit norm. Thus whenever the quantum dimension
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dϕ > 1, the corresponding Dϕ cannot be unitary. The conventional quantum-mechanical definition
of symmetry requires a unitary transformation of the Hilbert space, and so we do not call acting
with Dϕ a symmetry transformation. Instead, we say it implements a duality.
One of our central results is that dualities occur in any statistical-mechanical model defined
in terms of a fusion category as above. Such dualities encompass the Kramers-Wannier duality
of the Ising [14] and clock [75] models, but our approach gives many non-trivial generalizations.
Such a duality relates different couplings in the same model, as with Kramers-Wannier duality, or
sometimes it relates two (seemingly) distinct models. We also describe self-dualities, where defects
provide a non-trivial map of a model to itself.
7.1 Grading and splitting
In order to understand how topological lattice defects gives symmetries and dualities, we must first
describe how the configuration space of many of the models of interest split into sectors. Seemingly
different theories can originate from the same category even for a fixed υ. Not surprisingly, the
resulting theories are closely related, and we explain subsequently how the generalized duality
described here provides a way of mapping between them.
Grading. Many fusion categories can be graded by a finite group G [76, 77]. The resulting sectors
Cg are indexed by the elements of G, while the full fusion category is given by C =
⊕
g Cg. The
fusion rules must obey the G grading: the objects ag ∈ Cg and bh ∈ Ch obey ag ⊗ bh ∈ Cgh. In
this paper we analyze only Z2-graded fusion categories, but many interesting generalizations exist.
In a Z2-graded fusion category, the objects split into “even” and “odd” sets, so that fusion of two
even or two odd objects gives an even object, while fusion of even and odd gives odd. The Ak
fusion categories are graded in this fashion, with the ‘even’ set C0 = {0, 1, 2, . . . } and the ‘odd’ set
C1 = {12 , 32 , . . . }. The splitting of the spin-1 models as displayed in (3.55) is a manifestation of this
grading. As apparent from (3.56, 3.57), the Tambara-Yamagami fusion categories [66] used to build
the clock models also have a Z2 grading, with C0 = {0, 1, · · · , n− 1} and C1 = {X}.
Splitting. A Z2 grading allows us to split the partition function into two pieces: Z = Z0 + Z1.
The structure of the resulting models depends on whether the object υ used to build the models
is even or odd. When υ is even, fusing with it preserves the sectors C0 and C1, so the heights in
a given configuration are either all even or all odd. In effect, our construction yields two separate
models: a model M0 comprised of entirely of even heights, and a model M1 comprised entirely of
odd heights, with partition functions Z0 and Z1 respectively. An example of such splitting is in the
Ak+1 models with υ = 1, where the incidence diagrams for M0 and M1 are given in (3.55).
When υ is odd, the grading results in a different sort of splitting. Because the graph G on which
the heights live is bipartite, on one of the two sublattices, all the heights are even and the other
are odd. The ABF models have υ odd, and in their transfer-matrix formulation, the vector space
V displayed in (3.32) splits into two disjoint parts V0 ⊕V1, where the subscript is (2h1 + 1) mod 2.
For example, for Ising, basis elements in each are labelled by the fusion trees
∈ V+ (7.1a)
∈ V− (7.1b)
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Acting with the transfer matrix preserves these subspaces, and so T is block diagonal in the form
T =
(
T0 0
0 T1
)
. (7.2)
We again can think of two separate models M0 and M1 with partition functions Z0 and Z1.
To summarize, the lattice model built from any Z2 graded fusion category can be split as
υ even:
{
M0 all even heights,
M1 all odd heights,
υ odd:
{
M0 even heights on V+, odd on V−,
M1 even heights on V−, odd on V+.
7.2 Dualities and Symmetries
Crossing a defect line labeled by ϕ requires fusing with the object ϕ. Thus when ϕ is odd, the
corresponding defect line separates a region of model M0 from a region of model M1. Since the
defect lines are deformable, moving the line in effect gives a mapping from M0 to M1. In the
transfer matrix, (5.16) requires
T0Dϕ = Dϕ T1 , T1Dϕ = Dϕ T0 , for ϕ odd. (7.3)
The corresponding partition functions are thus related as well, and when dϕ > 1, we say the defect
implements a duality. The map (7.3) gives powerful identities for the corresponding partition
functions, as shown in Part I for Ising and below more generally.
Crossing a defect with even ϕ leaves one in the same model. Such a Dϕ still commutes with
the transfer matrix, its action is quite non-trivial when dϕ > 1,. We thus say such a defect
implements a self-duality. It results in linear identities relating e.g. partition functions with different
boundary conditions. Another application is given in section 8, where we derive non-symmetry-
related degeneracies in the spectrum of off-critical models.
The dϕ = 1 case is much simpler to understand. As the corresponding defects obey DϕDϕ = 1,
duality is too glorious a name. When dϕ = 1 and ϕ is odd, the map is not particularly interesting,
as it merely shows M0 and M1 are equivalent by a relabeling. The ϕ odd case is more interesting,
since as apparent in (7.3), such a dϕ = 1 defect implements a symmetry. For example, in the Ak+1
models, d k
2
= 1, as (2.9) and (5.17) give for all h
k
2
⊗ h = k
2
− h =⇒ D k
2
Dh = D k
2
−h . (7.4)
Acting with D k
2
thus exchanges each height hj in V with the height k2 − hj . For the ABF models,
this exchange reflects the adjacency diagram (3.45) around its midpoint. The fusion rules respect
this exchange, and it is straightforward to check from the explicit expressions in appendix A the
Boltzmann weights for any υ are also invariant. For k even, sending each height h to k2−h preserves
V0 and V1, and so acting with D k
2
implements a symmetry. For example, in the Ising case, D1 = Dψ
is the generator of spin-flip symmetry. For k odd, D k
2
maps between V0 and V1 by a trivial relabeling
of the heights, merely showing that the height models M0 and M1 are identical.
Similarly, in the clock models, defects defined using the Abelian objects implement the ZN
symmetries. Namely, the operator Da cyclically shifts all the spins in V, with the fusion rule (3.56)
giving the necessary
DaDb = D(a+b) mod N . (7.5)
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Another defect implements charge-conjugation symmetry in the clock models, sending each height
h → N − h. Including it in a fusion algebra with the objectes in the ZN Tambara-Yamagami
category allows the construction of a larger category, a Z2 extension of the ZN Tambara-Yamagami
category. In the larger category, the subcategory of Abelian simple objects is given by VecDN .
These “C-disorder” defects are described in the CFT setting in [78].
The action of a defect labeled by ϕ in a Z2 graded theory thus depends on whether ϕ is even
or odd, and whether dϕ = 1 or not. To summarize, the dualities and symmetries are
ϕ even (or no grading):
{
self-duality M0 →M0, M1 →M1 dϕ > 1
symmetry dϕ = 1
ϕ odd:
{
duality M0 →M1, M1 →M0 dϕ > 1
relabeling dϕ = 1
7.3 Kramers-Wannier duality defects
We here describe how topological defects implement Kramers-Wannier (KW) duality, before moving
on to the generalizations. As well as giving an elegant setting for the many known results, our
framework allows new results to be derived, even in such a well-studied model as Ising. For
example, we showed in Part I how rigorous lattice calculations give precise constraints for critical
exponents in any continuum limit for Ising, and we extend the results below in section 10.2.
By a Kramers-Wannier duality we mean those where acting with the duality transformation
twice yields a sum over symmetry transformations. Namely, a topological defect DX implementing
a KW duality obeys
(DX)2 = 1 +
N−1∑
a=1
Da with all da = 1 . (7.6)
In Ising, the duality defect obeys D2σ = 1+Dψ, where Dψ is the spin-flip generator. The definition
(7.6) therefore provides a natural generalization to the clock/Potts models.
KW duality defects are not invertible. For example, for Ising the right-hand side of (7.6)
projects onto all states even under spin-flip. The traditional way of dealing with this fact is
to use the symmetries to split the vector space V into sectors where the duality transformation
can be inverted and those where it acts trivially. Although sometimes useful calculationally, this
splitting obscures the general structure. Moreover, it makes such dualities seem quite special to
the Ising/Potts models, where such a splitting is easy to do.
The canonical example of Kramers-Wannier duality is in the Ising model. The lack of invertibil-
ity of Dσ manifests itself in the presence of two free-energy minima in the low-temperature phase
(and so two ground states in the quantum-spin-chain limit), while the high-temperature phase has
a unique minimum. The duality defects in the clock/Potts models arise from the operator X in
the ZN Tambara-Yamagami category. The Ising model is the special case with N = 2, and one of
many nice features of our construction is that the generalization to Potts and clock models is very
simple. The fusion rules in (3.56) and (3.57) make immediately apparent that DX obeys (7.6), with
the right-hand side the sum over all spin-shift operators. It follows that (DX)3 = N DX , so that
this duality defect is indeed not invertible for N > 1.
A special feature of the Ising/clock models is that all the fluctuating degrees of freedom live on
one sublattice. One can think of M0 and M1 each as being nearest-neighbor models, the former on
a graph G+ and the latter on the dual graph G− = Ĝ+. Namely, because G is bipartite, its vertices
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split into two sets, those of G±. The edges in G+ join any two vertices that share a quadrilateral
in G, and likewise for G−. The interactions within each of G± are then indeed nearest neighbor.
As the odd object X labels the KW duality defect, an X is always across from a fluctuating
degree of freedom and vice versa. The duality defect therefore maps between a clock model M0 on
the graph G+ and M1 on the dual graph G
−. The defect weights are given in terms of tetrahedral
symbols by (5.5), with those for Ising given explicitly in Part I. These tetrahedral symbols are
found from (C.2) with A = ZN and χ(a, b) = exp
[−2pii
N ab
]
, yielding
X
b
a
X
=
1
dX
exp
[
−2pii
N
ab
]
,
a
X
X
b
=
1
dX
exp
[
2pii
N
ab
]
. (7.7)
with a, b = 0, . . . , N − 1. Their symmetry properties given in (B.10).
The models M0 and M1 have the same types of degrees of freedom, and are defined via the same
couplings AQ for each quadrilateral Q of G. The partition functions Z0 and Z1 thus depend on
the same amplitudes. However, the duality effectively changes the couplings. We here explain why
using more conventional definitions. The Potts coupling JQ for a given bond is defined by setting
the weight to be eJQ if the two spins at the end of the bond are the same, and 1 if they are different.
The basis weights given in (3.54) and (3.62) depend on whether the fluctuating spins are on the
top and bottom of Q, or on the sides. To simplify the discussion, we work in the transfer matrix
on the square lattice. Each Boltzmann weight depends only on four heights h′n−1, h′n, h′n+1, hn. In
M0 the spins all reside on vertices with even labels, so the Potts interaction couples the spins h
′
n
and hn for n even while it couples the spins h
′
n−1 and h′n+1 when n is odd. In M1, the reverse
holds. To further simplify, we let the couplings depend spatially only on whether n is even and
odd respectively. The couplings defined in (3.47) then depend on ueven and uodd respectively. The
subtlety comes in relating them to the traditional Potts couplings Jx and Jy: which u is horizontal
and which is vertical depends on the model. Namely, for M0, using (3.43) and (3.47) gives
eJx = cot (λ− uodd) , eJy = sin(2λ− ueven)
sinueven
in M0. (7.8)
Where for Potts λ is defined by 2 cosλ =
√
N , so that λ and µ are imaginary for N > 4. At N = 4,
one takes a limit u ∝ λ→ 0. To get M1, we must change the orientation on each Q, so
eJx = cot (λ− ueven) , eJy = sin(2λ− uodd)
sinuodd
in M1. (7.9)
Thus while both M0 and M1 are both N -state Potts models, in general the two have different
couplings and are defined on different graphs.
The “self-dual” line in the Potts model (and in an integrable clock model) is therefore described
by ueven = uodd for every Q. We put self-dual in quotes because in our nomenclature we describe
this mapping as a (Kramers-Wannier) duality, not a self-duality, even at the critical point. We
justify this naming by the fact that even at ueven = uodd, this map in general not only changes the
model to one on a different lattice but, as detailed in (9), changes different boundary conditions
even on the square lattice. We reserve self-dual without quotes to mean dualities implemented by
υ even, as we discuss next.
7.4 Self-duality in the eight-vertex model and XXZ spin chain
Here we illustrate self-duality in the eight-vertex model, another fundamental model of statistical
mechanics. This self-duality [79, 22, 80] however comes from an even-υ defect, but is very similar
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to Kramers-Wannier duality. We recover it by using topological defects, and make this similarity
precise. This calculation provides a useful demonstration of the general approach.
In our approach, the eight-vertex model arises from considering the A5 category with υ = 1,
i.e. k = 4. The fusion rules for a spin-1 object here are
1⊗ 1 = 0⊕ 1⊕ 2 , 1⊗ 2 = 1 , 1
2
⊗ 1 = 1
2
⊕ 3
2
=
3
2
⊗ 1 , (7.10)
As apparent in (3.55), with υ = 1 there are two distinct models, with M0 comprised entirely of
integer heights and M1 half-integer.
The model M1 built from (7.10) is the eight-vertex model. At each site we have a two-state
system with heights either 12 or
3
2 and no adjacency constraints. The weights depend only on
whether they are the same or different, because of the spin-flip symmetry. We then can rewrite
configurations in terms of the domain walls living on the edges of the dual graph Ĝ. A domain wall
is placed on such an edge if the neighboring heights on G are different, i.e., one is 12 and the other
3
2 , while the edge is left empty if the two heights are the same. On the plane with free boundary
conditions the map from heights to domain walls is therefore two to one. With only two allowed
heights at each vertex of G, there must be an even number of domain walls touching each vertex
of Ĝ.7 Since these domain walls cannot end, there must be an even number of them touching each
vertex of Ĝ, and so eight possible configurations at each vertex (hence the name). These are
︸ ︷︷ ︸
aQ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
bQ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
cQ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
dQ
(7.11)
labeled by the corresponding Boltzmann weights aQ, bQ, cQ, dQ [22].
Each vertex of Ĝ is at the center of a quadrilateral Q, so these Boltzmann weights are related to
the amplitudes AQ(χ). The projectors can be written in terms of the Pauli matrices Xj,j+1, Yj,j+1
and Zj,j+1 acting on the two-state system on the edge of Ĝ separating the heights j and j + 1 in
V−. Since υ = 1, the first fusion rule in (7.10) means there are three channels χ = 0, 1, 2 in (3.43),
and the tetrahedral symbols in (A.6) give
PQ(0)→ 1
4
(X ⊗X − Y ⊗ Y + 1⊗ 1+ Z ⊗ Z) , (7.12a)
PQ(1)→ 1
2
(1⊗ 1−X ⊗X) , (7.12b)
PQ(2)→ 1
4
(X ⊗X + Y ⊗ Y + 1⊗ 1− Z ⊗ Z) . (7.12c)
Comparing to (7.11) gives
2aQ = AQ(1) +AQ(2) , 2bQ = AQ(2)−AQ(1) ,
2cQ = AQ(0) +AQ(1) , 2dQ = AQ(0)−AQ(1) .
(7.13)
These projectors and Boltzmann weights obey a Z2 symmetry exchanging domain walls with empty
edges (which is called the “zero field” condition in the eight-vertex language).
7The eight-vertex model is usually written in terms of arrows on each edge of Ĝ instead of domain walls. Since
our G is bipartite, it is easy to define a map between the two.
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With the fusion rules (7.10), a spin-1 defect also preserves the integer and half-integer heights,
and therefore preserves M0 and M1 individually. As its fusion rules from (7.10) are non-trivial (it
has quantum dimension d1 = 2), it must implement a self-duality. The defect creation operator D1
commutes with the transfer matrix of any eight-vertex model whose Boltzmann weights obey (7.13).
Such weights satisfy aQ− bQ = cQ− dQ, which indeed is a self-duality condition of the eight-vertex
model [79, 80]. While the eight-vertex model is integrable for any choice of a, b, c, d independent of
Q, this self-duality holds even in the non-integrable case where the weights dependent on Q.
Explicitly, the defect weights for M1 are
a
a′
b
b′ =
[
1 a b
1 b′ a′
]
=
1√
3
cos
[
pi(a+ b+ a′ + b′)
2
+
pi
3
]
for a, a′, b, b′ ∈ {12 , 32} ,
(7.14)
making apparent how the self-duality implemented by this defect is much more complicated than
a symmetry transformation. The corresponding defect-creation operator is then
D1|{xj}〉 =
∑
{yj}
N∏
j=1
√
dxjdyj
[
1 yj yj+1
1 xj+1 xj
]
|{yj}〉
=
∑
{yj}
N∏
j=1
√
dxjdyj
1√
3
cos
[
pi(xj + yj + xj+1 + yj+1)
2
+
pi
3
]
|{yj}〉 (7.15)
for xj , yj ∈ {1/2, 3/2}. The resulting self-duality is similar to Kramers-Wannier duality as a
consequence of the spin-2 defect here generating spin-flip symmetry as in (7.4). A shift makes the
connection more apparent, as (
D1 − 14
(
1 +D2
))2
= 98
(
1 +D2
)
. (7.16)
The right-hand side is of the same form as (7.6) for Ising, projecting onto states even under spin-flip
(i.e., here eigenvectors of D2 with eigenvalue 1). Thus in this sector, D1− 12 acts in the same fashion
as Ising Kramers-Wannier duality. However, (D1)2−D1 annihilates spins odd under spin-flip here,
as opposed to the Ising D2σ = 0 acting on such states.
This self-dual transfer matrix can be mapped on the famed XXZ spin chain by taking an
appropriate limit. Namely, defining couplings ∆ and  by
AQ(0) = 1−  , AQ(1) = 1−∆ , AQ(2) = 1 +  (7.17)
for all Q, the transfer matrix can be written as T = 1− H for small , where
HXXZ =
∑
j
(
−∆XjXj+1 − YjYj+1 + ZjZj+1
)
. (7.18)
After a unitary transformation to flip the signs of X2n and Y2n, we recover the XXZ Hamiltonian
(with X and Z exchanged from the standard conventions). Since our defects commute with the
transfer matrix for any choice of the AQ(χ), the defect creation operator D1 commutes with HXXZ
as well. This Hamiltonian obeys a U(1) symmetry, and standard results [5, 22] show that it is
critical when |∆| ≤ 1.
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7.5 Generalized dualities from defects
We showed that defects give an elegant way of implementing Kramers-Wannier duality in the Ising,
Potts and clock models. The models M0 and M1 related by Kramers-Wannier duality have the
same degrees of freedom, albeit on different lattices and with different boundary conditions. Here
we give a few examples of dualities that are not Kramers-Wannier.
Using ϕ = 12 generalizes the Ising duality defect to all of the ABF models, mapping betweenM0
andM1. In the ABF models, M0 and M1 have the same degrees of freedom, but we must keep the
AQ(χ) (chosen with some orientation) fixed on each quadrilateral Q. These defects generalize those
found using integrability [72, 73] to allow for non-uniform couplings and hence no integrability.
The ensuing duality results in linear identities relating the partition functions, some of which we
discuss below. The generalized duality in the k = 3 ABF model [59] has already been discussed in
the Hamiltonian limit where the k = 3 chain at the critical point was redubbed the “golden chain”
and the self-duality called “topological symmetry”.8 The ϕ = 12 defect weights from (5.5) are
a
a′
b
b′ =
[
1
2 a a
′
1
2 b
′ b
]
(7.19)
Using (A.6) gives them explicitly:
a
a+ 1
2
a+ 1
2
a
=
a+ 1
2
a
a
a+ 1
2
=
(−1)2a
dada+ 1
2
, (7.20a)
a
a+ 1
2
a+ 1
2
a+1
=
a+ 1
2
a+1
a
a+ 1
2
=
a+1
a+ 1
2
a+ 1
2
a
=
a+ 1
2
a
a+1
a+ 1
2
=
1
da+ 1
2
. (7.20b)
An example where M0 and M1 look very different is given by the A5 category with υ = 1. As
discussed in section 7.4, M1 is the eight-vertex model. In the model M0, the allowed heights 0, 1, 2
are integer-valued. This model also is rather nice, generalizing the “PXP” model and deformations
[81] to a two-species hard-particle model. The heights 0 and 2 play the role of the two species, while
any site with height 1 is considered empty. The adjacency graph from (3.55) with k = 4 ensures
that the hard particles cannot be adjacent to themselves nor to each other, but only to an empty
site. (This adjacency graph alternatively is the D̂5 Dynkin diagram [82] if one gives different labels
to the heights on G+ and G−.) The projectors and transfer matrix/Hamiltonian follow from the
F -matrix (3.18).
Acting with D 1
2
on the eight-vertex model M1 gives a duality to the two-species hard-square M0.
Using (5.5) and the tetrahedral symmetries allows us to use (A.6) to give the explicit expressions
for this duality defect:
0
1
2
1
1
2
=
0
1
2
1
3
2
=
2
3
2
1
1
2
=
2
3
2
1
3
2
= 2−
1
2 3−
1
4 ,
1
1
2
1
1
2
= −
(
1
1
2
1
3
2
)
=
1
3
2
1
3
2
= 2−13−
1
4 .
(7.21)
The remainder are found by reflecting horizontally. The self-dual line of the eight-vertex model
maps to a self-dual line in this two-species hard-square model. Indeed, the self-duality (ϕ = 1) of
the latter is given by the defect weights
a
a′
b
b′ =
1
2
sin
pi(ab′ + a′b)
2
for a, a′, b, b′ ∈ {0, 1, 2} . (7.22)
8In [59], both υ and ϕ are taken to be 1, not 1/2. However, for k = 3 the two are equivalent, up to relabeling
heights on even and odd sites.
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A section of this integrable self-dual line (that dual to |∆| < 1) is critical. The self-duality is exact
on the lattice and the critical line has continuously varying exponents, as opposed to the deformed
PXP model. Off the self-dual line, however, it is not guaranteed that the duality (7.21) between
models persists, although it may. It thus would be interesting to analyze this mapping further,
and to explore the phase diagram away from the self-dual line, i.e. by allowing for interactions not
written in terms of the projectors P0, P1 and P2.
As any object ϕ with dϕ > 1 in any fusion category results in a non-trivial duality or self-duality,
we could give many more examples. The ensuing duality results in linear identities relating the
partition functions, some of which we discuss below. Using ϕ = 1 results in a self-duality in any
of the Ak+1 models. We use this self-duality in the next section 8 to derive degeneracies in the
ground state and the low-lying states of ABF models with Boltzmann weights staggered in space.
Self-duality has already been used to explore phase diagrams of Ak+1 Hamiltonian with υ = ϕ = 1
for couplings uniform in space but with arbitrary amplitudes [83, 84].
8 Degeneracies from self-duality
One remarkable feature of our setup is that the dualities and self-dualities explained in section 7
occur in any lattice model built on a fusion category. Whereas dualities help understand how
different theories are equivalent to each other, self-dualities allow a given theory to be probed
deeper. One famed use of self-duality is to locate critical points. However, although self-duality
is enough information to fix the critical point in a few simple cases like Ising, it does not always.
For example, in Potts with N ≥ 4, the self-dual point is gapped. The Ak+1 models with υ = 1
are not in general critical even when self-dual and uniform in space, instead having a rich phase
diagram explored in [83, 84, 85]. We do emphasize however that if one breaks the duality by no
longer defining the Boltzmann weights as a sum over the projectors of the fusion category, then
typically the models are not critical. Thus we believe it is fair to say that typically, critical points
in height models are self-dual, but not the converse.
We show in this section one striking consequence of self-duality. Acting with duality defect
operators explains the presence of unusual degeneracies in the ground and excited states of the
spectrum of certain (non-integrable) gapped spin chains. These degeneracies are between states
not related by any symmetry. Moreover, in some (perhaps all) such cases, the scaling limit of such
chains turns out to be an integrable field theory. The presence of the self-duality provides intuition
into why this is so. In an integrable theory, the scattering matrix of the low-energy excitations
obeys special properties. We explain how the self-duality provides a simple way of constraining it
further.
In this section we study the quantum spin-chain limit, because it is more transparent to probe
the structure of the ground states than the minima of the free energy. To simplify further, we
consider the case where the Hamiltonian (3.44) involves only projectors onto the identity:
H =
L∑
j=1
ujP
(0)
j . (8.1)
This Hamiltonian acts on the Hilbert spaces V±, where the inner product is defined by making
height configurations orthonormal. We take periodic boundary conditions, so that we can utilize
the defect-creation operators defined in section 5.3. We make no assumptions about integrability;
typically H will be integrable only if the uj are uniform in space. As we hope will be obvious from
our analysis, the methods will apply to more complicated sums of projectors as well.
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For the ABF or Potts models, this Hamiltonian (8.1) is a standard one. In these cases it is
typically written in terms of the Temperley-Lieb generator ej = dυP
(0)
j , as shown for ABF in (3.49)
and Potts in (3.64). In this section we study mainly the staggered case, where uj ∝ −1 + t(−1)j .
The staggered Hamiltonian is then
Hstag = Hcrit +Halt , Hcrit = −
L∑
j=1
ej , Halt = t
L∑
j=1
(−1)jej , (8.2)
with L even. Here we put the sign in front of Hcrit to make the models ferromagnetic. For Potts,
one also needs N ≤ 4 to make the uniform case t = 0 critical like ABF. This Hamiltonian (8.2) can
be obtained directly from the transfer matrix (3.36) by taking uQ from (3.47) to be small, as shown
in (3.52) for the critical ABF case. Although Halt breaks the integrability, it has long been known
from a variety of approaches that it is relevant and results in a gap. The Coulomb-gas approach
gives the scaling dimension of Halt as
k+4
2k+2 [86], relevant for any k. This operator corresponds to
Φ2,1 in the conformal field theory describing the continuum limit of the ABF model [61] (see section
9.3.2 for a more thorough explanation of the notation). Interestingly in light of the following, the
perturbed conformal field theory is integrable even though this lattice model is not [87, 88].
8.1 Degenerate ground states
Diagonalizing H to find its ground states obviously is an intractable problem in general. Our
strategy therefore is to first consider the completely staggered limit, where the model can be
solved trivially. We then use self-duality to show that the ground states remain degenerate, up to
exponentially small finite-size corrections, throughout an entire phase.
In the completely staggered case t = 1, the Hamiltonian (8.2) becomes a sum of commuting
operators, as no e2a appear. Each term thus can be diagonalized independently and all eigenvalues
of Hcs computed. Since e
2
j = dυej by construction, it has only eigenvalues dυ and 0. These ground
states are easily constructed explicitly, since the matrix elements of e2a−1 vanish unless h2a−2 = h2a.
The ground states are thus labeled by a fixed height h2a−2 = h2a = r, and are given by
|r〉〉 = |rr˜rr˜rr˜ · · ·〉 , |r˜〉 def= 1√
drdυ
∑
x
Nxrυ
√
dx |x〉 , (8.3)
Graphically these states can be written in the fusion-tree basis defined in (3.32) as
|r〉〉 = , (8.4)
where as always the vertical lines are in the υ representation here. Using (2.31), this particular
tree can be rewritten as
|r〉〉 = , (8.5)
since the cups are invariant under e2a−1.
The expression (8.5) gives the ground states for the more general completely staggered models,
where ej in (8.2) is replaced with P
(0)
j as in (8.1). The ground states of all these completely
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staggered models therefore obey
Hcs =
L/2∑
a
P
(0)
2j−1 =⇒ Hcs|r〉〉 = −dυL |r〉〉 (8.6)
for even L. For ABF, υ = 12 , while for Potts υ = X.
The number of such ground states is simply the number of allowed heights r. For the ABF
model with k odd, there are (k + 1)/2 ground states in each of M0 and in M1, corresponding to
setting r integer and half-integer respectively. For k even, however, the models M0 and M1 are not
equivalent, but rather dual to each other via D 1
2
. Indeed, there are k/2 + 1 ground states in M0,
with r = 0, 1, . . . , k/2, but one less ground state in M1, with r = 1/2, 3/2, . . . , (k − 1)/2. Since the
number of ground states is not invariant under this duality, D 1
2
is not invertible for k even.
The operators Dϕ commute with the Hamiltonian for any staggering. Their action therefore
must therefore take ground states to ground states. We find in general how Dϕ acts on on any of
the ground states by using the fusion algebra. This is most easily seen by first applying Dϕ on
the state given in (8.5), and then changing basis. This amounts to fusing an ‘ϕ’ strand with an ‘r’
stand, yielding the strikingly simple formula
Dϕ|r〉〉 =
∑
s
N sϕr|s〉〉. (8.7)
In the ABF models, applying D1/2 repeatedly to |0〉〉 gives all the ground states in the completely
staggered limit.
We can easily verify (8.7) in the Potts models by using the defect weights in the first line of
(7.7), yielding
DX |a〉〉 = |X〉〉, DX |X〉〉 =
N−1∑
b=0
|b〉〉 (8.8)
for any a = 0, . . . , N − 1. The states |a〉〉 have all fluctuating spins fixed to be a, while |X〉〉 is the
equal-amplitude sum over all states. The former states live in the model M0, while the latter live
in M1. Thus we recover the usual picture: the N ground states |a〉〉 in M0 means that it is in the
ordered phase, while the unique ground state |X〉〉 in M1 indicates it is in the disordered phase.
The defect-creation operator still implements Kramers-Wannier duality even in this extreme limit.
The ground states form a multiplet under the action of the defect creation operators. Since
for da > 1 the transformation is not unitary, no symmetry relates different values of r in gen-
eral. Although a local (in terms of heights) order parameter distinguishes the ground states, the
degeneracies are not due to spontaneously breaking any symmetry. Sometimes this phenomenon
is referred to as “topological symmetry breaking”, as occurs in two-dimensional quantum systems
with topological order; see e.g. [89]. In the related 3d Chern-Simons topological field theory, Wilson
loops are akin to defect lines, since they have no energy [90]. In the non-Abelian case, inserting
Wilson loops around cycles thus gives degenerate states unrelated by any symmetry.
The states |r〉〉 are exact ground states only in the completely staggered limit t = 1. Nonetheless,
the degeneracy must hold away from this limit, up to splitting exponentially small in the size of
the system. This fact follows from doing perturbation theory around t = 1, where different states
|r〉〉 and |r′〉〉 mix only at (L2 )th order. Indeed, since the perturbation is a sum over terms with
next-nearest neighbor interactions, to get a non-vanishing matrix element, the perturbation must
change heights h2a = r to h2a = r
′ for all a. Letting Er be the energy of the eigenstate |r〉〉 deformed
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away from t, this perturbative argument shows that the energy splitting Er − Er′ ∝ (1 − t)L/2 is
exponentially small for 0 < t < 1. One thus expects the degeneracies remain throughout the region
0 < t ≤ 1, and only at the critical point t = 0 does the splitting finally become proportional to
1/L. Moreover, even though the precise expression of |r〉〉 will change, the action (8.7) of Da on
these degenerate ground states will remain throughout the phase.
The Landau-Ginzburg approach gives a nice heuristic picture for these degenerate ground states
[91]. Here the ground states are characterized as minima in a potential for some field φ. For k = 3,
there are two such minima. However, since the two ground states are not related by any symmetry,
the potential must be drawn asymmetrically, as in Figure 9.
Figure 9: A sketch of the effective Landau-Ginzburg potential for the staggered Fibonacci model, i.e. ferro-
magnetic ABF with k = 3.
These ground-state degeneracies not required by symmetries resemble those found arising in two-
dimensional gapped systems with non-Abelian topological order [90]. The degeneracies have the
identical mathematical structure, with the self-duality in our models playing the role of topological
order. This correspondence of course is not a coincidence, as the same fusion categories describing
our topological defects also govern the properties of anyons in a theory with topological order. The
precise correspondence between degeneracies in 1d and 2d models has already been exploited to
build a 2d topological phases with Fibonacci anyons by coupling together quantum chains [92].
Indeed, the Fibonacci structure for the 3-state Potts CFT perturbed by Φ1,3 described below
in section (8.3) is precisely the structure exploited there. This suggests that a two-dimensional
quantum version of the self-duality described here will be useful in understanding non-Abelian
topological order. Indeed, such self-duality is found in the quantum net models described in [39],
and the results here hint that many generalizations of such are possible.
8.2 Degenerate excited states
Self-duality allows us to go beyond the ground states to make statements about degeneracies among
the low-lying excited states. Acting with the defect operators shows that such degeneracies go hand-
in-hand with the degenerate ground states described previously. Namely, since the defect creation
operators commute with the Hamiltonian, excited states form degenerate multiplets that we can
find when some of the states are kinks. Moreover, we can show directly and easily that there must
exist states other than the kinks called breathers. We then can provide a very simple explanation
of degeneracies among the single-particle excitations in certain integrable field theories.
A kink is one kind of low-energy state occurring in theories with multiple ground states. An
eigenstate with a kink at location 2b − 1 looks locally like distinct ground states to the right and
to the left of 2b − 1. In the completely staggered case t = 1, a single kink corresponds to having
h2b−2 6= h2b. Elsewhere, the configuration looks like (8.3). The kinks Kr,r+1 and Kr+1,r in the
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ABF models at t = 1 necessarily have the height h2b−1 = r + 12 , and are∣∣Kr,r+1b 〉〉 = ∣∣· · · r r˜ r r˜ r (r+12)
site 2b−1
(r+1) r˜+1 (r+1) r˜+1 · · ·〉 ,
∣∣Kr+1,rb 〉〉 = ∣∣· · · r˜+1 (r+1) r˜+1 (r+1) (r+12)
site 2b−1
r r˜ r r˜ r · · ·〉 . (8.9)
For example, for k = 2 or k = 3 there are two ground states in M0 and so two types of kinks: K
0,1
and K1,0. In the Ising case, these are the usual domain walls, while in the Fibonacci case k = 3
these are much less obvious objects. In the effective field theory with potential in figure 9, the kinks
are field configurations that interpolate between the two minima (hence the name).
More generally, these excitations can be expressed as a projector acting on the ground state (8.5).
To make a kink on single site, we act with P
(x)
2b−1 from (3.38), where x ∈ υ⊗ υ 6= 0. Using (2.41), a
kink between ground states r and w takes the form
∣∣Krw;xb 〉〉 = , (8.10)
with NxυυN
x
rw 6= 0 and x 6= 0. The operator −P (0)2b−1 annihilates this kink state, while it gives −dυ
acting on the ground state. The kink state therefore has energy dυ higher than the ground state.
Similarly, a multi-kink state must satisfy global fusion constraints. When n excitations are present
they live in the vector space
⊕
{xj∈υ⊗υ} V
r1x1
r2 ⊗ V r2x2r3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ V rnxnrn+1 , a basis for which is given by
allowed labelings of the following fusion tree
. (8.11)
For periodic boundary conditions, rn+1 = r1. The energy of such an n-kink configuration relative
to the ground state is ndυ for any allowed choice of the xj .
One important consequence of the definition (8.10) is that it includes excitations where r = w,
i.e. the ground states on the left and right are identical. Such excitations are typically called
“breathers” instead of kinks. The name arises from classical field theory, where it is a solution
of the equations of motion for a kink and antikink oscillating back and forth. From the effective-
potential point of view illustrated in figure 9, the breather Br is a localized excitation where the
field strength is oscillating around the minimum corresponding to r. Although in such a classical
picture, such modes occur for any energy, in the quantum chain the breather energies are quantized
to specific values. In models such as sine-Gordon, an explicit semiclassical calculation can be done
[93]. One thing to note is that no breather K0,0 occurs in the ABF models, as between two heights
0 is 0˜ = 12 , the ground state. Likewise, there is no K
k
2
, k
2 either. Thus for k = 3, the breather K1,1
only occurs around one of the minima of the potential in figure 9, the shallower one.
Since multiple ground states persist in the gapped phase t > 0, the kink states should remain a
part of the spectrum as well. They qualitatively resemble the t = 1 expressions (8.9), interpolating
between two regions that locally look like ground states. Due to (2.30), each excitation has energy
dυ relative to the ground state at t = 1, but the expression will vary with t, presumably becoming
gapless as t → 0. However, while all the kink states will remain in the spectrum, in general
symmetries alone do not guarantee that they all remain degenerate. Moreover, the argument that
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breathers remain stable and degenerate as t < 1 no longer automatically holds, as it appears they
can mix with other topologically trivial states in perturbation theory.
Nevertheless, the degeneracies between all kinks and breathers do persist for t < 1 as a simple
consequence of self-duality. This degeneracy was originally observed numerically in the field theory
for k = 3 [91], and generalized to all k by using rather subtle arguments involving the integrability
of the perturbed conformal field theory and the (inferred) quantum-group symmetry [91, 87, 88,
94, 95]. Our work provides a direct lattice derivation of this striking result.
As explained in section 7.5, the operator D1 implements a self-duality in the ABF models.
Acting with it on kink configurations gives other configurations with the same energy. Since D1 is
non-local it is possible for it to change the type of kinks, or even map to non-kink configurations.
Consider again the completely staggered case, where the kink states are ground states everywhere
except at one height. Since acting with D1 takes ground states to a linear combination of ground
states, it must do the same on kinks except in the region of that height. Since the defect creation
operators are defined with periodic boundary conditions, we must consider two-kink configurations.
For example, because D1 acting on any height 0 must give the height 1, we have
D1
∣∣K0,1b K1,0b′ 〉〉 = D1 |· · · 00˜00˜11˜1 · · · 11˜10˜00˜0 · · ·〉
= α0
∣∣K1,0b K0,1b′ 〉〉+ α1∣∣K1,1b K1,1b′ 〉〉+ α2∣∣K1,2b K2,1b′ 〉〉 (8.12)
for some coefficients αj . The state
∣∣K1,1b 〉〉 is a breather. Explicitly, in the ABF models∣∣Krrb 〉〉 = |· · · r r˜ r r˜ rBrr r˜ r · · ·〉 , |Br〉 def= 1√
d 1
2
dr
(√
dr+ 1
2
∣∣r − 12〉−√dr− 12 ∣∣r + 12〉
)
.
(8.13)
As D1 commutes with the Hamiltonian, the breathers and the kinks are thus degenerate in the
completely staggered case, even though the states look quite different. The single-particle excited
states, both kinks and breathers, thus can be thought of as forming a multiplet under the action
of D1, in the same way that the ground states are. Moving away from complete staggering, the
computation of the energies using perturbation theory is much more difficult than for the ground
states, since the Hamiltonian mixes kink/breather configurations at different sites.
Luckily, we do not need to do this calculation to see that the degeneracies remain throughout
the ordered phase. All we need is the self-duality. Because the distinct degenerate ground states
remain in the gapped case, the kinks remain low-lying excitations. Repeatedly applying D1 to these
states maps the different kinks among each other as well as to various breather modes. Since D1
commutes with the Hamiltonian for any t, all the states obtained this way must be degenerate.
The degeneracies observed in perturbed conformal field theory exactly occur on the lattice.
Working out the precise action of a defect on kinks and breathers configuration takes a little
work. In the completely staggered theory for a general category, a kink can be labeled in terms of
three objects as
∣∣Krw;xb 〉〉 (see (8.10)), where r = h2a for a < b and w = h2a for a ≥ b while x labels
the flavour of kink that sits between the r and w vacua. For the state to exist we require Nxrw 6= 0,
with x = 1 in the ABF case. Acting with Dϕ on a basis element results in
Dϕ
( )
=
∑
wj
∏
j
√
drjdwj
[
xj wj wj+1
ϕ rj+1 rj
]
(8.14)
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where we have assumed periodic boundary conditions so that rn+1 = r1 and wn+1 = w1. For the
ABF kink in (8.12) we can use (2.31) to get αw′ =
√
dw′/d
2
1.
The self-duality of the (nonintegrable for t 6= 1) lattice model gives even more information about
the long-distance behavior, providing a strong indication that the corresponding perturbed CFT is
integrable. The argument comes from studying the scattering of two-particle states. The scattering
matrix must commute with Dϕ, as it describes the asymptotic behavior of the states under time
evolution by the Hamiltonian. Knowing the coefficients from (8.14) provides a strong constraint
on its form. Since in the staggered ABF case the kinks and breather form a degenerate spin-1
multiplet, the two-particle scattering matrices themselves can be written as a sum over projectors
(3.3). The simplest (and only nice) solution of this constraint is for two particles always scatter into
two. Having no particle production is the hallmark of an integrable field theory, as a consequence
of the additional conserved charges [93]. Scattering matrices then can be non-diagonal only when
there are exact degeneracies of the type we derived using the defect-creation operators. Although
our argument goes no further, the much-more-detailed analysis using perturbed conformal field
theory does show the model is integrable [87, 88]. Integrability then constrains further the relative
coefficients of the projectors [87, 88, 96], and by analyzing the bound-state structure one finds
the overall prefactor [94, 95]. The coefficients turn out to be the Izergin-Korepin solution of the
Yang-Baxter equation (3.20).
8.3 The antiferromagnetic case
The upshot of our analysis is that the self-duality of the ABF models requires that the allowed
low-energy excitations of the staggered Hamiltonian form a degenerate multiplet. The general
form (8.14) indicates that the same degeneracies occur in many other theories. Indeed, any time
some completely staggered limit of (8.1) can be found that admits multiple ground states, any Dϕ
preserving M± will map between them. The above arguments suggest that if there is a long-distance
perturbed conformal field theory describing this limit, it should be integrable.
One simple but striking generalization is to consider the antiferromagnetic version of (8.2) for
the ABF models. For these models, translation symmetry in the continuum model corresponds
on the lattice to translation by k sites [63]. Translation by a single site becomes a Zk internal
symmetry of the parafermion CFT describing the continuum limit. We should then stagger the
couplings on every kth site instead of every other, so that the effective field theory describing the
perturbation preserves the same translation symmetry. We consider the simplest such possibility
HAF = HAFcrit − tAF
L/k∑
a=1
eka , H
AF
crit = −Hcrit =
∑
j∈Z
ej , H
AF
cs = lim
tAF→1
HAF =
∑
j
k
/∈Z
ej (8.15)
with L a multiple of 2k. The staggering breaks the Zk symmetry of the critical theory.
First consider the completely staggered limit tAF → 1, with Hamiltonian HAF,cs given in (8.15).
A zero-energy ground state is given by any state annihilated by all ej with j not a multiple of k.
One such state in V+ is
|0〉〉AF def=
∣∣1
2 1
3
2 · · · k−12 k2 k−12 · · · 12 0 12 1 · · · 12 0
〉
, i.e., hnk+a =
{
a
2 for n odd,
k−a
2 for n even
(8.16)
for a = 0, . . . , k − 1. As apparent from (3.46), ej |· · ·hj−1hjhj+1 · · ·〉 = 0 when hj−1 6= hj+1. Thus
by construction, ej |0〉〉AF = 0 for all j 6= nk, and so HAFcs annihilates |0〉〉AF.
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One can construct other ground states by brute force, but there is no need: we simply act
with D1 and can generate the others. For example, for the Fibonacci case k = 3, we use (5.7)
for the defect weights, rewriting them in terms 0, 32 → 0 and 12 , 1 → τ . Along with |0〉〉AF =
|0 τ τ 0 τ τ 0 · · ·〉, we have the ground state
|1〉〉AF def= D1|0〉〉AF ∝ |−− τ −− τ −− τ · · ·〉 , where |−−〉 def=
|0τ〉+ |τ0〉
φ
− |ττ〉
φ3/2
, (8.17)
where φ = dτ = 2 cos(pi/5) =
1
2
(
1 +
√
5
)
, the golden mean. Using (3.46) it is straightforward to
verify that each term in HAF,cs annihilates |1〉〉AF as well.
Acting with D1 thus gives a degenerate multiplet of ground states, as (8.7) requires. What
is remarkable here is that because D1 is the same for ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ABF
models, the ground-state structure is the same as well! We find the same number of ground states
and the same action of D1, even though the Hamiltonians, the explicit expressions, and the critical
CFTs are completely different. We therefore can run the same argument showing that the ground
states will remain stable when tAF < 1, and expect that they persist until the critical point at
tAF = 0. We also can rerun the same arguments to show that the kinks, breathers and scattering
matrices also behave in the same fashion. The low-energy spectra should be identical, although
possibly the overall function in front of the scattering matrix could be different. This structure was
indeed inferred from quantum-group symmetries in [97], but our approach gives a simple way of
seeing it directly and intuitively.
The antiferromagnetic models have another interesting facet: as apparent from (8.15), positive
and negative tAF result in distinct theories. We have showed that the positive tAF theory is gapped,
but as the completely staggered limit tAF = −1 is rather trivial, it is possible that the model is
gapless for tAF negative. Field-theory arguments indicate that for tAF negative, the model is
indeed gapless with a flow to another CFT [98]. The fact that all defect lines commute with HAF
throughout the flow places an enormous constraint on any CFT describing the endpoint of the flow,
as it must have the same duality properties (and e.g. the g factors we discuss below). The obvious
candidate for the endpoint CFT is therefore the kth minimal CFT describing the ferromagnetic
point. Indeed, the much more detailed field-theory arguments [98] indicate that the flow from the
Zk parafermion theory indeed is to the kth minimal CFT. For example, for the Fibonacci case
k = 3 the flow is from the three-state Potts CFT with c = 4/5 to the tricritical Ising CFT with
c = 7/10. Our arguments do not prove this flow occurs, but do make this flow from antiferromagnet
to ferromagnet rather natural.
9 Boundary states, conformal and otherwise
The topological defects constructed in this paper have several fundamental properties. The basic
one is that the partition function remains invariant under their deformation. Even more profoundly,
the properties derived in section (6) allow partition functions with different defect configurations to
be related. This simplest such property Zϕ = dϕ Z from (6.1,6.2) relates partition functions with
and without a loop. More intricate but still incredibly useful are the invariances under F -moves.
In this section we use these invariances to derive a variety of properties of boundary conditions.
Our results provide a natural lattice version of the boundary-state formalism in CFT [16], and gen-
eralize it to off-critical models as well. The precise definition of linear combinations of boundary
conditions allows us to define linear operators acting on them, including the defect-creation op-
erators. The ensuing equivalences between partition functions with different boundary conditions
allows us to derive exact values of certain universal quantities. In particular, we give an exact
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and rigorous lattice derivation of ratios of the universal “g-factors” [17] characterizing conformal
boundary conditions. The only assumption required is the standard physicist one that a lattice
model becomes a CFT in the continuum limit. As such, it provides a strong constraint on any
such identification. Our method gives a precise way of finding g-factors not only in CFT, but in
non-critical theories as well.
9.1 Gluing defects to the boundary
We start our study of boundaries by considering height models on a planar graph G embedded
in a disc, so that the υ lines (which live on edges of the dual graph) dangle across the single
boundary. These dangling ends and the heights between them form a periodic fusion tree (3.32).
The space of all boundary conditions we study is therefore given by V from (3.33), with each basis
element |B〉 labeled by a particular height configuration around the boundary. For Lb heights in
this tree, the dimension of V grows for large Lb as dLbυ . In standard language, each |B〉 amounts to
taking a fixed boundary condition. All other boundary conditions we study are linear combinations
|B〉 = ∑B αB |B〉 for some coefficients αB.
The most convenient definition of the Boltzmann weights is to consider some fixed boundary
condition with heights hj for j = 1, . . . , Lb along the boundary, and then take
e−βH({hv}) =
∏
p
αp
βp
δp
γp ×
∏
v in bulk
dhv ×
Lb∏
j=1
√
dhj , (9.1)
so that the heights along the boundary each receive a weight
√
dhj , the half-dot in the notation in
(3.35). The disc partition functions for a fixed and arbitrary boundary conditions are then
Z
( |B〉 ) = ∑
{hv} in bulk
e−βH({hv}) , Z
( |B〉 ) = ∑
αB
αBZ
( |B〉 ) ≡ ∣∣∣∣∣
|B〉
. (9.2)
We have defined a convenient pictorial notation here. The value of the partition function will of
course depend on the precise graph G used to define the model, but we suppress this label. One
nice thing about the definitions (9.2) is that the partition function is a linear function on V:∣∣∣∣∣
α|A〉+β|B〉
= α×
∣∣∣∣∣
|A〉
+ β ×
∣∣∣∣∣
|B〉
. (9.3)
We therefore can define linear operators acting on the boundary state. A particularly useful
set are the defect creation operators, defined as in (5.20), with the local weights given in (5.14).
These by construction are linear operators in V. Because of the defect commutation relations, it is
rather simple to prove all sorts of equivalences between partition functions with different boundary
conditions. The easiest is to exploit (6.1), which in pictures yields∣∣∣∣∣
|B〉
=
1
dϕ
∣∣∣∣∣
|B〉
=
1
dϕ
∣∣∣∣∣
|B〉
=
1
dϕ
∣∣∣∣∣
Dϕ|B〉
. (9.4)
The proof of (9.4) amounts to explaining what the pictures mean. We “nucleate” a loop of type
ϕ in the bulk using (6.1), The shading in the picture is a reminder that the models on the inside
and outside of the loop are different when ϕ is odd. We then stretch the loop to the boundary
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using the defect commutation relations. For a fixed boundary condition |B〉, the heights hj on the
outside of the defect loop are those in the fusion tree of B. Given the definition (5.14) of the defect
line, the ensuing partition function is exactly the same as if we omit the defect line and instead
have boundary state Dϕ |B〉. Because this action is linear as in (9.3), this argument works for any
boundary condition |B〉, yielding (9.4). Nucleating a defect loop and “gluing” it to the boundary
thus gives a rigorous and exact relation between different partition functions.
For example, applying (9.4) gives a simple way of understanding how Kramers-Wannier duality
acts on boundary conditions. In the clock models, the boundary state |a〉〉 ≡ |aXaX · · ·〉 corresponds
to the “fixed-a” boundary condition, where all fluctuating spins on the boundary are fixed to be the
same value a = 0, . . . , N − 1. (The length Lb of the boundary must be even, as G is bipartite.) We
have recycled the notation of section 8.1, as these boundary states are identical to the ground states
in the completely staggered limit. Using (9.4) with a spin-shift defect gives then Z
(|a〉〉) = Z(|b〉〉)
for all a, b. The effect of gluing a duality defect DX to |a〉〉 is already given in (8.8): DX |A〉 = |X〉〉.
The boundary state |X〉〉 is the equal-amplitude sum over all fixed boundary states in M0. It
corresponds to a “free” boundary condition in conventional language. The equivalence (9.4) means
Z1
(|X〉〉) = √N Z0(|a〉〉) . (9.5)
where the dual partition functions Z0 and Z1 are as described in section 7. Using (7.6) gives
DX |free〉 =
∑
b |b〉, so no other types of boundary conditions are generated by gluing again. In the
N = 2 Ising case, these relations reduce to the Ising case discussed in Part I as they must.
On the cylinder, a distinct fusion tree describes each boundary, and the definitions (9.1) and
(9.2) generalize in the obvious way. The partition function is then a linear function on V × V, so
we label it as Z
( |A〉 , |B〉 ). The defect creation operators act on each boundary individually, as
they do for the disc. Since the defects can be moved through the bulk, we can unglue a defect loop
from one boundary, move it across the cylinder, and glue it to the other boundary. Such loops
cannot be removed as in (9.4), as they cannot be shrunk to surround a single quadrilateral. More
generally, we can take advantage of the fusion rules for the defect lines (5.17) and fuse together
defect operators coming from both boundaries. This fusion yields the remarkably simple identity
between partition functions with distinct boundary conditions:
Da|A〉
Db|B〉
=
|A〉
|B〉
=
∑
c
N cab
|A〉
|B〉
=⇒ Z(Da|A〉,Db|B〉) = ∑
c
N cab Z
(Dc|A〉, |B〉 )
(9.6)
for any A, B, a and b. We have drawn a cylinder by identifying the left and right edges of the gray
square. When the fusion ring is commutative, i.e., a⊗ b ∼= b⊗ a⇒ N cab = N cba, the identity extends
to Z
(Da|A〉,Db|B〉) = Z(Db|A〉,Da|B〉).
Applied to Potts/clock, (9.6) yields
Z
(|a〉〉, |b〉〉) = Z(|a+c〉〉, |b+c〉〉) , Z0(|a〉〉, |X〉〉) = Z1(|X〉〉, |a〉〉) . (9.7)
Here we let |a+ b〉〉 def= |(a+ b) mod N〉〉. While the first relation follows from the ZN symmetry,
those in the second are not so obvious, as dragging a duality defect from one boundary to the other
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changes the weights to their duals. Even less obvious is the consequence of (7.6), which is
Z0
(|X〉〉, |X〉〉) = N−1∑
b=0
Z1
(|a〉〉, |b〉〉) (9.8)
for any a. The dual of free boundary conditions on both boundaries of the cylinder is proportional
to the sum over all fixed-a boundary conditions on both sides. This linear relation is of course
consistent with the corresponding conformal field theory results [99], but applies to any Potts or
clock couplings on any graph with the topology of a cylinder.
9.2 Boundary states in and from conformal field theory
Changing boundary conditions by gluing defect lines provides a powerful method for understanding
boundary states. Here we show how the boundary-state formalism used to understand conformal
boundary conditions [16] is intimately related to our setup. The payoff in linking the two approaches
goes both ways: our work provides a precise lattice way of deriving identities for partition functions
such as (9.6), and provide exact lattice calculations of universal quantities. In particular, we show
how our exact results for the g-factor characterizing conformal boundary states match perfectly the
CFT results.
Conformal invariance still holds in the presence of boundaries when the boundary conditions
are chosen appropriately. Such a conformal boundary condition (CBC) can be found for each
primary field in a rational conformal field theory [100]. These “Ishibashi states” are constructed
by a boundary-state formalism, where one treats the boundary as a Hilbert space on which the
generators of conformal symmetry act. By clever arguments using modular invariance, Cardy
showed how to relate take linear combinations of these boundary states to reproduce boundary
conditions expected from taking the continuum limit of a lattice model [16]. Both types of boundary
states can be labeled using primary operators in (not necessarily the same) CFT. We show here
how the “Cardy states” in CFT naturally correspond to the continuum limit of states built using
defect-creation operators.
For many (perhaps all) of the statistical-mechanical models built from a fusion category, at
least one choice of lattice and couplings AQ yields a critical model. Typically, a CFT is believed
to describe the corresponding continuum limit, a fact rigorously shown for the Ising model [101].
In this event, it is natural to expect that the lattice topological defects found by our construction
become conformal defects, with the partition function in their presence remaining conformally
invariant. Then if a given lattice boundary condition |B〉 becomes a CBC in the continuum limit,
we expect that the state Dϕ|B〉 found by gluing a topological defect to it will yield a CBC.
In a rational conformal field theory on the cylinder with conformal boundary conditions labeled
by primary fields A and B, the partition function is of the form [16]
ZAB =
∑
C
NCABχC , (9.9)
where A and B label the two boundary conditions, NCAB is a non-negative integer, while χC is the
character corresponding to the primary field C in the CFT. In a rational conformal field theory,
there are a finite number of such fields. Note we use subscripts to distinguish the CFT partition
function from the lattice one. The central tenet of the boundary-state formalism is that this
partition function also can be written as
ZAB =
〈
A
∣∣ e−RHL ∣∣B〉 (9.10)
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where HL is the CFT Hamiltonian on a circle of circumference L, R the length of the cylinder, and
|A〉 and |B〉 are the boundary states labeled by particular primary fields. We expect that when
the lattice couplings are tuned to make the model critical, there exist appropriate identifications of
boundary states and conditions so that Z
( |A〉 , |B〉 )→ ZAB in the continuum limit.
All three labels in (9.9) correspond to primary fields in a rational CFT (RCFT). They must
therefore also correspond to objects in a fusion category [30] associated with the RCFT. It is natural
therefore to expect that the integers NCAB correspond to the fusion coefficients in this category.
Cardy’s boundary-state formalism [16] provides a method for understanding how and why. Here
we show how similar considerations apply directly on the lattice, so that we can compute some
universal quantities exactly without having to appeal to any CFT results. As we mentioned above
and will discuss in more detail below, the fusion categories of the lattice model and the CFT
typically are not the same (Ising providing one of the few examples where they are). Our work
therefore provides powerful constraints on which CFT can describe the continuum limit of a given
lattice model.
A valuable tool for characterizing boundary conditions is known as the “g-factor” [17]. It is
something like a ground-state degeneracy, and is easiest to define when space is a cylinder. In the
limit the cylinder is very long, i.e. R L, the leading contribution to (9.10) comes from the lowest
eigenvalue E0 of HL. Denoting by |0〉CFT the corresponding eigenstate, (9.10) reduces to
ZAB → gAgBe−RE0 , gB ≡ 〈B|0〉CFT . (9.11)
This number gB associated with each boundary state is the g-factor. Its logarithm can be thought of
as the entropy associated with the boundary condition. For this reason, gAgB is sometimes referred
to as the “ground-state degeneracy”, but this degeneracy need not be an integer, as apparent from
the definition (9.11).
In a CFT, the ground state is unique, and the g-factor is universal [17]. Indeed, doing a modular
transformation on the characters in (9.9), i.e. exchanging space and time, gives [16, 17]
gAgB =
1
DCFT
∑
C
NCABdC , DCFT =
√∑
A
d2A (9.12)
where the sum in the total quantum dimension DCFT from (2.34) is over all primary fields in the
CFT, or equivalently, all the simple objects in the category governing the fusion and braiding in
the CFT. The quantum dimensions arise from the explicit expression of the modular S matrix
entries involving the identity, see e.g. equation (225) in [13]. When objects are not all self-dual
one must again keep track of arrows, but the idea is the same. A simple exact expression for the
g factors applies when the boundary conditions correspond to the Cardy states associated with
primary fields. Then NCAB is the fusion symbol for the corresponding primary fields in the CFT
[16]. Doing the sum in (9.12) by exploiting (2.5) yields
gAgB =
dAdB
DCFT
=⇒ gA = dA√
DCFT
. (9.13)
With topological defects, we can derive closely related equations exactly and rigorously on the
lattice. We define the partition function on a Lb ×R square lattice analogously to (9.10) as
Z
( |A〉 , |B〉 ) = 〈A ∣∣TR ∣∣B〉 , (9.14)
where the transfer matrix T acts on the usual vector space V defined by a periodic tree. In the
long-cylinder limit where R/Lb is large, the largest eigenvalue Λ of the transfer matrix dominates.
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(In a quantum Hamiltonian limit like (9.10), the lowest energy level E0 ∝ − ln Λ.) When the
corresponding eigenstate |Λ〉 is unique, we then define the lattice g-factor as
Z
( |A〉 , |B〉 ) ∼ g( |A〉 )g( |B〉 )ΛR , g( |B〉 ) ≡ 〈Λ|B〉 . (9.15)
Nowhere in the lattice definition of g-factor did we utilize conformal invariance, so the definition
(9.15) applies equally well for any lattice model and boundary condition. A test of this universality
is that g factors computed in various geometries give the same answer.
Non-universal subleading terms in the bulk part of the partition function complicate extracting
the universal contribution from coming from the boundary. We therefore compute only ratios of
g factors, where the bulk contributions cancel. (In CFT, the g factors can be computed directly,
as bulk free energy is exactly zero and the leading subleading term universal [102, 103].) For any
graph with topology of the disc,
g
( |A〉 )
g
( |B〉 ) = limLb→∞ Z
( |A〉 )
Z
( |B〉 ) . (9.16)
The corresponding expression on the cylinder follows from (9.15), with the ratio making the factors
of Λ cancel. A remarkable consequence of our work is that any time two boundary conditions are
related by gluing a topological defect, the corresponding ratio of g factors follows instantly. Namely,
on a disc, (9.4) gives for any Lb
g
(Dϕ |B〉 )
g
( |B〉 ) = dϕ . (9.17)
This exact relation holds for any boundary state |B〉 in any lattice model built using a fusion
category: the quantum dimensions give exact ratios of g factors! The identity (9.6) for cylinder
partition functions gives a nice consistency check. Using it with the definition (9.15) gives
g
(Da|A〉)g(Db|B〉) = ∑
a
N cab g
(Dc|A〉)g( |B〉 ) . (9.18)
Using (9.17) then yields (2.5).
Comparing (9.17) with (9.13) makes clear how our lattice result fits in beautifully with the CFT
analysis. We expect that with appropriately chosen couplings and boundary states,
g
( |A〉 )
g
( |B〉 ) −→ gAgB (9.19)
in the continuum limit. These relations between g-factors and quantum dimensions had an earlier
physical interpretation in a correspondence between thermodynamic entropy and topological entan-
glement entropy [104, 105]. This correspondence provides a very strong justification for believing
that the continuum limit of these lattice models at a critical point corresponds to a conformal field
theory, and gives exact information to make the identification precise.
9.3 From lattice to CFT
We showed in section 9.2 the similarities between the CFT boundary-state formalism and the lattice
approach of section 9.1. Here we deepen the correspondence by identifying specific lattice boundary
states that yield conformal boundary conditions labeled by primary fields in the rational CFT.
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9.3.1 Three-state Potts and parafermions
We have already seen three distinct boundary conditions in Ising: fixed +, fixed −, and free,
corresponding to the boundary states |0〉〉, |1〉〉 and |X〉〉 respectively. They are related by defect
creation operators in (9.5) and (8.8), so that (9.17) requires
g
(|X〉〉) = √2g(|0〉〉) = √2g(|1〉〉) . (9.20)
In the (chiral) Ising CFT and category, there are three primary fields 1, ψ and σ, with quantum
dimensions 1, 1,
√
2 respectively, so that the total quantum dimension is DCFT = 2. The detailed
CFT analysis identifies the corresponding CBCs (Cardy states) with fixed +, fixed − and free
boundary conditions respectively [16], so that g+ = g− = 1/2 and gfree = 1/
√
2. From (9.20) it is
apparent that our lattice analysis gives these ratios exactly, rigorously and directly.
For Potts and clock models, (9.20) for free and fixed boundary conditions generalize easily to
g
(|X〉〉) = √N g(|a〉〉) (9.21)
for any fixed boundary condition with a= 0, . . . , N − 1. The connection with the corresponding
CFTs here however is not as immediate as Ising. The free boundary condition does not correspond
to a field in the Potts or parafermion CFT [16]. In category language, this distinction arises because
the ZN Tambara-Yamagami category used to define the lattice model is not a subcategory of the
parafermion CFT category, as apparent from the CFT analysis [64]. In CFT language, the field X
is one of the C-disorder operators described in [78]. Our exact lattice result (9.21) requires that
gfree =
√
Nga in the CFT describing the continuum limit, whether or not the states corresponds to
a primary field. In the N = 3 case, it was argued [106] that one can identify the appropriate field
in the orbifold theory, and one indeed recovers the appropriate ratio
√
3.
On the other hand, there are primary fields in the parafermion CFT not in the Tambara-
Yamagami category. To find lattice analogs, we apply (9.17) starting with some boundary condition
not free or fixed. A classic paper [60] provides valuable guidance. By numerical analysis of the
three-state Potts lattice model at its critical point, conformal boundary conditions corresponding
to all six primary fields in the three-state Potts CFT are identified. The three fixed boundary
conditions |a〉〉 with a = 0, 1, 2 correspond to the three Cardy states for the identity and the two
parafermion fields. The other three correspond to the “not-a” states
∣∣a〉〉, where the state is an
equal-amplitude sum over all basis states where the height a does not appear, e.g.∣∣0〉〉 = ∣∣0X 0X · · · 〉 , ∣∣0〉 def= 1√
2
( |1〉+ |2〉 ) . (9.22)
Acting with a spin-shift defect on a not-a states gives another one: Db
∣∣a〉〉 = ∣∣a+ b〉〉 where the sum
is interpreted mod 3. More intriguing is when we act with the duality defect on any of the not-a
states, giving an eighth conformal boundary condition [106], corresponding to lattice boundary
state
∣∣X〉〉 ≡ DX ∣∣a〉〉. This boundary state (dubbed “new” in 1998) can be written out explicitly as
a two-channel matrix-product state [107]. Applying (9.17) then yields for the exact g-factor ratios
g
(∣∣X〉〉) = √3 g(∣∣a〉〉) . (9.23)
in agreement with the CFT analysis of the three-state Potts critical theory [60, 106], where gnew =√
3 ga. One can generalize (9.22) and (9.23) in the obvious way to the N -state clock models,
with the likely outcome that the analogous states will correspond to CBCs in the continuum ZN
parafermion theories.
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While we can construct defect operators that map between |a〉〉 and ∣∣a〉〉, such defects are not
topological in the three-state Potts model, and so are not very useful. However, lattice analogs
of CFTs of course are not unique. Indeed, we have already discussed in section 8.3 how the
antiferromagnetic integrable critical points in the ABF models also yield the parafermion CFTs in
the continuum limit. The Zk symmetry is generated by a lattice translation by two sites, while
translation by 2k sites corresponds to translation symmetry in the continuum limit. The factors of
two arise because translation by a single site merely maps between the models M0 and M1.
With this identification, we can recover ratios of g-factors for the parafermion theories distinct
from (9.21) and (9.23). Namely, from (9.17) and (2.10) we have
g
(Db|B〉)
g
( |B〉 ) = db = sin
(2b+1)pi
k+2
sin pik+2
(9.24)
for any boundary state |B〉. This ratio is agreement with the quantum dimensions of the primary
fields in the parafermion CFT. Indeed, all such fields are found by taking a field of the SU(2)k
Wess-Zumino-Witten CFT and modding out its U(1) component, leaving the quantum dimension
unchanged. Since the fusion algebra of the Ak+1 category used to build the ABF models is the
same as that of SU(2)k, the quantum dimensions in the parafermion CFT are all given by (9.24)
for some b. Note that in general,
√
N does not appear in this list, confirming our earlier assertion
that free boundary conditions are not associated with any primary field in the CFT.
By considering two distinct lattice models, we thus have obtained all the ratios of g-factors
corresponding to primary fields in the parafermion CFT, along with the free boundary condition
and its dual. We can understand a little more about the explicit boundary states in the antifer-
romagnetic ABF models. The state |0〉〉AF defined in (8.16) is the ground state of the completely
staggered model, where the Zk symmetry is explicitly broken, and a natural candidate for a state
becoming a Cardy state in the conformal limit. In this state, the heights obey hj = hj+2k, so that
they correspond to a translation-invariant state in the continuum limit. Moreover, this state is
part of a multiplet of k states, differing by translation by two sites. Reinterpreting these states as
boundary conditions, they provide the simplest candidates for the antiferromagnetic ABF analog
of fixed boundary conditions. Define T as the translation operator by one site (to the left). Its
matrix elements are
T{h},{h′} =
L∏
j=1
δhjh′j+1 , (9.25)
we thus conjecture that in the continuum limit
T 2a|0〉〉AF → |a〉CFT . (9.26)
Further support comes from examining |1〉〉AF = D1|0〉〉AF, given explicitly in (8.17) for the k = 3
case. For any k, it remains a product state, repeating every 2k sites. Thus it also is rather simple,
suggesting it is also a conformal boundary condition. The not-a states also are product states, and
so we conjecture that in the continuum limit
T 2aD1|0〉〉AF → |a〉CFT . (9.27)
for k = 3. The conjectures (9.26, 9.27) are consistent with the ratio of g-factors known from the
3-state Potts CFT: ga = φ ga, where φ = 2 cos
pi
5 = (1 +
√
5)/2 is the golden mean.
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9.3.2 Minimal models
Here we generalize the Ising results to find lattice analogs of all conformal boundary conditions in
the unitary minimal models of CFT, the “A-series” [15, 108]. Our results are in harmony with the
results of [109, 110, 74], but are obtained more directly and without exploiting integrability.
The connection between lattice models and minimal CFTs is more straightforward than in the
parafermion models, as here the lattice category is a subcategory of the CFT category. The CFTs in
the A-series have central charge c = 1− 6(k+1)(k+2) for integer k ≥ 2. The fusion category describing
the topological properties of its fields can be written as Ak × Ak+1/Z2. The standard labeling of
the CFT primary fields Φr,s is by a pair of integers (r, s) in the range 1 ≤ r ≤ k and 1 ≤ s ≤ k+ 1,
and relates to ours by r = 2a+ 1 for a ∈ Ak, and s = 2b+ 1 for b ∈ Ak+1. Modding out by the Z2
identifies the label (r, s) with (k + 1 − r, k + 2 − s), so there are only k(k+1)2 primary fields in the
A-series CFT. The fields Φ2a+1,1 and Φ1,2b+1 obey the fusion rules of Ak and Ak+1 respectively, and
Φr,s (as an object in the fusion category) can be written as Φr,1 ⊗ Φ1,s. The quantum dimensions
of the primary fields are then simply the product of those in the two categories:
dr,s = d
(k)
r−1
2
d
(k+1)
s−1
2
=
sin rpik+1 sin
spi
k+2
sin pik+1 sin
pi
k+2
, (9.28)
where the superscripts label the category. A thorough treatment of CBCs in this A-series was given
in [111]. There are no “extra” boundary conditions here like in Potts, so we need consider only
CBCs obeying (9.13). All their g-factors are therefore given by (9.13) and (9.28) as
gr,s =
dr,s√
Dk
, Dk =
√
(k + 1)(k + 2)√
8 sin pik+1 sin
pi
k+2
. (9.29)
As with the parafermions, we analyze two distinct lattice models in the universality class of
each A-series minimal model. One is the ferromagnetic Ak+1 ABF model discussed at length above.
The other is the dilute-Ak height model [58]. The latter is described in our setup by using the Ak
category with υ = 0 ⊕ 12 , as opposed to the ABF υ = 12 . Since υ is not a simple object, one must
sum over configurations with either 0 or 12 on each edge of G (with an even number of each at each
vertex), as displayed in (3.17). Using the shadow-world construction described in section 3.4 gives
a lattice height model in the same fashion as the ABF models, but here adjacent heights can be
the same as well as differing by ±12 .
A special choice of weights in the dilute-Ak model gives a critical point described in the contin-
uum limit as the same CFT coming from the ABF model built on the Ak+1 category [37, 58]. Since
a minimal CFT involves both Ak and Ak+1 categories, we have the pleasant feature that different
aspects of this CFT are described more naturally by the two different lattice models. The simplest
fixed boundary states in the dilute-Ak models are given by the completely ordered states
|a〉〉dilute ≡ |aaaa · · ·〉 = Da|0〉〉dilute (9.30)
for a = 0, 12 , . . . ,
k−1
2 . The ratios of g factors for these states therefore obey
g
(|a〉〉dilute)
g
(|a′〉〉dilute) = g
(|a〉〉dilute)/g(|0〉〉dilute)
g
(|a′〉〉dilute)/g(|0〉〉dilute) = d
(k)
a
d
(k)
a′
, (9.31)
using (9.17) as usual. For the ABF models, the simplest boundary state is the completely ordered
one |0〉〉 = ∣∣012012 · · · 〉. Other nice ones |b〉〉 = Db|0〉〉 defined by acting with the defect creation
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operators, and are given explicitly in various forms in (8.3), (8.4) and (8.5). For these, we have
g
(|b〉〉)
g
(|b′〉〉) = g
(|b〉〉)/g(|0〉〉)
g
(|b′〉〉)/g(|0〉〉) = d
(k+1)
b
d
(k+1)
b′
(9.32)
for b, b′ = 0, 12 , . . . ,
k
2 . In (9.31) and (9.32) we indeed recover exact ratios of g-factors arising from
the two distinct categories arising in the CFT.
To give intuition into how to identify such boundary states with CBCs, we analyze the Fibonacci
case k = 3 in detail. The best intuition into the corresponding CFT comes from a two-dimensional
classical model that can not be written in terms of a fusion category. The Blume-Capel model is an
Ising model with vacancies [112], so that each site is occupied by +, − or is left empty. In addition to
the usual Ising nearest-neighbor coupling, it includes a fugacity controlling the vacancy probability.
The latter is an irrelevant perturbation of the Ising critical point, so a small fugacity preserves the
critical phase transition between order and disorder. However, at large fugacity, vacancies dominate
the disordered phase and make the transition first order. The critical and first-order lines meet at
a tricritical point, where all phases all coexist. The continuum limit of this Ising tricritical point
is described by the k = 3 minimal CFT with c = 7/10. The phase diagram is nicely given by the
Landau-Ginzburg theory. The tricritical point has a pure φ6 potential, while the potential along
the first-order transition line has three degenerate minima corresponding to the two ordered and
the one (vacancy-dominated) disordered states.
The three states h = 0, 12 , 1 in the dilute-A3 model are naturally identified with +, vacancy,
and − in the Blume-Capel model respectively, consistent with the h→ 1− h symmetry. The main
distinction between the two is that heights 0 and 1 are not allowed to be adjacent, as υ = 0⊕ 12 . With
appropriate tuning of Boltzmann weights it indeed has a critical point in the c = 7/10 universality
class [58]. The first-order transition line corresponds to coexistence among the corresponding
ordered states |0〉〉dilute,
∣∣1
2
〉〉
dilute
, and |1〉〉dilute.
The A4 ABF model is not so obviously similar to the Blume-Capel model. It has four possible
heights with the rule that adjacent heights must differ by ±12 . A useful piece of intuition comes from
the fact that deforming the critical A4 ABF model along the first-order transition line preserves
the integrability [25, 81]. The three coexisting ground states are the staggered ones: [63]
|0〉〉 = ∣∣0 12 0 12 · · · 〉 , ∣∣1 12 1 12 · · · 〉 , T ∣∣32〉〉 = T D 32 |0〉〉 = ∣∣1 32 132 · · · 〉 . (9.33)
The translation operator T is to preserve integer and half-integer heights on the sublattices. The
first and last states were already encountered in e.g. (8.3) and (9.32). Comparing (9.33) with the
ground states in Blume-Capel or dilute-A3 shows that the analogs of the states +, vacancy and −
in the former are given by the nearest-neighbor pairs 012 , 1
1
2 and 1
3
2 in the latter.
There are six primary fields and hence six conformal boundary conditions in the tricritical Ising
CFT. We can find lattice analogs of all of them in the A4 ABF model. The defect operators D 1
2
and D1 do not mix the states in (9.33), but rather generate three more states
T ∣∣12〉〉 = T D 12 |0〉〉 , D1 ∣∣1 12 1 12 · · · 〉 , |1〉〉 = D1|0〉〉 . (9.34)
There are only six instead of twelve distinct states because D 3
2
Db = D 3
2
−b here. Since db ≥ 1 for all
b, acting with a defect creation operator cannot decrease a state’s g-factor. We then identify those
in (9.33) with the Cardy states |Φr,1〉 in the tricritical Ising CFT with r = 1, 2, 3 respectively. The
remainder are identified by noting that for k = 3 (c.f. (9.32))
g
(D 1
2
|B〉〉)
g
(|B〉〉) = g
(D1|B〉〉)
g
(|B〉〉) = 1 +
√
5
2
=
gr,2
gr,1
, (9.35)
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strongly suggesting that each of the three states in (9.34) become the Cardy states |Φr,2〉.
Going back to the dilute-A3 model, we already noted the three ordered states |0〉〉dilute,
∣∣1
2
〉〉
dilute
,
and |1〉〉dilute are analogous to the three in (9.33), and so give a distinct lattice realization of the
Cardy states |Φr,1〉. As opposed to ABF, these states are related by defect-creation operators, and
so we obtain from (9.31)
g
(∣∣1
2
〉〉
dilute
)
g
(|0〉〉dilute) = g
(∣∣1
2
〉〉
dilute
)
g
(|1〉〉dilute) =
√
2 =
g2,1
g1,1
=
g2,1
g3,1
. (9.36)
Thus we indeed obtain distinct exact g-factor ratios in the two lattice models. Although the defects
in the dilute-A3 model do not relate these to a state giving |Φ1,2〉, the analogy with the ABF model
suggests that it is a not-0 state. Arguments using the Blume-Capel model and flows between
conformal field theories [113, 114] suggest that it is an equal-amplitude sum over all states not
including height 0 just like those in the Potts model. (Note, however, the analogous ABF state is
a sum, the amplitudes are not equal.) Thus defining∣∣0〉〉
dilute
≡ ∣∣0 0 0 · · · 〉 , ∣∣0〉 ≡ 1√
2
( ∣∣1
2
〉
+ |1〉
)
, (9.37)
we conjecture that
∣∣0〉〉
dilute
becomes the Cardy state |Φ1,2〉 in the continuum. Likewise,
∣∣1〉〉
dilute
will become |Φ3,2〉. We then can identify D 1
2
∣∣0〉〉
dilute
= D 1
2
∣∣1〉〉
dilute
with the Cardy state |Φ2,2〉,
yielding the correct g-factor ratio
√
2. These identifications agree with those made using the Blume-
Capel model in [113, 114], and integrability in [110].
The upshot is that we conjectured lattice analogs of the Cardy states |Φr,1〉 in the ABF A4
model, and then acted with the defect creation operators to give the remaining |Φr,1〉 states. In
the dilute-A3 model we conjectured lattice versions of the |Φ1,s〉, and used defects to find the rest.
Any time two states are related by a Da, the corresponding lattice g-factor ratio is exact. The
generalization to all k is now apparent. In all the ferromagnetic ABF models, a first-order line with
analogous degeneracies between k states [25, 63] suggests that we conjecture
T r+sD s−1
2
∣∣ r−1
2
r
2
r−1
2
r
2 · · ·
〉→ |Φr,s〉CFT . (9.38)
where the translation operator T from (9.25) keeps even and odd heights on the appropriate sub-
lattices, and so preserves the models M0 and M1. This correspondence is consistent with the fact
that D k
2
|0〉〉 = ∣∣k2 k−12 k2 k−12 · · · 〉 = ∣∣k2〉〉 and that Φr,s and Φk+1−r,k+2−s are the same field. It also
gives the correct lattice g factor ratios (9.29) for any r, s and s′. In the dilute-Ak models, we have
D r−1
2
|0〉〉dilute =
∣∣ r−1
2
〉〉
dilute
→ |Φr,1〉CFT (9.39)
for r = 1, . . . , k. This conjecture gives the correct ratios gr,1/gr′,1 for any r and r
′. Between the
two lattice models, we then have exact lattice computations for all ratios of g factors.
Various generalizations of these boundary states to higher-spin υ are straightforward to conjec-
ture, as results from integrability [65] give strong hints. The same goes for the BMW models [48]
and dilute BMW models [49]. It would be interesting to see if lattice analogs of all the boundary
states could be conjectured as for the minimal CFTs.
10 Twists and tubes
Topological defects can be used to define twisted boundary conditions where the partition function
is independent of the location of the twist. Here we introduce the rich structure describing such
partition functions and compute universal quantities, the eigenvalues of the Dehn twist. When the
continuum limit is a CFT, these yield exact results for conformal spins.
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10.1 Twisted boundary conditions
We consider twisted boundary conditions given by defect lines stretching from one end of a cylinder
to the other, and so terminating on the boundaries. The corresponding fusion tree V(ϕ) has an extra
line coming from the defect line running into the bulk of the system, as illustrated in fig. 10. The
OO
Figure 10: Ending a defect line in the boundary defines a twisted vector space V(ϕ).
heights on the boundary adjacent to the defect line must have a non-zero fusion product with ϕ.
The corresponding square-lattice transfer matrix T (ϕ) acts downwards in figure 10, perpendicularly
to the defect line, and is said to have a twisted boundary condition. A famous example is the
antiperiodic boundary condition in the Ising model, which play a crucial role in the mapping to
free fermions [115]. Examples with dϕ > 1 have been found by exploiting integrability [72, 73, 74],
for example the (1, s) defects in the ferromagnetic ABF models.
Partition function identities like (9.6) generalize to twisted boundary conditions. The simplest
relation is given by inserting a closed loop. The partition functions with and without the loop are
related by (6.2) as always. We stretch the loop around the periodic direction, and then form a
defect line running across the cylinder by fusing opposite sides of the loop together using (2.31)
and gluing to the boundaries. In pictures,
da
|A〉
|B〉
=
|A〉
|B〉
=
|A〉
|B〉
=
∑
ϕ
Nϕaa
√
dϕ
d2a
|A〉
|B〉
=
∑
ϕ
Nϕaa
√
dϕ
d2a
D(ϕ)a |A〉
D(ϕ)a |B〉
where have denoted by D(ϕ)a the defect creation operator acting on V(ϕ). In an equation,
Z
( |A〉 , |B〉 ) = 1
da
Z
(
Da|A〉,Da|B〉
)
+
1
da
∑
ϕ 6=0
Nϕaa
√
dϕ Z
(ϕ)
(
D(ϕ)a |A〉,D(ϕ)a |B〉
)
. (10.1)
We can generalize the defect creation operator further via
|B〉
−→
|B〉
≡
D(B)RG |B〉
(10.2)
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For G 6= B, D(B)RG resembles the boundary-condition-changing operators used in boundary CFT [16].
The operators here, however, are topological in that the triangle defects and hence the regions of
distinct boundary conditions can be moved around at will without changing the partition function.
A more general identity relates twisted partition functions to untwisted ones. We reverse the
logic leading to (10.1), and start with boundary states D(ϕ)a |A〉 and D(ϕ)b |B〉. Pulling the defects
off the boundary and doing an F -move leaves a line wrapped around the cycle with a bubble in it.
The bubble can be removed using (6.10), giving
D(ϕ)a |A〉
D(ϕ)b |B〉
=
|A〉
|B〉
=
∑
c
√
dadbdϕ
[
a a ϕ
b b c
] |A〉
|B〉
.
For ϕ = 0, this relation reduces to (9.6). The partition functions therefore obey
Z(ϕ)
(
D(ϕ)a |A〉,D(ϕ)b |B〉
)
=
∑
c
√
dadbdϕ
[
a a ϕ
b b c
]
Z
(
Dc|A〉, |B〉
)
. (10.3)
Using (10.3) allows these twisted cylinder partition functions of this from to be expressed as sums
over those without the twist. As an example we apply (10.3) to Ising with a spin-flip defect around
the cylinder to get
Z(ψ)
(
|free〉〉, |free〉〉
)
= Z
(|+〉〉, |+〉〉)− Z(|+〉〉, |−〉〉) (10.4)
where |+〉〉 and |−〉〉 are fixed-up and fixed-down boundary conditions, |free〉〉 are free boundary
conditions, and we used the tetrahedral symbols (3.53). This twisted partition function is the
difference of the same two fixed ones that give the untwisted one, (9.8) with N = 2, generalizing
the CFT expression [16] to any couplings. The extension to clock models and the spin-shift defects
is fairly obvious, with the minus sign replaced by an Nth roots of unity.
One important feature of twisted boundary conditions is that they do not break translation
invariance. For twisted boundary conditions one needs to follow a translation by one site with a
local unitary transformation in order to place the defect back into its original position. This unitary
transformation is given by an F -move. In the absence of the defect, translation is defined by (9.25),
so that TT = T T when the Boltzmann weights are independent of position. In the presence of a
defect ϕ between sites j and j + 1 as in figure 10, the matrix elements of the modified single site
translation operator are given by
(T (ϕ)){h},{h′} = √dhjdh′j+1 [ϕ hj hj+1υ h′j+1 h′j
] ∏
l 6=j
δhlh
′
l+1
(10.5)
so that as long as AQ(χ) is independent of Q,
T (ϕ)T (ϕ) = T (ϕ)T (ϕ) (10.6)
acting on V(ϕ). This explicit form of the translation operator is very useful for doing momentum-
resolved exact diagonalization.
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10.2 Scaling dimensions from Dehn twists
Twisted boundary conditions let us compute another set of universal quantities, the eigenvalues of
“Dehn twists” in the presence of a defect. Prosaically, a Dehn twist T amounts to cutting open
the cylinder around a cycle, twisting one side of the cut by 2pi, and then gluing the cylinder back
together. In the presence of twisted boundary conditions it can mix different defect configurations.
For example, the Dehn twist T(ϕ) in the presence of a defect ϕ perpendicular to the cut gives
T(ϕ) : → , (10.7)
in essence inserting a horizontal defect line.
In a translation-invariant system, T amounts to acting with the translation operator repeatedly
to move the heights back to their original positions. Without the twist, we have T = (T )L = 1 on
the lattice, yielding the usual momentum quantization eikL = 1 for the eigenvalues eik of T . With
twisted boundary conditions, the modified translation operator (10.5) commutes with the transfer
matrix as displayed in (10.6). The translation operator still can be diagonalized in terms of its
momentum eigenvalues, but the momentum eigenvalues and hence those of T(ϕ) are shifted.
In a CFT, standard arguments relate the eigenvalues of the Dehn twist in the presence of twisted
boundary conditions to the conformal spin sϕ of a chiral operator. Heuristically, one can think of
this operator as creating the defect at the bottom of the cylinder, and then annihilating it at the
top. In a CFT, the energy difference between an excited state and the ground state is proportional
to the sum of the right and left scaling dimensions (∆ϕ, ∆ϕ) of the operator ϕ creating the state:
E(ϕ) − E0 = 2pi
L
(
∆ϕ + ∆ϕ
)
(10.8)
where the fermi velocity (and ~) are set to be 1. In a gapless system, the right and left momenta
are proportional to the right and left energies, so that
kϕ =
2pi
L
(
∆ϕ −∆ϕ
)
≡ 2pi
L
sϕ . (10.9)
assuming the ground state is chirally invariant. We also identified the length in the continuum with
the number of sites L of the lattice, an assumption we discuss further below.
When the continuum limit of a lattice model becomes a CFT, the Dehn-twist eigenvalues must
be identical, as they are independent of system size. These eigenvalues thus provide another set
of universal quantities computable exactly on the lattice. Letting ei2pitϕ be the eigenvalue of T(ϕ),
using (10.9) relates it to the conformal spin:
sϕ =
n
2
+ tϕ (10.10)
for some integer n. The reason for the half-integer ambiguity in (10.10) is explained in Part I:
When ϕ is odd (as with the duality defect X in parafermion models), one must act with T(ϕ) twice
to leave the model invariant. When ϕ is even or there is no grading, the ambiguity is up to an
integer. Another subtlety is described in the discussion around (10.23) below.
In Part I, we found sσ =
1
16 in Ising by explicit analysis of (T
(σ))2. A similar computation
gives the shifts for Fibonacci model in the presence of the τ defect, i.e. spin 1 in the ABF model
at k = 3. A basis of non-trivial τ -defect configurations with twisted boundary conditions is
1(τ) = , T(τ) = , ψ(τ) = . (10.11)
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All other τ -defect configurations with twisted boundary conditions can be related to these by doing
F -moves. We take the Hilbert space in the horizontal direction so that multiplication of operators
amounts to stacking the right-hand side of (10.7) in the vertical direction. Using the F -moves (5.7)
to simplify yields then the non-trivial identities(
T(τ)
)2
=
1
φ
1(τ) +
1√
φ
ψ(τ) ,
T(τ) ψ(τ) =
1√
φ
1(τ) − 1
φ
ψ(τ) . (10.12)
Putting the two together gives(
T(τ)
)3
= 1(τ) +
1
φ
T(τ) − 1
φ
(
T(τ)
)2
=⇒ (T(τ) − 1(τ))((T(τ))2 + φT(τ) + 1(τ)) = 0 . (10.13)
The eigenvalues of T(τ) are therefore 1, e±i4pi/5. Using (10.10) gives shifts tϕ = 0,±25 up to an inte-
ger ambiguity (here the defect implements a self-duality). These shifts do correspond to conformal
spins: a dimension 2/5 operator occurs in the three-state Potts CFT for the antiferromagnetic crit-
ical point, and a dimension 3/5 operator appears in the tricritical Ising CFT for the ferromagnetic.
The vector space V(ϕ) can be split into the sectors with these eigenvalues by utilizing the tube
category described in the next subsection (10.3). As the Dehn twist commutes with the transfer
matrix, these sectors can be thought of as having a conserved “flux”, and the tube category allows
this idea to be generalized as well. In fact, the tube category yields a general procedure allowing
all eigenvalues tϕ and hence the shifts to be computed, see Sec. 10.3 below.
We content ourself here with giving another nice example of a Dehn twist, by generalizing the
Ising computation of Part I to all the Potts and clock models. We consider the Dehn twist T(X) in
the presence of the duality defect, and define
ψa = (10.14)
so that ψ0 = 1
(X). Using F -moves from (3.58) then gives
(
T(X)
)2
=
1√
N
N−1∑
a=0
ψa , ψaψb = ω
abψ(a+b) modN . (10.15)
Finding the eigenvalues of T(X) is an amusing exercise. The easiest way we found is to rewrite
the ψa in terms of projection operators (the tube idempotents) using
ψa = ω
−a(a−1)/2(ψ1)a , (ψ1)N = (−1)(N−1)/2ψ0 , (10.16)
as follows from (10.15). The projection operators for even N are
Ψr =
1
N
N∑
a=1
ωar
(
ω
1
2ψ1
)a
=⇒ (ω 12ψ1)a = N∑
r=1
ω−arΨr . (10.17)
They obey ΨrΨr′ = δrr′Ψr. Rewriting (10.15) thus gives(
T(X)
)2
=
1√
N
N−1∑
r=0
Ψr ω
1
2
r2
N−1∑
a=0
ω−
1
2
(a+r)2 for even N. (10.18)
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For odd N , the projection operators are as in (10.17) without the ω−
1
2 , and
(
T(X)
)2
=
1√
N
N−1∑
r=0
Ψr ω
1
2
(r− 1
2
)2
N−1∑
a=0
ω−
1
2
(a+r− 1
2
)2 for odd N. (10.19)
The sums over a in (10.18) and (10.19) are called quadratic Gauss sums, and are independent of r.
They can be evaluated by using an analog of quadratic reciprocity [116], giving
1√
N
N−1∑
a=0
ω−
1
2
(a+r)2 = e−i
pi
4 for even N ,
1√
N
N−1∑
a=0
ω−
1
2
(a+r− 1
2
)2 = e−i
pi
4 for odd N ,
The square of the Dehn twist is therefore
(
T(X)
)2
= e−i
pi
4
N−1∑
r=0
αrΨr , with αr =
{
ω
r2
2 for even N,
ω
1
2
(r− 1
2
)2 for odd N.
(10.20)
The projection operators in (10.20) are complete and orthogonal, so the eigenvalues of T(X)
must be ±√αr e−ipi/8. The nicest way to write out the resulting momentum shifts is in terms of an
integer m defined by m = N2 − r for even N and m = N−12 − r for odd N , yielding
tm =
N − 1
16
− m(N −m)
4N
+
n
2
. (10.21)
The index m can be restricted to be non-negative and less than N/2, as other values result in at
most half-integer shifts. Nowhere in this calculation did we fix the values AQ(χ), so the values
given in (10.21) constrain any field theory arising in a continuum limit of the ZN clock model.
The conformal spins implied by (10.21) look somewhat unfamiliar in parafermion CFTs describ-
ing the continuum limits of the ferromagnetic clock model with AQ fine-tuned (for N > 3) to (3.65).
The reason is that the CFT spectrum with twisted boundary conditions contains non-integer-spin
operators as well as “C-disorder” operators [78] with dimensions
∆p = ∆p =
N − 1
16
− p(N − p)
4(N + 2)
, (10.22)
for p ≤ N2 a non-negative integer. The similarity to (10.21) is striking, but only t0 can be identified
with ∆0, coming from the chiral part of the C-disorder operator with p = 0. Moreover, in any
event only for N = 3 is the critical behavior generically that of the parafermion CFT, as otherwise
it is typically governed by a c = 1 CFT [117].
The other eigenvalues in (10.21) therefore must arise in CFT from combining left and right
sectors in unusual ways. This observation is in accord with the spins seen from extensive numerical
simulations of clock chains with twisted boundary conditions [118]. There is a catch, however. For
the N = 3 ferromagnetic chain described by the three-state Potts CFT in the continuum limit,
CFT and numerics (table IX of [118]) strongly suggest that twisted boundary conditions result in
states with spins ±18 and ± 124 and half-integer shifts of these. These numbers are in perfect accord
with the Dehn twist results (10.21) using (10.10). For the antiferromagnetic N = 3 case, however,
the states in table X of [118] have conformal spins ± 116 and ± 148 , up to quarter-integer shifts. As
our analysis is blind to the couplings, we obtain the same momentum shifts in both cases. We
account for the difference by noting that the unit cell of this antiferromagnet is two sites, so the
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effective length of the lattice model is Leff = L/2. If we use the effective length in the continuum
results, the CFT formula (10.9) and thus the correspondence to the lattice (10.10) are modified to
kϕ =
2pi
Leff
sϕ , =⇒ sϕ = Leff
L
(
tϕ +
n
2
)
. (10.23)
giving the correct answer for both ferromagnet and antiferromagnet with N = 3. Comparing the
results of [118] for mixed ferromagnet/antiferromagnets with N = 4 and N = 5 to (10.21) suggests
that Leff = L/4 in these cases, whereas for N = 6 no modification is needed.
10.3 Tube category and the cylinder partition functions
We have shown how diagonalizing the Dehn twist (in the basis of cylinder partition functions)
allows us to extract universal quantities such as the momentum eigenvalues in the presence of
twisted boundary conditions. In this section we describe how this can be formalized using the
tube category. The cylinder partition functions form representations of the tube category, and the
irreducible representations give an explicit definition of the ‘flux’ sectors.
We begin by writing down a basis of topological defect configurations for the cylinder with
twisted boundary conditions. Ultimately, any cylinder partition function can be reduced to one of
the form (T (R))N ◦QGBPR. Where
QGBPR
def
= . (10.24)
The operator QGBPR provides a map from V(B) to V(R). It generalizes the dualities in the presence
of a twisted boundary condition. When B = R, this operator commutes with the transfer matrices,
while in general it provides linear relations between transfer matrices with different duality twisted
boundary conditions. That is when B 6= R in (10.24) it allows us to understand how duality can
“change” boundary conditions. The representation theory then tells us what properties from a
given B twisted boundary condition carry over to an R twisted boundary condition. These facts
are a simple consequence of the defect commutation relations (5.3) and (6.3):
T (R)QGBPR = =
= =
= =
= QGBPRT
(B)
and so (
T (R)
)N
QGBPR = Q
G
BPR
(
T (B)
)N
(10.25)
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for any N . The relation (10.25) applies for any Boltzmann weight built from the category. The
relations (10.13), (10.20) for T thus still apply without imposing translation invariance, so for
example the off-critical staggered cases discussed in section 8 still split into sectors with the same
eigenvalues under the Dehn twist. The only reason to impose translation invariance is to be able to
compare these eigenvalues with the conformal spins, as we did in section 10.2. Moreover we can use
the representation theory of the algebra generated by QGBPR to decompose the transfer matrices,
and the Hilbert spaces which they act on into sectors. These sectors are defined by irreducible
representations of the algebra generated by QGBPR. Analyzing this action yields a host of linear
identities between partition functions and their duals on the cylinder and the torus, generalizing
those described for Ising in Part I.
The algebra generated by QGBPR is called the tube category: Tube(C) [119]. The tube category
is a C-linear category whose objects are given by labeled circles,
obj Tube(C) =
{
, , ⊕ , . . .
}
, (10.26)
where we have identified the left black dot with the right black dot, and B,P,G ∈ Tube(C). Mor-
phisms in the tube category are diagrams on tubes (equivalently cylinders/annuli): For example,
, ∈ mor Tube(C) . (10.27)
The collection of all possible objects (labeled boundaries) and morphisms (labeled tubes) is the
tube category. In practice, it is helpful to pick a representation of the tube category. The following
“single strand” representation is particularly convenient
Rep1 Tube(C) = C
[ ]
. (10.28)
Once we pick a representation such as the one above, Tube(C) is a finite-dimensional C∗ algebra
with multiplication given by stacking the diagrams vertically, and denoted by ◦. The basis in
(10.28) constitutes a representation of mor Tube(C) as any tube-diagram in mor Tube(C) can be
reduced to one in our representation by fusing together the strands on the boundary, and applying
a finite number of F -moves. Any other representation of the tube category, when viewed as an
algebra, will be Morita equivalent to Rep1 Tube(C) as algebras. Labeling basis elements of this
representation by Q, Q′ and Q′′ gives
Q ◦Q′ =
∑
Q′′
MQ
′′
QQ′Q
′′ , (10.29)
where MQ
′′
QQ′ are the structure constants. In the basis given by the Q
G
BPR from (10.24), the structure
constants are found by F -moves, and are
M
QG
′′
B′′P ′′R′′
QGBPR,Q
G′
B′P ′R′
= δRR′′δB′B′′δBR′
√
dGG′G′′PP ′P ′′B
[
G P B
G′ P ′ P ′′
] [
G P R
P ′′ G′′ G′
] [
G′′ P ′′ B′
P ′ G′ G
]
.
(10.30)
In a different basis for the tube category, for example the basis with two strands coming into and
out of the tube, the multiplication would have looked quite a bit different. The spectrum of the
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transfer matrix, however, is independent of the choice of basis, as the irreducible representations of
the tube category are independent of how it is represented. For example, a collection of F -moves
allow us to fuse two strands into one, and so map between the 1-strand basis and the 2-strand
basis.
The algebra (10.29) can be block diagonalized. The blocks are labeled by irreducible representa-
tions, while the diagonal elements of the blocks correspond to the minimal idempotents of the tube
category. The collection of all minimal idempotents in a block is referred to as the isomorphism
class of a given minimal idempotent. Off-diagonal elements in each block are isomorphisms between
minimal idempotents. The sum of minimal idempotents within a given block is called a minimal
central idempotent. The minimal central idempotents of Tube(C) are in one-to-one correspondence
with the simple objects of the Drinfeld center Z(C) [120].
Here we define a minimal idempotent in a way that is useful for computing them. The complete
set of minimal idempotents is denoted by ER,i and by definition can be expanded in terms of the
Q as
ER,i =
∑
P,G
C
(i)
GPRQ
G
RPR , (10.31)
where C
(i)
GPR ∈ C. They are completely characterized by requiring they be orthogonal, minimal
and complete. Orthogonality means that
ER,i ◦ EB,j = δRBδijER,i . (10.32)
The collection of idempotents is minimal if ER,i ◦mor Tube(C) ◦ EB,j is at most one dimensional,
i.e.,
ER,i ◦mor Tube(C) ◦ EB,j ∼=
{
C if ER,i is isomorphic to EB,i
0. otherwise
(10.33)
In practice this means that the vector space {ER,i ◦Q◦EB,j : Q ∈ mor Tube(C)} is one dimensional
if ER,i and EB,j are isomorphic (see (10.35) below), and equal to 0 otherwise. If dim(ER,i ◦
mor Tube(C) ◦EB,j) > 1 then one or both of the idempotents is not minimal. Completeness of the
idempotents means that for any Q ∈ mor Tube(C) there exist morphisms uR,i, vR,i ∈ mor Tube(C)
such that,
Q =
∑
R,i
uR,i ◦ ER,i ◦ vR,i . (10.34)
In particular,
∑
iER,i = idR. We say minimal idempotents E and E
′ are isomomorphic when there
exist morphisms U , V ∈ mor Tube(C) such that,
E = U ◦ V and E′ = V ◦ U . (10.35)
We now can make some universal statements about the spectrum of the transfer matrix. First,
all the minimal idempotents commute with the transfer matrix and with each other. Using the
above properties it follows that the spectrum of the transfer matrix TR can be decomposed as
T (R) =
∑
i
ER,i ◦ T (R) ◦ ER,i =
∑
i
TR,i . (10.36)
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Correspondingly, the vector space V(R) on which T (R) acts also can be split. Letting VR,i = {|ψ〉 ∈
V(R) : ER,i |ψ〉 = |ψ〉}, completeness of the minimal idempotents guarantees that
V(R) ∼=
⊕
i
VR,i . (10.37)
Every tube, including the minimal idempotents, also commutes with the Dehn twist T(R) = QRR1R.
Thus ER,iT
(R) = T(R)ER,i, and therefore ER,iT
(R)ER,i = T
(R)ER,i. Since the Dehn twist is
unitary, we have ER,iT
(R)ER,i = θR,iER,i for some complex phase θR,i. Hence in the basis of
minimal idempotents
T(R) =
∑
i
θR,i idR,i (10.38)
where idR,i is the identity operator on VR,i.
As pointed out above, the isomorphism classes of minimal idempotents of Tube(C) are in one-to-
one correspondence with the simple objects of Z(C). Thus by simply knowing the fusion category C
described by the topological defects, and the Drinfeld center Z(C) we can compute many properties
about the annulus partition functions. For example, when C is a modular tensor category, Z(C) ∼=
C × C∗ and so the momentum eigenvalues for object (x, y) ∈ C × C∗ take the form k = hx − hy + n,
where n ∈ Z and θx/y = e2piihx/y is the topological spin. Lets illustrate this identification explicitly
with the Fibonacci model. The diagrams in (10.11) are the generators of the Fibonacci tube
category in the sector where a τ strand terminates on the boundaries at the top and bottom of
the cylinder. The minimal idempotents of the tube category are eigenstates of T. Because the
Fibonacci category is modular, Z(C) ∼= C × C∗ here, and in particular the simple objects are
labeled (1,1), (τ,1), (1, τ), and (τ, τ). The topological spins of those simple objects are given
by, 1, ei4pi/5, e−i4pi/5 and 1 respectively. The tube idempotents labeled (τ,1), (1, τ), and (τ, τ)
are the irreducible representations of the algebra generated by (10.11), and therefore also give
rise to the topological spins computed using (10.13). This correspondence explains the somewhat
counterintuitive result that even in the presence of twisted boundary conditions, there remains a
sector with no momentum shift in the Fibonacci theory.
We now hammer out the tube category for the case when C is the Fibonacci theory, which we
denote Fib. The tube category can be split up based on its boundary conditions. Tubes which
have the same boundary condition on top and bottom are called endomorphisms, and the algebra
generated by all such endomorphisms is called the endomorphism algebra. The Fibonacci fusion
category has two endomorphism algebras, one for each simple object:
End(1) = C
[
,
]
= C
[
1, Dτ
]
,
End(τ) = C
[
, ,
]
= C
[
1(τ), T(τ), ψ(τ)
]
.
(10.39)
Each endomorphism algebra can be decomposed into minimal idempotents independently. In this
case both endomorphism algebras are commutative, and so we have as many minimal idempotents
as we do diagrams, i.e., End(1) ∼= C ⊕ C and End(τ) ∼= C ⊕ C ⊕ C. A simple direct computation
gives the minimal idempotents for End(1) as
(1,1)1 =
1
1 + φ2
+
φ
1 + φ2
, (10.40a)
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(τ, τ)1 =
φ2
1 + φ2
− φ
1 + φ2
. (10.40b)
The notation (a, b) is chosen so that the idempotent can be easily identified with the simple object
in the Drinfeld center, and the subscript denotes the boundary condition. Both of these minimal
idempotents have eigenvalue +1 under the Dehn twist operator T(1). The remaining minimal
idempotents are given by9
(τ,1)τ =
1
1 + φ2
(
+ e4pii/5 +
√
φ e−3pii/5
)
, (10.40c)
(1, τ)τ =
1
1 + φ2
(
+ e−4pii/5 +
√
φ e3pii/5
)
, (10.40d)
(τ, τ)τ =
1
1 + φ2
(
φ + φ +
1√
φ
)
. (10.40e)
The Dehn twist T(τ) eigenvalues are given by θ(τ,1)τ = θτ = e
6pii/5, θ(1,τ)τ = θ
∗
τ = e
−6pii/5, and
θ(τ,τ)1 = θ1 = 1 respectively. Notice that the (τ, τ) idempotent has support on both End(1) and
End(τ). This reflects the fact that the full tube algebra, which includes all diagrams on the tube
is non-Abelian. It is a consequence of the fact that some tube diagrams connect tubes with the τ
boundary condition to tubes with the 1 boundary condition.
The tube category thus lets us reproduce the Dehn-twist results in an elegant fashion. We can
go further and use (10.35) to construct isomorphisms mapping between idempotents, i.e., find U
and V where
(τ, τ)1 = U ◦ V and (τ, τ)τ = V ◦ U . (10.41)
The only remaining tube diagrams are off-diagonal and provide exactly the maps we are looking
for:
mor(1→ τ) = C
[ ]
, mor(τ → 1) = C
[ ]
. (10.42)
The notation means the right-hand side is the collection of morphisms in the tube category which
take a circle with one marked point labeled by 1 to a circle with one marked point labeled by τ .
These morphism spaces are one-dimensional and so up to a constant we have,
U ∝ and V ∝ . (10.43)
An immediate consequence of these isomorphisms is an identity for the partition functions found
from from gluing the ends of the cylinder into a torus. Namely, the partition function found from
gluing the (τ, τ)1 idempotent into a torus is identical to the partition function found from gluing the
(τ, τ)τ idempotent into a torus. In a sequel we will revisit the consequences for toroidal partition
functions in more detail.
9In practice, it is helpful to diagonalize the Dehn twist T(G) in the tube basis in order to quickly and efficiently
find many of the idempotents. For the Fibonacci theory the eigenstates of T(τ) completely determine the minimal
idempotents with boundary condition τ .
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11 Conclusion
We have developed a comprehensive approach to finding and exploiting topological defects in two-
dimensional classical lattice models, including their quantum-spin-chain limits. This approach
requires that the models be defined using a fusion category, with the transfer matrix written in
terms of projection operators best defined using fusion diagrams. Such models include some of
the best-known models of lattice statistical mechanics, including the Ising, Potts and self-dual
eight-vertex models. The category setup allows our knowledge of lattice topological defects to be
expanded significantly, making straightforward the derivation of properties such as their behavior
under branching and fusing. Linear identities between partition functions with different defect
configurations follow easily.
These identities have a number of elegant applications. They give a very useful implementation
of the venerable Kramers-Wannier duality, allowing us in Part I to find new results for the even
more venerable Ising model. Here we derived the analogous results for the Potts, clock and eight-
vertex models, and showed how to generalize duality itself to a far-wider class of models. We
computed universal quantities directly on the lattice using the defects, including the eigenvalues of
Dehn twists and ratios of g-factors. If the limit of the lattice model is a conformal field theory, then
these results provide strong and exact constraints on what that CFT may be. Another consequence
is the existence of exact degeneracies in the ground states and low-lying spectrum of non-critical
models. Whereas the continuum description of such models is by an integrable gapped quantum
field theory, the lattice models we analyze typically are not integrable. Self-duality provides a direct
way of understanding why these degeneracies occur.
We showed that the lattice partition functions can be viewed as boundary conditions to the
Turaev-Viro-Barrett-Westbury partition function, and gave a natural interpretation of the topo-
logical defects as elements in the Drinfeld center Z(C). This was further corroborated by the
computation of the Dehn twist eigenvalues which coincided with the topological spins of simple
objects in Z(C).
Many generalizations await. One we have already worked out in detail is the implementation
of the partition-function identities on the torus. We further find that when the continuum limit is
a conformal field theory that we can provide an explicit map between the lattice partition function
on the torus and the conformal field theory partition function for an arbitrary topological defect
configuration on the lattice. If the continuum limit is a CFT, we show how an arbitrary topological
defect configuration maps onto characters of the Virasoro and extended algebras.
Another is to define (non-local) operators by terminating a topological defect somewhere in the
bulk of the system. These terminations are naturally labeled by simple objects in the Drinfeld
center. Indeed, we can view the termination as a boundary with the topology of a circle, and so
has a natural action from the tube category. We can study the behavior of the operator under 2pi
twists, so as to find the lattice version of the topological spin. As with the Dehn twist eigenvalues,
the lattice values are independent of system size, and so if the continuum limit is a CFT, they must
match the conformal spins of the corresponding operators. We thus find a host of generalizations of
fermion and parafermion operators, beyond the conserved currents described in [121]. In particular,
here it is possible to analyze generally terminations that change the υ used on an edge. Moreover,
the braiding coming from the Drinfeld center allows the results of [121] to be implemented solely
using fusion category data, so that the braiding used there is not required.
Even though our construction gives a host of lattice topological defects and corresponding
dualities, it is not exhaustive. A very interesting generalization is to construct topological defects
separating Morita-equivalent fusion categories. A pair of fusion categories are Morita equivalent if
there exists an invertible bimodule between them. Consequently they have the same Drinfeld center
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and so one expects their lattice partition functions to have similar properties. Indeed, one can use
the invertible bimodule to construct a lattice topological defect between any two Morita equivalent
fusion categories, thus generalizing the dualities studied in this paper. We note that Morita-
equivalent fusion categories may look wildly different, for example Rep(G) and VecG are Morita
equivalent but have different objects, fusion rules, etc. Consequently, the dualities give precise
relations between partition functions which have very different microscopic degrees of freedom.
Another generalization of our construction gives orbifold defects. Orbifold defects again relate
partition functions with different microscopic degrees of freedom, but unlike the Morita-equivalence
dualities, orbifold defects are non-invertible. These defects allow one to extend an ancient result
[122] relating partition functions of seemingly distinct lattice models via an analog of the orbifold
construction of conformal field theory. We illustrate the idea by considering one of the old examples,
where the ABF models with k even are related to the Dn series of models [123] with n = 2+
k
2 . The
Dn Dynkin diagram gives the adjacency graph of the latter, replacing the Ak+1 one from (3.45).
For example, the D4 model has the incidence diagram of the three-state Potts model, associated
with the Z3 Tambara-Yamagami fusion category. Since the relation of Boltzmann weights of the
Dn model with the corresponding A2n−3 model is a linear one [122], it is natural to expect a
topological defect separating the region of the two models. Indeed, with some work the explicit
form of the orbifold defects can be extracted from [122]. In the D3 = A3 Ising case, such a defect
is precisely the KW duality we described above. However, for higher n, our construction requires
generalization. As with their continuum counterparts [21], there exists a topological “orbifold”
defect that implements the lattice orbifold. Similarly to the Morita-equivalence defects, these
orbifold defects can be parametrized by Frobenius algebra objects in C.
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A Ak+1 models
In this section, we describe in detail the Ak+1 category, explicitly writing out its tetrahedral sym-
bols. This category underlies the ABF height models, one of the chief examples of this paper. The
simple objects in Ak+1 are labelled by 0, 12 , 1, 32 , . . . , k2 . The quantum dimensions of these objects
are
dh =
sin pi(2h+1)k+2
sin pik+2
. (A.1)
The fusion rules are
Nabc =
{
1 a+ b ≥ c, b+ c ≥ a, c+ a ≥ b, a+ b+ c ∈ Z, and a+ b+ c ≤ k ,
0 otherwise .
(A.2)
A.1 Tetrahedral symbols
Let 0 ≤ a, b, c, d, e, f ≤ k2 be elements of the Ak+1 fusion category. One choice of the tetrahedral
symbols are [54] [
a b c
d e f
]
=
{
a b c
d e f
}
q
(−1)p , (A.3)
where
p
def
=
3(a+ b+ c+ d+ e+ f)2 − (a+ d)2 − (b+ e)2 − (c+ f)2
2
. (A.4)
and {∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗}q are the q-deformed Wigner-6j symbols (cf. App. A.2). Thus, the tetrahedral symbols
are identical to the Wigner-6j symbols up to some signs.
Limiting cases. When one of the element is zero, the symbol reduces to[
ϕ a b
0 b a
]
=
Nϕab√
dadb
. (A.5)
(Contrast with Eq. (A.9) for the Wigner-6j symbols.) The expressions are also much simpler when
one of the elements is 12 [135]:[
ϕ a b
1
2 b− 12 a+ 12
]
= NϕabN
ϕ
a+ 1
2
,b− 1
2
× (−1)a+b−ϕ
√√√√dϕ+a−b2 dϕ+b−a−12
dadbda+ 1
2
db− 1
2
, (A.6a)
[
ϕ a b
1
2 b− 12 a− 12
]
= NϕabN
ϕ
a− 1
2
,b− 1
2
×
√√√√da+b+ϕ2 da+b−ϕ−12
dadbda− 1
2
db− 1
2
. (A.6b)
A.2 Wigner-6j symbols
The q-deformed Wigner-6j symbols may be computed via the Racah formula [51].{
j1 j2 j3
j4 j5 j6
}
q
= ∆(j1, j2, j3) ∆(j1, j5, j6) ∆(j4, j2, j6) ∆(j4, j5, j3)
×
∑
z
(
(−1)z [z+1]!
[z−j1−j2−j3]! [z−j1−j5−j6]! [z−j4−j2−j6]! [z−j4−j5−j3]!
× 1[j1+j2+j4+j5−z]! [j2+j3+j5+j6−z]! [j3+j1+j6+j4−z]!
)
,
(A.7)
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where
q
def
= exp 2piik+2 ,
[m]
def
=
qm/2 − q−m/2
q1/2 − q−1/2 =
sin mpik+2
sin pik+2
,
[n]!
def
=

∏n
m=1[m] n > 0 ,
1 n = 0 ,
∞ n < 0 ,
∆(j1, j2, j3)
def
=

√
[j1 + j2 − j3]! [j3 + j1 − j2]! [j2 + j3 − j1]!
[j1 + j2 + j3 + 1]!
N j1j2j3 = 1 ,
0 otherwise ,
(A.8)
The summation
∑
z is over integers z such that the summand is well-behaved (i.e., no terms being
zero or infinity). Since [k + 2] = 0, thus [n]! vanishes for n ≥ k + 2. Also note that [n] yields all
the quantum dimensions as dx = [2x+ 1].
The Wigner-6j symbols is invariant under the same permutations as those of the tetrahedral
symbols, i.e., Eqs. (2.42), (2.43). However, they have different limiting cases.{
a a 0
b b c
}
q
=
Nabc(−1)a+b+c√
dadb
. (A.9)
We also have {
a b c
k
2 − d k2 − e k2 − f
}
q
= (−1)k+a+b+c
{
a b c
d e f
}
q
. (A.10)
It follows that {
k
2 − a k2 − b c
k
2 − d k2 − e f
}
q
= (−1)k+a+b+d+e
{
a b c
d e f
}
q
. (A.11)
The associated F -symbols are defined as
[
F abde
]
c,f
= (−1)a+b+d+e
{
a b c
d e f
}
q
√
dcdf . (A.12)
Hence, the Racah-Elliot-5 relation also appears different.∑
x
dx(−1)S
{
a b x
c d g
}
q
{
c d x
e f h
}
q
{
e f x
b a j
}
q
=
{
g h j
e a d
}
q
{
g h j
f b c
}
q
, (A.13)
with the sign determined by S = a+ b+ c+ d+ e+ f + g + h+ j + x.
B 6j symbols for fusion categories with non-self-conjugate objects
A C-linear, semi-simple, rigid monoidal categories is really just a a fancy name for a fusion category.
And since everyone already knows what a spherical, unitary fusion category is, we just have to
explain the remaining qualifiers.
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The point of this section is to speculate on cases where x 6= x¯ for some x. It is also important
to distinguish between upper/lower indices in the fusion symbol
N cab = N
b
ca¯ = N
a¯
bc¯ = N
c¯
a¯b¯ = N
b¯
c¯a = N
a
b¯c. (B.1)
(Note N∗∗∗ is invariant under exchanging the two lower indicies: N cab = N
c
ba.) For each a, its
quantum dimension da is the dominant eigenvalue of the matrix N
∗
a∗. They quantum dimensions
satisfy
d0 = 1 , da ≥ 1 , da¯ = da ,
∑
x
Nxabdx = dadb . (B.2)
We require the theory to be multiplicity-free, that is, N cab ∈ {0, 1} be no larger than 1; thus no
additional degrees of freedom lie at the graph vertices. The A and B-symbols (in absence of fusion
multiplicities) are defined as
Aabc
def
=
√
dadb
dc
[
F a¯abb
]∗
0,c
, (B.3a)
Babc
def
=
√
dadb
dc
[
F cb¯bc
]
a,0
. (B.3b)
Note that the Frobenius-Schur indicators κa = Aaa¯0 = B0aa are special cases of these symbols.
We establish the criteria for which the tetrahedral tetrahedral are defined. First we must fix
the gauge, i.e., choose a set of basis vectors ψabc ∈ V abc , which in turns fixes the F -symbols.
The tetrahedral symbols are defined if N cab = 1 =⇒ Aabc = Babc = +1 for all a, b, c. (B.4)
Note that the symbols are gauge-dependent. Hence some categories may admit one or multiple
tetrahedral symbols, while some may admit none. (For example, we require that all Frobenius-
Schur indicator must be +1, which rules out ŝu(2)k, since κx = (−1)2x in the theory.)
Properties of tetrahedral symbols.
First we define the tetrahedral symbols
[
a b c
d e f
]
def
=
1√
dabcdef
. (B.5)
Recall that
[
F abcd
]
x,y
=
〈 ∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
1√
dabcd
. (B.6)
Therefore, the tetrahedral symbols are related to the F -symbols via[
F abcd
]
x,y
=
√
dxy
[
a b x¯
c d y
]
. (B.7)
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Properties. Each vertex imposes a constraint of the fusion rules:
N a¯bcN
d
ecN
e
faN
f
db = 0 ⇒
[
a b c
d e f
]
= 0 . (B.8)
The symbols are invariant under cyclic permutation of the columns.[
a b c
d e f
]
=
[
b c a
e f d
]
=
[
c a b
f d e
]
. (B.9)
When any two columns are interchanged, we take the dual of the top row and the conjugate the
entire symbol. [
a b c
d e f
]
=
[
a¯ c¯ b¯
d f e
]∗
=
[
c¯ b¯ a¯
f e d
]∗
=
[
b¯ a¯ c¯
e d f
]∗
.
exchange exchange exchange
(B.10)
We may also exchange the rows among any two columns, at the cost of dualizing some entries.[
a b c
d e f
]
=
[
a¯ e f¯
d¯ b c¯
]
=
[
d¯ b¯ f
a¯ e¯ c
]
=
[
d e¯ c¯
a b¯ f¯
]
.
swap rows swap rows swap rows
(B.11)
Finally, we also have the limiting case[
a¯ a 0
b b c
]
=
[
a b c¯
b¯ a 0
]
=
N cab√
dadb
. (B.12)
Orthogonality relations. The unitarity of the F -symbols imply
∑
y
dy
[
a b x
c d y
] [
a b x′
c d y
]∗
=
δxx′N
x¯
abN
x
cd¯
dx
, (B.13)
analogous to Racah-Elliot-3.
For the analogous equation to Racah-Elliot-5, consider the following diagram.
(B.14)
After evaluating the diagram two different ways,10 eliminating the common factor
√
dαβγghjµνρ
from both sides, we get the pentagon equation:∑
x
dx
[
ρ ν¯ g
β γ x
] [
µ ρ¯ h
γ α x
] [
ν µ¯ j
α β x
]
=
[
g h j
α β γ
] [
g h j
µ ν ρ
]∗
. (B.15)
10The left hand side comes from applying three F -moves to eliminate g, h, and j, resulting in coefficients
[
F ρν¯βγ
]
g¯,x
,
etc. A useful identity for the right hand side is =
√
ddef
[
a b c
d e f
]∗
.
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Other relations. ∑
f
df
[
a a¯ c
b b¯ f
]
= δc,0
√
dab , (B.16)
∑
x,µ,ν,ρ
dxdµdνdρ
[
ρ ν¯ g
β γ x
] [
µ ρ¯ h
γ α x
] [
ν µ¯ j
α β x
] [
g h j
µ ν ρ
]
= D2
[
g h j
α β γ
]
. (B.17)
C Tambara-Yamagami fusion categories and tetrahedral symbols
In this appendix we review the Tambara-Yamagami fusion categories and write down their 6j-
symbols [66].
Let A be an Abelian group. The fusion category has one object for every group with quantum
dimension equal to 1, and a single non-Abelian object X with quantum dimensions dX =
√|A|,
where |A| is the number of group elements in A. The identity element 1 corresponds to 0 ∈ A. The
fusion rules are given by,
a⊗ b = (a+b) , a⊗X = X ⊗ a = X , X ⊗X =
⊕
a∈A
a , (C.1)
where a, b are elements of A and a+ b denotes group composition in A. We also have that X¯ = X
and a¯ = −a. The fusion category is Z2 graded with C0 = {a ∈ A} and C1 = {X}.
The 6j-symbols depend on a symmetric non-degenerate bi-character χ, That is, χ : A×A→ C×
with χ(a+b, c) = χ(a, c)χ(b, c), χ(a, b+c) = χ(a, b)χ(a, c), χ(a, b) = χ(b, a), and detχ 6= 0. We also
work in a gauge where χ(0, a) = χ(a, 0) = 1, where 0 is the identity element of A. The 6j-symbols
are given by[
b−c c−a a−b
a b c
]
= 1 ,
[
X X a
X X b
]
=
χ(a, b)
dX
,
[
a b c
X X X
]
=
N a¯bc√
dX
. (C.2)
The remaining 6j-symbols can be inferred from symmetry.
Example: Z3 Tambara-Yamagami
The simple objects are 0, 1, 2, and X. The non-trivial fusion symbols are
N0XX = N
1
XX = N
2
XX = 1 , N
X
X1 = N
X
2X = 1 , N
0
12 = 1 , N
1
22 = N
2
11 = 1 . (C.3)
Therefore, 1¯ = 2 and X¯ = X. The quantum dimensions are
d0 = d1 = d2 = 1 , dX =
√
3 . (C.4)
The only non-Abelian anyon is X, and its F -symbol is given by
[
FXXXX
]
a,b
=
1√
3
1 1 11 ω ω2
1 ω2 ω

a,b
=
1√
3
ωab , where ω = e
2pii
3 . (C.5)
Therefore, the tetrahedral symbols are given by[
X X a
X X b
]
=
ω−ab√
3
,
[
1 1 1
X X X
]
=
[
2 2 2
X X X
]
=
1
4
√
3
. (C.6)
The remaining symbols may be inferred from symmetry.
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